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Introduction1
The Madhyamaka2 school is one of the two major philosophical
schools of Mahayana Buddhism, along with the Yogaciira school.
The Madhyamaka is best known for its doctrine of emptiness
(Sunyatii). The idea of emptiness is found in the "perfection of
discernment" (prajfiii-piiramitii) siitras, some of which are among
the earliest Mahayana siitras . While the siitras expound emptiness
in a discursive way, the Madhyamikas use systematic argument.
Emptiness, for the Madhyamaka school, means that dharmas
are empty of intrinsic nature (svabhiiva). All Buddhists hold that
conditioned dharmas arise in dependence on causes and conditions.
For the Madhyamikas, this fact of dependent origination (pratltyasamutpiida) implies that dharmas can have no intrinsic, selfsufficient nature of their own. Since dharmas appear when the
proper conditions occur and cease when those conditions are
absent, the way in which dharmas exist is similar to the way in
which mirages and dreams exist. 3 Thus attachment and aversion
are undermined, since ultimately, they have no substantial objects
and lack any self-sufficient status of their own. 4
Moreover, the Madhyamikas argue that if things existed by
their own intrinsic nature, they would be changeless;5 but this
contradicts our everyday experience. As Bhiivaviveka says in his
commentary on MMK 5-7, "Like pictures painted on a wall, living
beings' particular ages, sizes, and postures would not increase or
decrease."
The Madhyamaka school was founded by Niigiirjuna (active c.
150-200), the author of the Mata-madhyamaka-kiirikii (MMK) .
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The MMK inspired a number of commentaries which not only
expounded the meaning of the MMK but also often acted as
vehicles for the commentators' own views. The Akutobhayii seems
to be the earliest of the extant commentaries. It is of uncertain
authorship, although it is sometimes ascribed to Nagiirjuna
himself. 6
The earliest extant commentary on the MMK by a known
author7 is that of BuddhapaJita (c. 500). BuddhapaJita closely
followed Nagiirjuna's own method, which utilized mainly prasaliga
arguments. These are arguments which show that the opponent's
position leads to consequences (prasaTiga) unacceptable to the
opponent himself, without, however, committing the Miidhyamika
to affrrming a contrary position.
Bhavaviveka (c. 500-570) was the next important Madhyamika
philosopher. Besides his commentary on the MMK, the Prajfliipradtpa. he wrote some notable independent works, such as the
Madhyamaka-hrdaya-kiirikii and its autocommentary, the Tarkajvtilii. Bhavaviveka seems to have been the fIrst to use the formal
syllogism of Indian logic in expounding the Madhyamaka; and he
strongly criticized BuddhapaJita for failing to do so. He felt that
the author of a commentary should state independent inferences
(svatantra-anumiina) rather than simply giving prasaTiga arguments. 8 Bhavaviveka' s position was later criticized by CandraIdrti, who defended BuddhapaJita in his own commentary on the
MMK, the Prasannapadii.
Bhavaviveka's PrajMpradlpa is, in the fIrst place, of great
interest for its explanation and elaboration of the MMK. In the
second place, it is important in the history of the Madhyamaka.
Bhavaviveka's criticisms of BuddhapaJita in the Prajfliipradlpa
resulted in the division of the Madhyarnaka into two subschools:
the Sviitantrika-Madhyamaka of Bhavaviveka and the PrasaJigikaMadhyamaka of Buddhapalita and CandrakIrti. (The names of
these subschools, derived from svatantra-anumiina and prasaTiga,
seem to have originated some centuries after Candraklrti and are
known to us only from Tibetan sources.~
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Moreover, the Prajiiiipradlpa is the first commentary on the
MMK to make use of the formal apparatus of Buddhist logic and
the first to discuss non-Buddhist philosophical schools extensively.
Bhavaviveka's accounts, in the Prajniipradlpa and elsewhere, of
the positions of other Buddhist and non-Buddhist schools give
valuable information on the state of Indian philosophy in his day .
(These two characteristics, the use of syllogistic reasoning and the
statement and refutation of the positions of other schools, are very
much in evidence in chapters three, four, and five of the Prajniipradlpa.)

Chapters three, four, and five of the MMK form a closely related set. lO In chapter three, "Examination of the iiyatanas,"
Nagarjuna draws on the pattern of analysis developed in chapter
two in order to analyze the process of vision. 11 The analysis is
then extended to the other sense organs and their respective sense
objects . The five physical sense organs plus the mind (manas) ,
together with the six corresponding sense objects, constitute the
twelve iiyatanas. (Dharmas are the object of mind.)
Nagarjuna frods the process of perception by the sense organs
to be unintelligible if one tries to understand it in terms of entities
which possess their own intrinsic nature (svabhiiva). As is often
the case in the MMK, the word svabhiiva is not used and has to be
inferred from the context of the work as a whole. Without some
qualification such as "by intrinsic nature," a statement such as " .. .
visible [objects] (dr~tavya) and the visual organ (darsana) do not
exist" (MMK 3-7a; PSP: 3-8a) is difficult to explain or defend.
Chapter four, "Examination of the Aggregates," deals with the
five aggregates (skandha) . Matter (riipa), the first aggregate, is
examined in terms of the relation of cause (karana or hetu) and
result (kiirya) . .This analysis of causality complements the analysis
of causal conditions (pratyaya) in the first chapter of MMK. The
discussion of matter is extended to the other aggregates and to all
entities (bhiiva). The last two verses of chapter four (MMK 4-8,9)
concern the way in which the Madhyamaka is expounded.
Chapter five, "Examination of the Elements," discusses the six
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elements (dhiitu). Space (iikijSa) is discussed by means of an analysis of what is characterized (l~a) and its defining characteristic
(lak~a'fG). If defining characteristics and the things they characterize are not possible, then entities (bhiiva) are not possible; and
without an entity, one cannot have its absence, a nonentity
(abhiiva). Thus space cannot be a defining characteristic, a thing
characterized, an entity, or a nonentity. The same applies to the
other five elements. The concluding verse (MMK 5-8) states that
those who see entities and nonentities do not- see the quiescence
(upaSama) of the visible (dr~!avya). This mention of the visible
harks back to the subject-matter of chapter three. The phrase,
"tranquil quiescence of the visible" (dr~!avyopaSama~ siva~),
also recalls the characterization of dependent origination as "the
tranquil quiescence of conceptual proliferation" (prapaflcopaSama~
siva~) in MMK I-Bb.
Thus chapters three, four, and five examine three sets of
categories, the iiyatanas, the skandhas, and the dhiitus. These
categories are fundamental to the Buddhist analysis of phenomena.
(Note that in chapter five of the MMK, dhiitu refers to the six
elements, not the eighteen dhiitus. The latter are the twelve
iiyatanas plus the six corresponding sense cognitions.) In each
chapter, the analysis is made more specific by singling out a
particular member of the set for detailed treatment. It is then
pointed out that the same analysis applies to the other members of
the set as well.
As we have seen, one could also say that chapter three deals
with perception, chapter four with causality, and chapter five with
the characteristics by which we defme and identify the constituents
of the world. From this point of view, also, the subjects treated in
these three chapters are both important and interrelated. 12
Aside from a few quotations in the Prasannapadii, the Prajniipradlpa has been lost in the original Sanskrit. It exists in Tibetan
and Chinese translations. The Chinese translation is reportedly
rather poorY but the Tibetan translation, done by liiiinagarbha and
Cog ro Klu'i rgyal mtshan in the early ninth century, seems to be
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excellent. The same translators also translated Avalokitavrata' s
massive subcornmentary on the Prajiiaprati[pa, called the Prajiiiiprad[Pa-~[ka. (Avalokitavrata's work is not extant in Sanskrit, and
apparently no Chinese translation was ever made.)
The present English translation was made from the Tibetan.
I consulted the Peking, Narthang, Derge, and Cone editions 14 and
made my own edition of the text. Most of the variants found in the
different Tibetan editions are either obvious scribal errors or else
represent different orthographic conventions. Rarely do the
variants offer significant alternatives for the meaning of a sentence.
I also made extensive use of the Peking and Derge editions 15
of Avalokitavrata' s subcommentary. Since the Prajiiaprad[Pa is
often terse, allusive, or technical, sentences frequently need to be
amplified with phrases in square brackets; and explanatory notes
sometimes need to be provided. For both purposes, Avalokitavrata's work is invaluable. Also, since the subcornmentary quotes
the entire Prajiiiipradlpa, it is sometimes helpful in establishing the
text.
An English-Tibetan-Sanskrit glossary has been provided for
important terms . Although we do not have the Sanskrit text of the
Prajiiiiprad[pa, the Tibetan practice of using standardized translation equivalents enables one to infer the Sanskrit original of many
terms with a high degree of confidence. Sanskrit terms in the
glossary are given in the translation in parentheses at their first
occurrence, unless the English translation equivalent is so widely
used that this seems unnecessary. Sanskrit and Tibetan words and
phrases which are not in the glossary are also sometimes quoted in
parentheses , especially when the translation is a bit conjectural.
Notes to Introduction
I For the convenience of the reader, the introductions to my translations of
chapters one and two of the Prqjnapradlpa (Ames (1993) and (1995» are repeated
here, except that material specific to chapters one and two has been replaced by
a discussion of chapters three, four, and five largely taken from my dissertation
(Ames (1986» . For more details on all the matters discussed in this introduction,
see Ames (1986), "Part I: Introduction," and the sources cited therein.
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2As a general rule, "Madhyamaka" is the name of the school and its philosophy; a follower of the school is called a "Madhyamika." See Ruegg (1981), p.
landn.3.
3See, e. g., MMK 7-34 and 17-33.
4See, e. g., chapter 23 of the MMK, which is discussed in Ames (1988) .
sSee MMK 15-8.
60n the Akutobhayti, see Huntington (1986).
7There is also a Chinese translation of a commentary ascribed to Asanga
which deals only with the dedicatory verses of MMK (MMK I-A,B) . See Ruegg
(1981), p. 49, and Keenan (1989).
8In this connection, it is interesting to note that in his commentary on MMK
2-19 (see Ames (1995» , Bhiivaviveka admits that Niigiitjuna gives a prasaJiga
argument. In his commentary on MMK I-I (see Ames (1993), pp. 222-3, 225-6,
234) and elsewhere, Bhiivaviveka criticizes Buddhapiilita' s prasariga arguments because, among other reasons, they could be converted into syllogisms asserting
things which Buddhapiilita does not, in fact, wish to say. Por example, Bhiivaviveka claims that BUddhapiilita' s prasariga argument against things' originating
from themselves could be converted into a syllogism showing that things originate
from another. In the case of MMK 2-19, however, Bhiivaviveka converts
Niigarjuna's prasaJiga argument against a goer and his or her going's being the
same into a syllogism which simply negates sameness without asserting difference.
Thus Bhiivaviveka seems inconsistent, if not biased, on this point.
9See Ruegg (1981). p. 58.
1000e translations of chapters three, four, and five presented here are revised
versions of those in my dissertation (Ames (1986».
IISee MMK 3-3, which explicitly refers to chapter two.
12David KaJupahana gives an analysis according to which chapter three examines the source of knowledge (exemplified by vision), chapter four examines the
object of knowledge (exemplified by matter). and chapter five examines the locus
of the object (space). See KaJupahana (1986), p. 148.
13See Kajiyama (1963), p. 39.
14Por the Prajiiiipradfpa, the Peking edition is text no. 5253; the Derge
edition is no. 3853 .
15Por Avalokitavrata's tiM, the Peking edition is text no. 5259; the Derge
'
edition is' no. 3859.
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Translation of Prajfliipradlpa, Chapter Three:
. Examination of the iiyatanas 1
Now [Nagarjuna] begins the third chapter with the aim of
showing that the iiyatanas have no intrinsic nature by means of
negating a particular [instance of] origination, [which would be] a
counterexample (vip~a) [to nonorigination] .2 Alternatively, he
begins the third chapter in order to show that the iiyatanas are
empty by means of negating motion ('gro ba, gati or gamana),
[which would be] a counterexample [to nonmotion].3
When one examines [the iiyatanas] in the first way, then the
counterexample is adduced [as follows:]
Objection :

[Thesis:] One should grasp that in ultimate reality (paramiirthatal!), the internal (adhyiitmika) iiyatanas 4 do indeed originate,
[Reason:] because the [kind of] object is specific (pratiniyata) [to
each kind of organ].
[Dissimilar Example:] Here what does not originate has no
specific object, as, for example, the iiyatanas of a childless
woman's son have no specific objects.
[Application:] The internal iiyatanas do have such specific objects;
namely, the objects of the visual organ (darsana) ,5 the
auditory organ (srava1}Q) , the olfactory organ (ghrii'!a) , the
gustatory organ (rasana) , the tactile organ (sparsana) , and
the mind (manas) are, respectively, visible forms (rrlpa),6
sounds (sabda) , odors (gandha) , tastes (rasa), tangibles
(spra~!avya), and dharmas.
[Conclusion:] Therefore, by means of the stated reason, one
should grasp that the internal iiyatanas do indeed originate.
When one examines [the iiyatanas] in the second way , then
because [Nagarjuna] has said,
Therefore [the activity of] going, the goer, and that which is
to be traversed do not exist, [MMK 2-25cd]
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[our] opponents reply:
Objection:

[Thesis:] One should understand that going does indeed exist,
[Reason:] because it is the result of activity (kriyti-phala),
[Example:] like seeing visible form and so on.
Answer: In answer to both positions [i. e., the two preceding
objections], [Nagarjuna] says:
The visual organ, the auditory organ, the olfactory organ, the
gustatory organ, the tactile organ and the mind (manas)
[Are] the six sense organs (indriya). Their domain (gocara) is
the visible (dr~!avya) and so on. [MMK 3-1]
Here it is called "the visual organ" because it sees (Ita zhes bya
ba ni Ita bar byed pa 'i phyir ro, paSyatiti darsanam iti?). For the
remaining [sense organs] also, [the etymology] is similar. They
are called "sense organs" (indriya) because of exercising power
(indriyatva) and mastery (bdag po nyid, probably iidhipatya) over
that [particular] group [of sense objects], since they grasp visible
form and the rest. 7 [As for the word,] "six": The number [of
sense organs] is also established by the [preceding] list of [their]
individual names; but that [number, six] is specified in order to
make it known that even conventionally (vyavahtirata~), there is no
agent who apprehends visible form and so on [and who is] different
from those [sense organs].
"Their" (ete~ti~) [means] "of those six sense organs." "Domain" (gocara) [means] "object" (visaya); the meaning is that [the
sense organs] have power (mthu) over those [sense objects]. 8 "The
visible and so on" (dr~!avyiidlni) [refers to] objects of vision
(drastavya) , objects of hearing, objects of smell, objects of taste,
objects of touch, and objects of thought. 9
Moreover, that specific relation (pratiniyama) of organ
(vi~ayin) and object (vi~aya) is conventional (vytivahtirika) , not
ultimate (ptiramarthika). Therefore, since the reason exists only in
the set of all dissimilar examples,1O [the opponent's reason] has a
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contradictory meaning. 11
[Nligiirjuna] will [now] explain this [point, namely] how in
ultimate reality, the eye 12 and so on cannot have the relation of
organ and object (vi~ayi-vi~aya-bhiiva). To begin with, with regard
to the eye-organ (cak~ur-indriya) alone, [he says,]
If the visual organ is its own self, that (tat) [eye] does not see
that (tam) [own self] at all. 13 [MMK 3-2ab]
"The visual organ" [is so called] because it sees (Ita ba mes
bya ba ni Ita bar byed pa'i phyir, pasyatlti darsanam iti?); [the
term means] "the eye-organ." "If it is its own self (sviitman)"
[means] "if it has its own intrinsic nature (svabhdva)." As for
"that does not see that at all," why does it not see at all? [Nliglirjuna] clarifies that position by the meaning of the statement
which occurs below.14 Why? Because that (tat) [eye] does not see
that (tam) [own self]. The idea is that that [fact] is common
knOWledge. The phrase "at all" has the meaning of specification.
Here one should see [i. e., understand] that [the eye] does not see
at all. Otherwise, one would understand that it does see another
[thing, though not itself] . 15
Objection: In that case, what will you prove? When [you]
have said that the eye does not see its own self, then [we] accept
that it does see visible form which is different [from its own self].
Answer: As for that which you maintain:
When it does not see itself,16 how will that [eye] see others?17
[MMK 3-2cd]
The meaning of the sentence is that the eye lacks the very
power (mthu) of seeing visible form. As to that, the former half
of the verse [i. e., MMK 3-2ab] shows the [proving] property,
[namely,] that the eye does not see its own self; and the latter half
[i. e., MMK 3-2cd] indicates the property to be proved, [namely,]
that it does not see visible form. Therefore, because a [property]
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to be proved and a proving property are adduced, it is considered
to be a syllogism:
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, the eye-organ does not see visible
form at all,
[Reason:] because it does not see its own self,
[Example:] like the ear and so on.
Alternatively, the former half [of the verse], having indicated
that the eye-organ is just not graspable (griihya) [by the eye-organ
itself], adduces the eye-organ' s own self as a similar example
(siidhannya-d,:~~linta) . 18 The latter half, by showing that the
eye-organ does not see visible fonn, indicates the property to be
proved, [the fact] that visible fonn is not an object of the eyeorgan. Here, according to that [explanation], the syllogism is:
[Thesis :] In ultimate reality, visible form is not an object of the
eye-organ,
[Reason:] because it is a collection [of atoms] (bsags pa, perhaps
saJ!lcita) ,

lExample:] like the eye-organ's [own] self.
[The reasons in the two preceding syllogisms, namely, the
eye-organ's] not seeing its own self and [form's] being a collection,
are mentioned [as] a use of words to imply more than is expressed
(mtshan nyid kyi sgra'i tshut, perhaps ~ar!,'i-Sabda-naya) . 19
Therefore, in both cases, inferences should also be stated [employing] reasons such as "because of having resistance (sapratigha),"
"because of being dependent on the elements (bhautika)," "because
of being secondary matter (upiidiiyarilpa) , " and "because of
belonging to the aggregate of matter (riipa- skandha). ,,20
Objection: 21 It is correct that the eye does not see its own self,
because it is invisible (anidarsana); but (visible) form [i. e.,
riipa-iiyatana or riipa-dJu1tu] is visible; therefore [the eye] sees that
[visible form].
Answer: As to that, [you] have established, by that other
reason, the reason and example which we have stated; therefore
there is no conflict [with our own position] .22
Objection: The Abhidharmikas 23 say: If [you] say that the
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eye, without [further] qualification, does not see visible form at all,
that establishes what is [already] established [for us], since [our]
position is that an eye which is non-functioning (tatsabhiiga)24 does
not see forms. But if you say that the eye's not seeing visible
forms is stated about a functioning (sabhiiga)25 [eye], in that case
there would be a conflict with what [you yourself] accept. For it
is said in the Abhidharma,
The functioning (sabhiiga) eye sees visible forms; [visual]
cognition which is based (iiSrita) on that [eye does] not.
[AK 1-42ab]
Answer: As to that, because just the functioning (sabhiiga) eye
is the subject [of our syllogism] (pakslkrta) here, [our argument]

does not establish what is [already] established [for you]. Nor is
there a conflict with what [we ourselves] accept, since it is said [in
the Arya-bhava-sa~riinti-siitra],26
The eye does not see visible form, and the mind (manas) does
not know dharmas.
That which the world does not penetrate (giihate) is the highest
truth (parama~ satyam).
Because [we] do not accept that the eye sees visible form in
ultimate reality and because of the extensive inferential argument
(anumiina) which has been expounded, that [fact that the functioning eye does not see visible formf7 is established. Therefore,
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, the functioning (sabhiiga eye does not
see visible form,
[Reason:] because it is an eye-organ,
[Example:] like the non-functioning (tatsabhiiga) [eye].
Alternatively, [there is no conflict with what we ourselves
accept] because [the functioning eye's seeing visible forms] is
negated [using the following reason and example:] "because the
[eye-]organ is material (riipin) like the ear. ,,28 Nor will there be
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a conflict with common knowledge [i. e., that the eye sees visible
fonns]. [This is so] because that [conunon knowledge] has not
been abandoned since we have stated a qualified thesis, and
because [that objection] has been answered [already].29
Objection: The Kasnrlras 30 say: The eye does indeed see
[fonns] because it is the agent (kanr) of vision.
Answer: 3 ] That is not [logicallyj possible, because [the reason]
is one part of the meaning of the thesis 32 and because there is no
agreement (anvaya) [with a similar example, since no example is
given] and because the negation [of the thesis that the eye sees
fonns] has [already] been stated.
Alternative Answer: 33 What the KiiSnrlras said is not [logically] possible [for the following reasons:] For those who hold that
[all things] are momentary (k~a,!ikaviidin), activity is not possible
[for the eye] because it is instantaneous. For those who hold that
[all things] are not momentary, also, it is not possible for that same
[eye which which previously does not see to become] different
from that. 34
Objection: The Sautrantikas 35 say: Since conditioned dharmas 36 are inactive, neither the eye nor anything else sees. What
then? In a siitra,37 it is said that visual cognition (cak~urvijfiiina)
originates in dependence on the eye and visible fonns. Therefore
your statement that the eye does not see just establishes what is
[already] established [for us].
Answer: Just by [our] negation of origination [in the first
chapter of the MMK] , visual cognition is not possible; therefore
[we] do not establish what is [already] established [for you].
[Also,] there is no conflict with what [we ourselves] accept,
because we do accept the meaning of [that] siitra [as being] in
accord with conventional truth and because in ultimate reality,
there is no reasoning [which establishes] the meaning of [that]
siitra.
Indeed, a difference of that [manner in which the eye sees]38
is not possible, because we have negated the origination of the
iiyatanas of eye and visible form and because [we] have negated

\
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[the relation of] seer and seen between eye and visible form.
Nevertheless, desiring to enlarge the understanding of the listener,
[1] will give just an indication (Phyogs tsam, diTimiitra) [of that
argument].
If the visual organ is ilS own self, that [eye] does not see that
[own self] at all. [MMK 3-2ab]

As before, having indicated that [the fact] that [the eye] does
not see ilS own self is the property of the subject [which proves the
thesis] , [Nagarjuna says,]
When it does not see ilSelf, how will that [eye] see others?
[MMK 3-2cd]
This selS forth the property to be proved [i. e., that the eye does
not see visible forms whether it is in contact with them or not]. 39
Therefore, wishing to refute other conceptual constructions
imagined (parikalpita) by others, [1] will state syllogisms .
In that connection, to those40 who say that the eye grasps
[visible forms] with which it is not in contact (apriipta) , [we
reply:] [The eye does not grasp visible forms with which it is not
in contact. It knows them only indirectly] because "seeing" has the
meaning of "knowing" [not "grasping "],4! just as kings know from
[their] agenlS 42 [things which they themselves do not see] . [This
is so] because [the eye] does not see ilSelf. The meaning of [that]
reason is that [the eye] does not know ilSelf. 43
[Therefore we can state syllogisms such as the following:]
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, the eye does not grasp an object with
which it is not in contact (apriipta-vi~aya),
[Reason:] because it does not see [i. e., know] ilS own self,
[Example:] like the nose and so on. 44
Likewise,
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, visible form is not graspable (griihya)
by an eye-organ which grasps an object with which it is not
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in contact,
[Reason:] because it is dependent on the elements (bhautika),
[Example:] like odor and so on.
[The reasons in the two preceding syllogisms, namely, the
eye's] not seeing its own self and [visible form's] being dependent
on the elements, are mentioned [as] a use of words to imply more
than is expressed (mtshan nyid Icyi sgra'i tshul, perhaps lak~a1Jii
sabda-naya).45 Therefore in both cases, inferences should also be
given [employing] reasons such as "because of having resistance
(sapratigha); ,,46 and appropriate syllogisms should be fully stated.
Alternatively, [one may state the following syllogism:]
[Thesis:] It is not maintained that in ultimate reality, the eye
grasps an object with which it is not in contact,
[Reason:] because it has an object of the present [moment] which
is [immediately] evident (pratyak~a),47
[Example:] like the nose and the other [physical sense organs].
Objection: 48

[Thesis:] The eye does [indeed] grasp an object with which it is
not in contact,
[First Reason:] because it grasps obstructed visible form49 and
[Second Reason:] because there is no difference of effort and
[Third Reason:] because there is no difference of time50 and
[Fourth Reason:] because it grasps an object greater [in size]51
than itself,
[Example:] like the mind (manas).
Answer: That also is not good, [for the following reasons:]
[1] Here "grasping [an object] with which it is not in contact" has
the meaning of "grasping visible form which is obstructed;" and
the meaning of [the first reason,] "because it grasps visible form
which is obstructed," is also just that. Therefore [the meaning of
the first reason] is one part of the meaning of the thesis. 52 [2]
Also [the second and third reasons,] "because there is no difference
of effort and because there is no difference of time," are not
established. 53
Even if the reason[s] were established, no agreement (anvaya)
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[with a similar example] is established. [This is so] because in
ultimate reality, it is not established that even the mind grasps [an
object] with which it is not in contact; [and therefore the example
given is invalid]. Alternatively, [the example] also has a contradictory meaning. 54
Objection: The Samkhyas say: [Your proof] that the eye does
not grasp an object with which it is not in contact establishes what
is [already] established [for us, since we hold that the eye apprehends an object with which it is in contact].
Answer: One should reply: [Just] because [we] have shown
that the eye is empty of the property of grasping an object with
which it is not in contact, [it does] not [follow that we] have shown
[that fact] as a consequence of (yogena) proving that it does grasp
an object with which it is in contact. Therefore [you] become
encouraged without justification (asthiine).
Moreover,
[Thesis:] It is not maintained that the eye grasps an object with
which it is in contact (prlipta-vi~aya),
[Reason:] because it is a sense organ,
[Example:] like the mind (manas).
Nor is [that argument] inconclusive due to the nose and so on,
since those [other sense organs] will also be shown below to be just
like that [eye J. 55
Also, what is the meaning of "grasping [an object] with which
it is in contact"? If [you] say, "[The eye] goes out from [its own]
location [i. e., the eyeball]56 in the direction of the object and
grasps [it]," [then we reply:]
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, the eye's function ('jug pa, probably
prav~tti or v~i) [of grasping its object]57 does not go outward from the location of the "synonym of visual cognition , ,,58
[Reason:] because it is a function,
[Example:] like the function of the nose-organ and so on. 59
Likewise,
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, visible form is not graspable (griihya)
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by an eye-organ which grasps an object with which it is in
contact,
[Reason:] because [visible form] has a cause,60
[Example:] like sound and so on.
Objection: The extensive inferences shown in both cases61
refute one position by means of the other (Phyogs gcig gis gcig bsal
ba) . Therefore nothing at all has been established.
Answer: Because both [ways of grasping a sense object] do not
exist, [our] desire not to establish [either position] is fulfIlled (mi
sgrub par 'dod pa grub po, perhaps asisiidhayisii siddhii).
Objection: 62 The eye's rays of iight ('od zer) go in the
direction of the object and grasp the object.
Answer: To those who have [that] opinion, the following
should be said:
[Thesis:] One should understand that even conventionally, the
eye-organ does not possess rays of light,
[Reason:] because it is a cause63 of the apprehension (dmigs pa,
probably upalambha or upaLabdhl) of visible form,
[Example:] like visible form [itself] .
Objection: 64
[Thesis:] The eye-organ does indeed possess light rays,
[Reason:] because it is an eye-organ,
[Example:] like the eyes of nocturnal animals such as mice.
Answer: That is not [logically] possible, [1] because the eyeorgan is invisible and [2] even if the location65 of that [eye-organ]
possesses light-rays, the example is not established and [3] because
[your reason] suffers from [the fault] that it is counterbalanced. 66
Enough of [this] extensive deliberation! [We] will deal just
with the subject at hand.
If the visual organ is its own self, that [eye] does not see that

[own self] at all.
When it does not see itself, how will that [eye] see others?
[MMK 3-2]
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[Buddhapalita's commentary:) Here [BuddhapaJita)67 says:
Here if the intrinsic nature of entities is seen in their own selves,
[then] because [they] possess that [nature]. it will also be apprehended in the selves of others. For example. if wetness is perceived [literally. "seen"] in water. [then] because it possesses that
[wetness], [wetness] will also be apprehended in earth. If heat is
perceived in fire, [then] because it possesses that [heat], [heat] will
also be apprehended in water. If a sweet smell is perceived in the
jasmine flower, [then] because it possesses that [sweet smell], [a
sweet smell] will also be apprehended in clothing. 68 But how will
that entity which does not appear in its own self be apprehended in
the selves of others? For if a bad smell is not perceived in the
jasmine flower, it will not be apprehended in clothing [perfumed
by it], either.
[BuddhapaIita continues:] Therefore if the visual organ saw its
own self, then it would be possible to say, "because it sees visible
form, it is the visual organ (ropam paS-jatlti darsanam itt); " but the
visual organ does not see its own self. Now how will that which
does not see its own self see others? Therefore it is not possible
to say, "because it sees visible form, it is the visual organ. "
[BuddhapaJita continues:] iiciirya Ary,adeva, also, has said,
If the intrinsic nature of all entities is seen first in themselves,
Why does the eye not also grasp the eye itself? [Catuh-sataka
13-16)69

.

[Other Buddhists' objection to BuddJ.lapiilita 's argument: )70 As
to that, here [our] fellow Buddhists say: If [you] say that just as
that vision71 which apprehends visible form does not exist in the
eye, so also it does not exist in visible form, then [that merely]
establishes what is [already] established [for us]. For even so, it
has been said,72
That [visual cognition?] does not exist in the eye or visible
form; nor does it exist between the two.
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That [place?] where that [visual cognition?] abides neither
exists, nor does it not exist.
[BMvaviveka's critique of Buddhapalita's explanation:f 3 If
[you, Buddhapiilita] say that [the eye] does not have the power of
seeing its own self, [then] jasmine flowers are not suitable as an
example of that. [This is so] because sweet smells occur
in jasmine flowers by virtue of a group (samagn) [of causes and
conditions], just as sesame seed oil becomes sweet-smelling through
contact with flowers. 74 Also, [this argument is wrong for the
following reason:] Since no one accepts that [the eye possesses]
the activity (kriyii) of seeing visible form [because it possesses the
activity of seeing itself),7S it is not correct to refute that [position).
But if (you, Buddhapiilita] prove that just as (the eye] does not
grasp itself, (soJ also it does not grasp others, (then] in that case
also, [your] example cannot [prove that]. [This is so] because
[your examples,] flTe and jasmine flowers, do not grasp76 [either]
their own or others' selves. Therefore that [explanation of yours]
is not [logically] possible.
Therefore in that way, since it is not established that the eye
sees, origination is also not established; (and] motion is not
established, either, since [in both cases, the alleged] example does
not exist. 77 Alternatively, the reason is also contradictory. 78
Objection: 79 Having imputed a [false] meaning to [your own]
proof,80 you say that the eye does not see visible form because it
does not see its own self. By saying that, [you] have shown that
if that [eye] lacks power over its own self, it also does not have
that [power] over the self of another. 81 Even so, [your reason] is
inconclusive (anaiktintika) , for although flTe lacks the power to
bum its own self, [nevertheless] it does have the power to bum the
self of another.
Answer:

The example of fire is not adequate (paryapta) for establishing the visual organ. [MMK 3-3ab]
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[That is,] to charge that [our] reason is inconclusive [by means
of the example of flre, is inadequate]82 for establishing that
meaning, [i. e. ,] that the eye has the intrinsic nature of a visual
organ (darsana-svablulva). The idea is that [this is so] because in
ultimate reality, it is not established that flre burns and because
even conventionally, it is not established that [the eye] has the
intrinsic nature of a visual organ.
Alternatively,
The example of flre is not adequate for establishing the visual
organ... [MMK 3-3ab]
because of the fault in [your] reason83 which [will be] stated. The
idea is that [this is so] because that [notion that] the intrinsic nature
of flre is to illuminate [both] its own and others' selves does not
exist even for the opponent's position (parapak~a),84 and because
even conventionally, it is not established that the intrinsic nature of
flre is to burn. 85 "Burning," moreover, is a transformation ('gyur
ba, probably parilfiima or viparilfiima) of fuel, which is produced
by flre; therefore it is not the intrinsic nature of flre.
Moreover,
The example of flre is not adequate for establishing the visual
organ.
That [example] has been answered, along with the visual
organ [itself], by [the examination of] the traversed (gata) ,
the untraversed (agata) , and that which is being traversed
(gamyamana). [MMK 3-3]
"Along with the visual organ" (Ita beas, sadarsanaJ:) [means]
"together with the visual organ (Ita ba dang beas pa, saha
darsanena?). What [is said to be "along with the visual organ"]?
The example of flre. What has been done? [The example of flre,
along with the visual organ,] has been answered. By means of
what? By means of [the examination of] the traversed, the untra-
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versed, and that which is being traversed [in chapter two of the
MMK].
Previously, it was explained that in ultimate reality, going does
not exist on the traversed, the untraversed, or that which is being
traversed. [This is so] because [the traversed] has been traversed
[already], because [the untraversed] has not [yet] been traversed,
and because that which is being traversed is not cognized apart
from the traversed and the untraversed.
In just that way, the [following] syllogisms86 should be stated
successively: In ultimate reality, fIre, too, does not burn fuel
which has been burned, which has not been burned, or which is
being burned. [This is so] because [burned fuel] has been burned
[already], because [unburned fuel] has not [yet] been burned, and
because [fuel] which is being burned is not cognized apart from the
burned and the unburned. 87 And likewise, in ultimate reality, the
eye, too, does not see visible fonns which have been seen, which
have not been seen, or which are being seen. [This is so] because
[the seen] has been seen [already], because [the unseen] has not
[yet] been seen, and because [visible forms] which are being seen
are not cognized apart from the seen and the unseen.
[Buddhaptilita's commentary:) Here [Buddhapiilita]88 says:
Objection [according to Buddhapiilita]: The visual organ and
so on are established in the same way as fIre. For example,
although fIre burns, it just burns others; but it does not burn its
own self. Likewise, although the visual organ sees, it just sees
others; but it does not see its own self. 89
Answer:
The example of fIre is not adequate for establishing the visual
organ.
That [example) has been answered, along with the visual
organ [itself], by [the examination of] the traversed, the
untraversed, and that which is being traversed. [MMK 3-3]
[The example is not adequate) because that [fIre] also does not
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burn another. 90
[Bhiivaviveka's91 critique:] That is not [logically] possible, for
since the opponent's position (purvapaksa) is quite worthless
(asiira) due to [its being] a mere example,' it is not right to refute

that (position]. 92
Objection:

[Thesis:] The eye does indeed possess the activity (kriyii) of
seeing,
[Reason:] because it is so taught in the science of grammar
(sabda-siistra).

[Application:] Here, in the science of grammar, [it is taught that]
when one uses 93 a primary suffix (bya ba'i rkyen, krtpratyaya)94 in [the sense of] an agent (kart~), [then one says,]
"Because it sees, it is the visual organ (ita bar byed pas ita
ba zhes bya ba, probably paSyatlti darsanam iti; cf. MMK
34c)."
[Similar Example:]95 Whatever is taught in that [science] is so, for
example, [it is taught that] when one uses a primary suffix in
[the sense of] an agent, [then one says,] "Because one understands (thugs su chud par mdzad pa, bodhati?) or because one
understands [by oneself] (thugs su chud par gyur pa, budhyate?) , [one is called] 'Buddha' (sangs rgyas, buddha). ,,96
Answer: That proof exists [i. e., is valid] within conventional
truth (vyavahiira-satya); but it does not exist in ultimate reality.
Why? Because in this very [chapter], the eye's seeing (mig ita ba)
has been negated and because [in the first two chapters] the
origination of that [vision] has been negated, [the eye] is devoid of
vision. 97
When it does not see anything, it is not the visual organ.
[MMK 34ab]
When it does not see a door-bolt or a stool or anything at all,
then it is not the visual organ. Therefore,
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How can that [statement] that the visual organ sees be
[logically] possible?98 [MMK 3-4cd]
How can that [statement] that the visual organ sees be [logically] possible? The meaning of the sentence is that that is just not
possible. Therefore,
The visual organ does not see at all. What is not a visual
organ (adarsana) does not see at all. [MMK 3-5ab]
The idea is [that what is not a visual organ does not see]
because it is empty of the power of seeing, like a lump of earth
and so on.
Therefore in ultimate reality, the explanation of the word
dartana and the word buddha in the science of grammar is simply
not correct, because the example [i. e., the Buddha] does not
exist. Nor does [the preceding statement] contradict [our] doctrine,
because in ultimate reality, the Blessed One, too, is without
intrinsic nature and also because below [Niigarjuna] will say,
That which is the intrinsic nature of the Tathiigata is the
intrinsic nature of this world.
The Tathiigata is without intrinsic nature, [and] this world is
without intrinsic nature. [MMK 22-16]
Alternatively, [we can] examine [the meaning of MMK
3-4,5ab] differently: Here, when one uses a primary suffix in [the
sense of] an agent, in regard to that [eye] which is a visual organ,
[one says ,] "Because it sees, it is the visual organ." Or else when
one uses a primary suffix in [the sense of] an agent in regard to
what is not a visual organ, [one says,] "Because it sees, it is the
visual organ." What follows from that?99 If it is said in regard to
that [eye] which is a visual organ, [then]
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When it does not see anything, it is not the visual organ.
[MMK 3-4ab]
Well, what [is a visual organ]? Just that which sees 100 is a
visual organ. Therefore an eye in which the activity of seeing has
originated sees ; [but] in that case, there is that same fault of reason
and example. 101
Objection: Because that Leye] is the agent of the activity of
seeing, it is indeed the visual organ.
Answer: Then if that [eye] is the visual organ [already], a
[second] activity of seeing would just be pointless. 102 Therefore,
How can that [statement] that the visual organ sees be
[logically] possible? [MMK 3-4cd]
The meaning of the sentence is that it is simply not [logically]
possible, because [the eye would already] possess the activity of
seeing. 103
But even if it is said in regard to that [eye] which is not a
visual organ,
When it does not see anything, it is not the visual organ.
[MMK 3-4ab]
Then if that [eye] does not have the intrinsic nature of a visual
organ, it is devoid of the activity of seeing, like a lump of earth
and so on. Therefore that which is not a visual organ also does not
see at all.
Therefore, because in that way neither possesses the activity of
seeing,
The visual organ does not see at all. What is not a visual
organ does not see at all. [MMK 3-5ab]

Objection: If there is a double negation [as in MMK 3-5b] , the
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original meaning is understood. Therefore an eye in which the
activity of seeing has originated sees.
Answer: That is not good, because [here] it has been negated
that [an eye for which the activity of seeing] exists or does not
exist is the cause [of seeing], 104 like the negation [in MMK 1-6] of
a causal condition for an existent or a nonexistent [thing].
Objection: 105 Having applied [the quality of] being a visual
organ [to the eye] figuratively on account of [the fact that it will
see in] the future, 106 that [eye] is the visual organ.
Answer: [In that case, the thesis which you] maintain has been
lost for the sake of establishing conventional truth. 107
Alternatively, [one may explain MMK 3-Sab as follows :]
Objection:
[Thesis:] One says that an eye for which the activity of seeing has
originated sees,
[Reason:] because [that] conventional designation of activity
exists.
[Dissimilar Example:] It is not said that that [organ] for which the
activity of seeing has not originated sees, as [in the case of]
the ear.
[Application:] Because the eye possesses the activity of seeing,
one conventionally designates that the eye sees .
Answer: The iiciirya [Nagarjuna] replies: In that case,
The visual organ does not see at all. [MMK 3-Sa]
The idea is that [this is so] because the opponent has not shown
that an activity of seeing has originated in ultimate reality for any
seer, and because before an activity of seeing has originated in the
visual organ, it is not established as a visual organ.
Because it is difficult to show that what was formerly not a
visual organ will later possess the activity of seeing,
What is not a visual organ does not see at all. [MMK 3-Sb]
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Thus the meaning of the reason [in the opponent's last syllogism]
is not established, or else it has a contradictory meaning. lOB
Therefore the thesis is lost.
Objection: Here the S~yas and Vai§e~ikas say:l09 Because one sees by means of this, it is the visual organ ('dis Lta bar
byed pas Lta ba ste, probably anena pasyatiti darsanam). [This is
so] because a primary suffix is used in [the sense of] an instrument
(kara1fll)' That one to whom that instrument [of the activity of
seeing] belongs is the seer. That [seer], moreover, sees by means
of that [instrument]. For example, a cutter (chett,:) cuts (chinnatl)
wood to be cut (chedya, etc.) by means of an axe; but the axe itself
does not cut. Therefore that [statement of yours] that the eye does
not see [merely] establishes what is [already] established [for
us]. 110
[Thesis:] Instruments have a [corresponding] agent,
[Reason:] because they are instruments,
[Example:] as the axe and so on have a cutter [who wields them].
Answer:

One should understand that the seer has been explained by
means of the visual organ itself. [MMK 3-5cd]
"One should understand that it has been explained" [means]
"one should understand that it has been answered." By means of
what? By means of the visual organ itself. [The explanation] of
what? Of the seer. The idea is that [this is so] because the
refutation of the conceptual construction that there is a seer is also
similar.
As there the property of the eye (which proves that it does not
see visible forms] is [its] not seeing its own setf,11! so here also
the property of the self (iitman) [which proves that it does not see
visible forms] is [its] not seeing its own self. [This is so] because
it is not possible for the self to see its own self, since acting ('jug
pa, probably prav,:"i or v,:"z) on its own self [would be] contradictory. For example, that same edge of a sword does not cut that
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very sword edge. Thus the inference is:
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, the self, too, is not a seer,
[Reason:] because it does not see its own self,
[Example:] like the ear.
Nor can the opponent spoil (bslad) [our argument] with the
poison of suspicion (tiSarika or sarikii that the meaning of [our]
reason is not established. 112 Wherever it is explained that the self
sees the self, there that [statement] is made conventionally, having
imposed the word "self" [in the sense of "mind"] because the mind
(manas) is beneficial (phan 'dogs pa, perhaps upakiirin).113
Here [the reason in the preceding syllogism,] "not seeing its
own self" is mentioned [as] a use of words to imply more than is
expressed (mtshan nyid kyi sgra'i tshul, perhaps laksanii-sabdanaya).114 Therefore inferences with reasons and examples such as
the reasons "because it is an entity (bhava or vastu)," "because it
is an object of knowledge (jfleya) , " or "because it is an object of
speech (brjod par bya ba; abhidheya, vaktavya, vacya, etc.)" and
[corresponding] examples such as "like the ear and so on," "like
sound and so on," or "like its own self," should also be fully
stated.
Thus,
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, the self does not see visible form,
[Reason:] because it is an entity ,
[Example:] like the ear and so on.
Likewise,
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, the self does not see visible form,
[Reason:] because it is an object of knowledge,
[Example:] like sound and so on.
Likewise,
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, the self does not see visible form,
[Reason:) because it is an object of speech,
[Example:) like its own self.
[Syllogisms] should likewise be stated appropriately in regard
to visible form also. 115
There are also no faults of the thesis and so on,116 [1] because
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conventional truth is under discussion (dbang du byas pa, adhikrta) , [2] the self [as] generally accepted ll7 is the subject [of the
syllogism] (phyogs su byas pa, paksikrta), [3] because a property
of that [conventional self] is indicated [as the reason in the
syllogism], and [4] because that [conventional self) is also adduced
as an example.
Likewise, since an axe and so on are not established in ultimate
reality, the example [in the opponent's last syllogism] also does not
exist. Therefore [when we show that the eye does not see, we] do
not establish what is [already] established [for the opponent] .
Objection: That very [statement] that the seer does not see
nihilistically negates (apa-vtuf) that meaning [i. e., its own meaning] .118 Therefore there will be a fault in [your] thesis.
Answer: Here [that objection] has [already] been answered [in
our discussion of the statement], "dependent origination is without
origination (pratltyasamutpiido 'nutpiidalJ). ,,119 Therefore it is not
necessary to repeat [that answer] again.
Moreover, here that seer either has the intrinsic nature of a
seer; or it does not have the intrinsic nature of a seer. In that
connection, [let us first suppose that] it has the intrinsic nature of
a seer, just as the Siimkbyas say that the intrinsic nature of the
spirit (puru~a) is cons~iousness (caitanya).120 As to that, if that
seer of that [Siimkbya] has the intrinsic nature of a seer, [then]
because intrinsic nature is not made [by any causes or conditions].
it would be a seer even without a visual organ. 121
Objection: 122 If that cutter has no axe, it is not possible [for
him] to be a cutter. Likewise, [only] if that [self], too, is not apart
from 123 a visual organ, should one see [i. e., regard] it as a seer.
Answer: In that case, the self's being a seer is conventional,
because a cutter is conventional. 124 If [you] suppose so,
A seer who is not apart [from the visual organ] does not
exist. l25 [MMK 3-6a]
"Because that [self] is accepted as a seer [only] if it is not apart
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from the visual organ" is the rest of the sentence. Here, before
(the seer, i. e., the self] possesses the visual organ and after it has
separated from the visual organ, the visual organ does not exist.
If the visual organ does not exist, [the activity of] seeing (Ita ba)
the visible also does not exist. Therefore since it is not possible
that (the self] is a seer, the seer does not exist. The meaning is
that [the self] does not have the intrinsic nature of a seer.
Nor is that (seer] established like fire, because fire is not
established without fuel. 126
Alternatively , (one can interpret MMK 3-6a by saying that] the
rest of the sentence is, "Even if [you] say that [the self] is a seer
when the visual organ exists, [nevertheless] the seer imagined
(parikalpita) by the Siimkhyas does not exist." Here one infers that
(something] is a seer b~cause it apprehends and sees visible forms .
But that apprehension of visible form also exists (only] if the eye,
visible form, light, space, and attention exist. Therefore the
collection (tshogs)127 called "Devadatta" is designated a "seer"
[only when he] possesses those [conditions]; but (a seer] other than
that does not exist. [This is so] because even if there were some
existence [of a seer] imagined to be different from that (collection],
the apprehension of visible form does not exist in the mind (rgyud,
sa'!ltiina or sa'!ltati, literally, "series") of a blind person. [Therefore the seer ima~ined by the S~yas could not be a seer by
intrinsic nature.] 1 8 .
Efficient causes (byed pa 'i rgyu, kiiraka-hetu or kiira'}a-hetu)
are conventionally designated as the agent. As in the case of a
lamp, it is indeed [logically] possible [to do so, even though they
lack the intrinsic nature of an agent] . For example, even though
a lamp has no volition (cetanii), it is said to be an illuminator
because it is a cause of illumination. Therefore even conventionally, that (seer established by intrinsic nature] does not exist. 129
Objection: [What is called the seer] does not have the intrinsic
nature of a seer. As the Vaise~ikas say, "When the cognition of
visible form has originated from the conjunction Csbyor ba,
probably sa'!lyoga here) of the four (the self Cotman), the mental
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organ (manas) , the sense organ (indriya) , and the object (vi~aya)), 130 [the self] sees .• 131
Answer: Even so, there is that same fault [that there is no seer
other than the group of factors conventionally called "Devadatta,"
etc.]. [This is so] because the supposition (brtag pa, kalpanti) that
that [seer] is an existence which is not commonly known is not
possible. 132
Objection: Accepting [the self] as the common [seer well
known in the world], that [self still] exists [independent of the eye,
visible form, and so on]. 133
Answer: Even (so, Niigarjuna] says,
[A seer] who is apart from the visual organ also [does not
exist]. [MMK 3-6b]
What is [the meaning of MMK 3-6b]? The context is "the seer
does not exist" [from MMK 3-6a]. [This follows] because if it is
apart from the power of the visual organ, [the self] does not have
the intrinsic nature of that [seer].
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, it is not possible that that [self] sees
visible form,
[Reason:] because it is different from the eye,
[Example:] like a jar.
Thus for neither position is it established that there is a seer. 134
Alternatively, even if one imagines that [the self] has the
intrinsic nature of a seer, [Niigarjuna replies ,]
A seer who is not apart [from the visual organ] does not exist,
nor does one who is apart from the visual organ. [MMK
3-6ab]
The idea is that whether it possesses or lacks a visual organ, [the
self] does not have the intrinsic nature of a seer.
To begin with, [suppose that] one maintains the following:
"When that seer has an eye, he sees." In that case, the estab-
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lishment of the apprehension of visible form [by the seer] exists
[only] if the eye exists. Therefore [his] being a seer is conventional, just as burning (bsreg pa nyid) [exists only] if fIre exists
[and thus is conventional] . [In that case,] one oUght to maintain
that [the seer] is the eye itself. But if one says, "Even without a
visual organ, [the self] is a seer," [then] since the apprehension of
visible form does not exist in the mind (rgyud, samtiina
or samtati,
.
.
literally, "series") of a blind person, it is not [logically) possible
that that [self] is indeed a seer.135
Objection:

[Thesis:] One should understand that just that which possesses the
activity of seeing is the seer,
[Reason:] because that has an instrument (kar~) and an object
(karman) .

[Dissimilar Example:) Here what has no activity has no instrument
or object, as a sky-flower [does not].
[Application:] That seer (drastr) has an instrument, the visual
organ (darsana), and an object, the visible (dr~tavya).
[Conclusion:] Therefore one should understand that just that which
possesses the activity of seeing is the seer.
Answer: Because the organ of vision has been completely
negated [as existing] in ultimate reality and [because] if the visual
organ does not exist, the seer is also not possible, [Nagarjuna
says,]
If the seer does not exist, how will your visible [object] and
visual organ exist? [MMK 3-6cd]

The idea is that [this is so] because that which no one sees
cannot be a visible [object] and because an instrument [of vision]
is also not [logically] possible, since a seer who sees by means of
this [instrument] does not exist at all. Therefore the meaning of
your reason, "because [its] instrument and object exist," is not
established; or else the meaning [of the reason] is contradictory . 136
Objection : Some 137 among [our] fellow Buddhists say: Con-
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cerning conditioned factors,138 which are subject to other (paratantra) causes and conditions and are immobile,139 it is [logically]
possible to say that the eye does not see and that a self different
from that [eye] does not exist as a seer. But,
[Thesis:] [We] do not maintain that visible [objects] and visual
organs do not exist,
[Reason: 1 because their four results, cognition (vijfliina) and so
on, exist.
[Dissimilar Example:] That which does not exist does not have the
results called "cognition, contact (sparsa), feeling (vedanii),
and craving (tr~~ui), ,,140 just as the eye of one blind from
birth [does not give rise to cognition and the rest].
[Application:] Visible [objects] and visual organs have the four
results, cognition and so on.
[Conclusion:] Therefore visible [objects] and visual organs do
exist.
Answer: If it has been shown, by the method which [we] have
stated, that visible [objects] and the organ of vision are not
established, then141
Because visible [objects] and the visual organ do not exist, the
four, cognition and so on,
Do not exist. [MMK 3-7ab,cl (pSP: 3-8ab,cl)]
The idea is that [this is so] because [their] causal conditions do
not exist. Therefore if [cognition and so on] are not established
because those [i. e., visible objects and the visual organ] are not
established, [then] it is also not [logically] possible to establish
visible objects and the visual organ [as a consequence of the
existence of cognition, etc.] because [your] example also does not
exist. 142
Objection: 143 In ultimate reality, cognition and so on do
indeed exist, because their results, appropriation (upiidOna) and so
on, exist.
Answer:
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How will appropriation and so on exist? [MMK 3-7c2,d (PSP:
3-8c2,d)]
The idea is that [this is so] because those are also not established, like cognition and so on. "Appropriation" (upiidiina)
[means those things] "which are to be appropriated" (upiideya).
They are: [1] sensual pleasure (kama); [2] the overestimation of
moral conduct and ascetic practices (slLa-vrata-paramarsa); [3] the
doctrine of the self (atma-viida); and [4] views (drsttj.1 44 [The
phrase] "and so on" (iidim) indicates those [items in'a list] at the
beginning of which (the word preceding iidi stands]. Those,
moreover, are samsaric existence (bhava), birth (jati) , and
old-age-and-death (jara-mara'f'1).145 Therefore you have that same
fault [in your argument].
At the beginning of the chapter, the opponent adduced the
auditory organ, etc., and sound, etc., as examples. l46 Now [Nagarjuna], wishing to show by the method which has been stated that
they are similar [to the visual organ in not existing by intrinsic
nature], says,
One should understand that the auditory organ, the olfactory
organ, the gustatory organ, the tactile organ, and the mind
(manas)

Have been explained, [along with] the hearer (sratl), audible
[sounds] (srotavya), and so on, by means of the visual organ.
[MMK 3-8 (PSP 3-9)]
One should understand that the auditory organ, the olfactory
organ, the gustatory organ, the tactile organ, the mind, the hearer,
audible [sounds], and so on have also been rejected (Lan ... btab
pa, literally, "answered"). By means of what? By means of the
visual organ itself. As with the negation of the visual organ, the
negation of the auditory organ and so on should also be shown
appropriately by means of full inference[s], together with elaboration (prapaiica). 147
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Therefore neither origination nor motion, which [the opponent]
conceptually constructs from the outset (arambha) of the chapter,
is established. 148 As to that, here the meaning of the chapter [is
as follows:] The emptiness of the iiyatanas has been expounded by
means of stating the faults in the proofs offered by opponents.
Therefore [scriptural] statements such as the following are
established: 149 [From the Arya-brahma-vise~a-cinta-paripr:cchii
sutra? ,]150
That which is the internal earth-element (adhyatmika-pnhiv/dhiitu) and that which is the external (bahya) earth-element have a
nondual meaning (advaya-anha). By means of discernment (prajnii) and wisdom (ye shes, jniina), the Tathagata has fully and perfectly realized (abhisarrzhuddha) that that also is nondual, is not
divisible into two (gnyis su dbyer med pa), and has a single defming characteristic (eka-laksana), namely, no defining characteristic
(alaksana). lSI
. .
Likewise, [from the Arya-ManjuSr/-vikrldita-sutra,] 152
fMaiijusrT said,] "Girl, how should one see the elements
(dhiitu)?"
The girl said, "MaiijusrI, [they should be seen] like this, for
example: When the three worlds have been consumed by fire [at
the end] of the kalpa, there is not even ash [left behind]. " 153
Likewise, [from the Arya-bhava-sa~ranti-sutra,]154
The eye does not see visible form, and the mind (manas) does
not know dharmas.
That which the world does not penetrate (gahate) is the
highest truth (parama'!l satyam).
Likewise ,155
He does not know, does not see all dharmas. That [bodhisattva?] does not apprehend, does not ponder (cintayati), does not
think of (manyate) even the preacher of the Dharma (chos smra ba,
dharma-bhiinaka) .
Likewise, [from the Arya-ManjuSrl-vikr/ljita-sutra? ,]156
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Sister (sring rna, bhaginf), the eye does not see, does not cognize (vijiiniiti) visible forms. Enlightenment (bodhl), too, is free
from eye and visible form. The ear, nose, tongue, body, and mind
(manas) also do not grasp, do not cognize dharmas . Enlightenment, too, is free from mind and dharmas.
Likewise, [from theBhagavatJ-prajfl4piiramitii-suvikriintavikriimi-sUtra,]157
Suvikrantavikriimin, matter 158 is not the domain (gocara) of
matter. Feeling, perception/conception, mental formations, and
cognition are also not the domain of cognition. Suvikrantavikriimin, [what is called] "domain" is [the fact] that matter does
not know, does not see matter and [the fact] that feeling, perception/conception, mental formations , and cognition do not know, do
not see cognition. That which is [the state of] not knowing, not
seeing matter and not knowing, not seeing feeling, perception/conception, mental formations, and cognition, is the perfection
of discernment.
The third chapter, "Examination of the iiyatanas," of the
Prajfiiipradlpa, a commentary on [Nagarjuna's] Miilamadhyamaka
composed by iiciirya Bhavyakara/Bhavyakara (Legs ldan byed)159
[is concluded].
Notes to Translation of Chapter Three
lThe twelve ayatanas are the six sense organs (the five physical sense organs
plus the mind, manas) and the six corresponding sense objects (dhannas in the
case of mind) . This chapter deals mostly with the first six ayatanas , the sense
organs (indriya). Hence in the Sanskrit of the Prasannapadii, chapter three is
called caksuriidilldriya-pariksii (pSP 122.8), while in the Tibetan translation of
the Prasai.napadii, the title 'is simply dbang po brtag pa, indriyapariksii (May
(1959), p. 331.8). The Tibetan translations of the Akutobhayii and Buddhi.piilita's
commentary have the same title for this chapter as the Tibetan of the Prajfliipradlpa (Saito (1984), translation, p. 243 n. 1) .
2This translation of skye ba mi nuhun pa'i phyogs kyi khyad par (usplidavipalcfa-vise!a?) follows Avalokitavrata's explanation (Ava P2b-3,4; D2a-4,5).
The particular instance of origination alleged by the opponent in the following
par~aph is the origination of the ayatanas .
See Ava P5b-6, D3a-l. Note that chapter one of the MMK deals with
origination, while chapler two deals with motion.
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4nJat is, the six sense organs.
5darfana may mean either • vision' or "the organ of vision. " (N ate P~ini
3.3.115 and 3.3.117.) In his commentary following MMK 3-2ab, Bbavaviveka
glosses it as caksur-indriya; and this seems to be its meaning throughout most of
his commentary'on this chapter. (The situation is complicated, however, by the
fact that the Tibetan word Ita ba translates both darsana and drsli, as well as some
other forms derived from the root drS/paS.) Buddhapiilita has the same interpretation of darsana (Saito (1984), p. '50.11), as does CandrakIrti (pSP 113.7,8).
(Jacques May, though, translates darsana as fa vision; see May (1959), p. 78 n.
131.)
Similar remarks apply to the terms for the other four physical sense organs
(sravana, etc.). Note that the physical sense organs, being made of translucent
matter'(riipa-prasiida), are not identical with the visible eye, ear, etc.; see May
(1959). ibid., AK 1-9, and LVP AK I, p. 15 n. 1.
6riipa as one of the twelve iiyatanas or eighteen dhiiJus refers to "visible
form,' i. e ., color and shape (varna- samsthiina); see AK I-lOa. riipa as the first
of the five aggregates (s/uuulha) refers to "matter" in general; see AK 1-9ab and
May (1959), p. 79 n. 132.
7Compare AK 2-2ab.
8See Ava P4-8 to 5a-l, D4b-2,3.
9bsam par bya 00, perhaps mantavya here, corresponding to manas.
lO'Set of all dissimilar examples" translates vipaksa here.
HSee Ava PSa-3,4,5; D4b-5,6,7. In other words, the reason (heru) in fact
proves the opposite of the slfdlrya, since the predicate to be proved (slfdhya) is
ultimately real origination and the reason applies only to (some) things which are
conventional. Such things belong to the vipaksa because they lack the siidhya.
Note that the phrase "in ultimate reality" cParamiinhatah) is Wldcrstood as
qualifying the predicate (siidhya) of the thesis (pratijilii), not as qualifying the
subject (dhannin).
12mig, caksus will be translated as "eye," srorra as "ear," and so on; but one
should bear in mind that the five physical sense organs are made of subtle,
translucent matter (riipa- praslfda). They are not identical with visible parts of the
body such as the eyeball, etc., though they are located on or in them. See note
5 and AK 144ab.
13The Tibetan of MMK 3-2ab in PP differs from the Sanskrit and Tibetan of
PSP. (See PSP 113. 10 and 113 n. 5.) See the discussion in Saito (1984),
translation, p. 244 n. S. As Saito points out, the Tibetan of MMK 3-2a in PP
corresponds to sva 4/md coo darsanam hi or sviiJmani darsane sati.
14MMK 3-200, according to Avalokitavrata (Ava PSb-2,3; DSa-4,5) .
15The Sanskrit of MMK 3-2b is tat ram eva na paJyati (PSP 113.10).
Bbavaviveka seems to be saying that one must Wlderstand that paSyaly eva is
meant (but not written for reasons of meter) rather than tam eva, since Nagarjuna
will deny not only that the eye sees itself but also that it sees other things.
16pp has a Tibetan translation of MMK 3-2c slightly different from that of the
Akutobhayii, Bp, and PSP. PP corresponds to yadd plus iiJmanam, rather than yad
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iitmannm. See note 67 and Saito (1984), translation, p. 244 n. 5.
17The idea behind this argument seems to be something like the following: If
it is the intrinsic nature of the eye to see, then its seeing must be independent of
anything other than the eye itself. (Intrinsic nawre is independent of other
conditions by definition; see MMK 15-1,2.) Therefore the eye's seeing cannot
depend on the presence of visible forms. But then the only thing left for the eye
to see is its own self. Now it is well known that the eye does not see itself.
Therefore the eye does not see by intrinsic nature.
I8Similar to the eye's not seeing visible form; see Ava P6ab-4, D5a-5.
190n this and the following sentence, see Ava P7a-4 to 7b-3, D6b-4 to 7a-3.
20 These four reasons apply both to the eye-organ (in the first syllogism) and
to visible form (in the second). They have resistance because they are riipa, in the
sense of "matter," but are not avijflapti (see LVP AK I, pp. 25-27). The terms
bhaUlika and upildaya-riipa are synonymous and refer to matter dependent on the
four great elements (mahiibhiila), as distinct from the elements themselves. See
May (1959). pp. 91 nn. 195 and 198, 164 n. 505.
21 Avalokitavrata identifies the objectors only as ni/alytintariyiih, "members of
other (Buddhist) schools." He has them cite a scripture which expounds the
doctrine of riipa found in the Abhidhaf17llIkosa; see Ava P7b-4 to 8a-3, D7a-3 to
7b-1.
22In other words, as far as the Madhyarnikas are concerned, the opponent's
statement that the eye does not see itself because it is invisible simply proves the
Miidhyarnikas' own contention that in ultimate reality, it cannot see form either.
See Ava P8a-3 to 6, D7b-2,3,4.
23The name "Abhidhiirmika" seems not to have referred to a particular
school but to mean simply "a specialist in Abhidharma." See LVP AK I p. x and
n. 2, p. 39 n. I, and LVP AK V p. 45 n. 3. Since the objection here ends with
a quotation from the AK, presumably the "AbhidMrmikas" are Vaibhii~ikas in this

case.
240n tat-sabhiiga, literally, "similar to that," see LVP AK I pp. 75-78.
2SSee the reference in the preceding note.
26IdentifJed by Avalokitavrata, who explains that the Miidhyamikas accept that
in superficial reality (samvnYd), the functioning eye sees visible forms but that in
ultimate reality, it does noi. See Ava P8b-6 to 9a-3, D8a-3 to 7. (This verse is
also quoted by Bhiivaviveka near the end of this chapter.)
The Sanskrit of this verse is found in PSP 120.4,5, where it is ascribed merely
to the Bhagavan. De long identifies it as verse 14 of the Bhavasamkrtintisiilra, ed.
N. A~aswami Sastri, Adyar, 1938, p. 6. See de long 0978),
40.
2 See Ava P9a-4,5; D8b-1.
28See Ava P9a-8 to 9b-2, D8b-3,4,5. It seems that one should read gzugs
mthong ba bkag pa 'i phyir in Ava P9b-l, D8b-4 for gzugs mi mthong ba bkag pa 'i

p.

phyir.
29That is, our thesis is qualified by the phrase" in ultimate reality." Since we
accept that according to superficial reality the eye sees forms, while denying that
it does so in ultimate reality, we are not in conflict with what is well known in the
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world. (Worldly convention makes no such distinction between superficial and
ultimate reality.) Moreover, this objection has been answered in the first chapter,
where we pointed out that origination exists superficially but not ultimately. See
Ava P9b-3,4,5; D8b-6 to 9a-1.
30uie Kii§mlra-Vaibhisikas, according to Avalokitavrata (Ava P9b-6,
09a- II).
.
31kha cig na re, "some say," usually indicates an objection; but according to
Avalokitavrata (Ava P9b-8, 09a-3), this is Bhiivaviveka's own view; and the
context supports that attribution.
32That is , to say that the eye sees and to say that it is the agent of vision
amount to the same thing. See Ava PlOa-I,2,3; 09a-4,5.
33 gzhan dag na re, "others say." Avalokitavrata (Ava PIOa-5, 09a-7 and
P IOb-3, 09b-4) identifies "others" as iiciirya Oeva§arman, who wrote a
commentary on the MMK called dlwr po 'char ba. This commentary, which
Bhiivaviveka also quoted with approval in chapter one of the Prajniipradlpa (see
Ames (1994) , p. 110 and pp. 129-130 n. 105), has not survived. See Kajiyama
(19632, pp. 37-38 and Ruegg (1981), p. 49 and n. 128, p. 62 and n. 187.
3 If the eye is momentary, it ceases as soon as it has arisen; and it has no time
in which to perform an activity. If it is not momentary, it must persist unchanged.
Therefore it cannot change from a former state of not seeing an object to a subsequent state of seeing it; and hence it cannot perform the activity of seeing. See
Ava PIOa-6 to 10b-3, 09a-7 to 9b-4.
35Following AK I -42, there is a long discussion in the bhiifYa on the ques-tion
of whether the eye sees or visual cognition sees; and the positions of various
schools are given. (See LVP AK I, pp. 81-86.) The position ascribed there to the
Sautrantikas is identical to that given here.
36 samskiiriih, in the sense of samskrtii dharmiih . See LVP AK I, pp. I 1,28.
37 "
. •.
•
See, e. g., SfU!1YUlta-rukiiya II p. 72, IV pp. 32-33.
38 According to Avalokitavrata, "that" refers to a dispute between the
Vai§e.!!ikas and the Siir!>khYas as to whether the eye perceives an object which it
has "reached" (priipta), i. e., one with which it is in contact (the Siimkbya
position), or one which it has not reached (allegedly the Vai§esika position). See
Ava Pllb-I to 6, 01Ob-1 to 4.
.
This characterization of the Siirnkhya position is correct; see, e. g., Sinha
(1952), pp. 60-61; Frauwallner (1973), Vol. I, p. 309; and Larson and Bhattacharya (1987), p. 340. On the other hand, it is clear that the Vai§esikas did, in
fact, hold that the sense organ perceives objects ooly through contaci with them.
See, e. g., Sinha (1956), pp. 386-7, 470; Frauwallner (1973), Vol. II, pp. 31-32;
and Potter (1977), pp. 161-2.
It is quite surprising that Avalokitavrata would be confused abuut the position
of a major Indian philosophical school on this issue. Perhaps he was misled by the
fact that Bhavaviveka later mentions the Siimkbyas explicitly in this context and
then, in his commentary on MMK 3-6ab; indicates that the Siimkbyas and
Vai§esikas held opposing views on the issue of whether the self is inherently a
seer. .Thus Avalokitavrata might have assumed that they held different views on
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this issue, too.
In fact, though, it was the Buddhist Abhidharma schools who maintained that
the eye sees objects with which it is not in contact; see AK 1-43cd. It may be that
bye brag pa dag, "Vai§esikas," is a mistake (present in both Ava P and D) for bye
brag tu smra ba dag, "Vaibhasikas." There is an instance in Avalokitavrata's
subcommentary on chapter five 'where Ava P has 'os pa pa dag, "Arhatas, " twice
for Ava D' s 'ug pa pa dag, 'Auliikyas." See note 69 to my translation of chapter
five.
39See Ava PI2a-6,7 ,8; 0Ila-4,5.
4Drhe Vai§esikas , according to Avalokitavrata; see Ava PI2b-3 , 0I1b-1 and
note 38.
41See Ava PI2b-5,6; 01lb-2,3.
42 rtog chen. TIIis translation is conjecrural. Avalokitavrata lists rtog chen
with bya rna rta, "runner, courier," and nyan rna ba, "spy" (Ava PI2b-7,
011 b-4). The point is that the eye sees only indirectly by way of other conditions
(pratyaya) and not directly. Thus its seeing is only conventional (Ava PI2b-7 to
13a-2, 01lb-3,4,5).
43The idea seems to be that conventionally, the eye is said to see visible forms
not because it grasps them directly but because it knows them indirectly through
other conditions (such as the presence of light, etc.). Even conventionally,
however. it does not "see," that is, "know" itself.
44ne nose does not smell odors with which it is not in contact (see AK
1-43cd,44ab); and it does not smell itself.
4SOn this and the following sentence, see Ava P13b-3 to 14a-4, 011a-5 to
1Ib-5.
46See the similar discussion of the two syllogisms following MMK 3-2cd and
note 20.
47See AK 1-44cd. The objects of the five physical senses are simultaneous
with them.
48According to Avalokitavrata (Ava PI4a-8, Ol3a-I), the objectors are the
Vai§esikas; but see note 38.
49'" Obstructed " by space, according to Avalokitavrata (Ava PI4b-2, 0I3a3) .
In the bhiifYa on AK 1-42, it is pointed out that the eye sees visible forms which
are obstructed by transparent objects; see LVP AK I p. 83 .
Here "obstructed" translates bar du chod pa. Note that Lokesh Chandra's
Tibetan-Sanskrit Dictionary gives vyavahita for bar du chod pa (s .v.). According
to Monier·WiIliams' A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, vyavahita (s.v.) may mean
either "obstructed, concealed' or 'separated, placed apart."
sOlf the eye had to go out to its object in order to make contact with it, it
would take different amounts of time and effort to see objects at different
distances. See Ava P14b-2 to 8, 013a-3 [07.
SISee Ava PI5a-4, 013b-3; and compare LVP AK I p. 93.
S2That is, this reason simply restates the thesis in different words and hence
is invalid . See Ava P15a-7 to 15b-l, 013b-5,6.
53 Avalokitavrata gives an argument based on the idea that all things are
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momentary, so that the process of grasping an object encompasses many different
moments of effort and grasping. See Ava PISb-2,3,4; D13b-7 to 14a-2.
Bhavaviveka does not mention the fourth reason here, but Avalokitavrata says that
it is refuted simply by MMK 3-2. See Ava PISb-4,5,6; DI4a-2,3.
54If the example is said to be established in superficial reality, but not in
ultimate reality, then it cannot be used to support a thesis which is held to be true
in ultimate reality. See Ava PI6a-3,4,S; D14a-6 to 14b-1.
55The opponent might object that although the mind does not grasp an object
with which it is in contact, the nose, longue, and body do. (See AK 1-43cd.)
Thus the reason, "because it is a sense organ," is inconclusive. Bhavaviveka
replies thaI il will be shown (in MMK 3-8) that the other sense organs, jUSllike
the eye, grasp neither an object with which they are in contacl nor one with which
they are not in contact. See Ava P16b-710 17a-4 , Dl5a- l 105.
56See Ava PI7a-S,6; DI5a-5 ,6. The idea is nol as ludicrous as it sounds if
one recalls that "the eye" is composed of invisible riipa-prasiida and is nol the
visible eyehall.
51See Ava PI7b-1, DI5b-l ,2.
58mig gi rnam par shes po 'i rnam grangs, caksur-vijnana-paryaya, glossed by
Avalokitavrata (ibid.) as mig gi 'bras bu, "the eyeball."
59Here Avalokitavrata argues thaI if the eye had to go out to its object, then
when one opened one's eyes , it would take longer to see the sun or moon that 10
see the lop of a nearby tree. See Ava P17b-2,3,4; DI5b-3,4, and note 50.
~e idea may be that since visible fonn has a cause conventionally, it does
not exisl in ultimate reality.
610r "in [regard 10] both positions," phyogs gnyi gar. The positions referred
to are the view (ascribed by Avalokitavrata to the Vai§esikas) that the eye grasps
an objecl with which il is not in contact and the SiJ!Ikhyas' view thaI il grasps an
Object with which it is in contact. The opponent cbarges that since the
Miidhyamika rejects both positions, he has failed 10 establish any position of his
own. See Ava P18a-3 to 6, DI6a-2,3,4 .
62The opponents here are the Mimamsikas, according 10 Avalokitavrata. See
Ava PI8a-8, DI6a-6 . In fact, the view expressed was also that of the Naiyayikas
and Vai§e~ikas . See FrauwalIner (1973), Vol. II, pp. 32-3 and Polter (1977), pp.
117,119,161.
63Ava PI8b-2, D16a-7 has byed rgyu, kiirana-hetu for PP's rgyu, hetu or
kiirana. Here karana-hetu is used in the narrower (pradhiina) sense of "produclive
cause." See LVP AK II p. 247. where the eye and visible form are said 10 be the
kiirana-hell/s of visual cognition in this sense.
64 Again, Avalokitavrata ascribes this Objection 10 the Mimamsikas. See Ava
P 18b-6, D 16b-3. The argument concerning the eyes of nocturnal'animals is found
in ~ayasiitra 3-1-44.
5That is, the eyeball. See Ava PI9a-3, DI6b-8.
66 'gal ba 'khrul pa med pa, probably viruddha-avyabhiciirin. See Ames
(1995), n. 126.
61Literally, "some;" idenlified by Avalokitavrata as 'the commentator (v!1li-
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kara) Sthavira Buddbapalita." Text in Saito (1984), p. 51.2-19; translation in
Saito (1984), translation, p. 51. See also Saito (1984), translation, p. 244, nn. 5,
6,7 .
As Saito points out, although the text of the Tibetan translation of MMK 3-2ab
in Bp agrees with that of PP, Buddbapalita's commentary seeIDS to reflect the
version of MMK 3-2ab found in PSP. Also, Buddbapalita's interpretation of
yailiitmiilUl,!, in MMK 3-2c as yail iitmii1Ul,!" rather than yaila plus iitmiilUl'!',
agrees with PSP, not PP. In the latter case, this difference is reflected in the
Tibetan text of MMK 3-2c in Bp.
68rn other words, if water itself is wet, it can moisten earth; if frre itself is
hot, it can heat water; if jasmine itself is sweet-smelling, it can impregnate
clothing with a sweet smell.
69See Lang (1986), pp. 122-3, where the text is slightly different.
7°See Ava P20a-l, 017b-3 .
71lta ba, glossed by Avalokitavrata as 'visual cognition' (caksur-vijfliina) . See
Ava P20a-2, 017b4.
.
72Identified by Avalokitavrata only as coming from 'the common doctrine of
[our) fellow Buddhists ' (rang gi sde pa spyi 'j grub pa 'j mtha ', probably svayiUhyasamanya-sidd/ulnJa). See Ava P20a-5, DI7b-6 .
73kha dg lUl re, literally, 'some say." Avalokitavrata identifies ' some" as
Bhavaviveka himself and says that the following paragraph is his criticism of
Buddhapalita's explanation of MMK 3-2. See Ava P20a-6,7; 017b-7 .
74Avalokitavrata explains that a sweet smell does not exist in jasmine flowers
by its own self but by virtue of causes and conditions like seed, earth, etc. Thus
it arises adventitiously (g/o bur du, probably akasmiit), just as sesa-me seed oil is
not inherently sweet-smelling but becomes so if it comes in contact with flowers .
See Ava P20b-3,4,5; 018a-3,4,5.
75See Ava P20b-6,7,8; O1Ba-5,6,7.
76 'dzin pa, root grah. Perhaps a translation other than "grasp" would be better
here, since Avalokitavrata explains that in ultimate reality, fire bums neither itself
nor others; and jasmine flowers make neither themselves nor others sweetsmell~ . See Ava P2la-3,4; 018b-2,3 .
7 This refers to the opponent's frrs t two syllogisms at the beginning of the
chapter, in which the fact that the visual organ sees visible forms is used to argue
for the existence of origination and motion, respectively. Sec Ava P2l a-5 to
2Ib-l , Dl8b4 to 7 .
78If one says that the eye does see visible forms conventionally, it is contradictory to use that conventional fact to support a thesis about ultimate reality. See
Ava P2lb-2, 018-7 to 19a-1.
79n,e objectors are identified by Avalokitavrata only as "proponents of
origination" (skye bar smra ba dag, probably utpiida- or utpattj-viidjna/J) . See
Ava P21b-4, 019a-2 .
80See Ava P21b-5, 0I9a-3 .
81 Avalokitavrata here glosses ' power' as "the power of grasping " (itself or
another) . See Ava P21b-6, 019a-3,4.
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82See Ava P22a-7 to 22b-I, D19b-3,4,5.
83The "reason" referred to here is the notion that fire illuminates both itself
and another. See Ava P22b-2,3,4; 019b-5,6.
84Fire does not illuminate itself because there is no darkness in it and hence
nothing which needs to be illuminated. See Ava P22b-5 ,6; 019b-7 to 20a-2 .
8SConventionally, the nature of fire is heat. See Ava P23a-2, 020a4.
86Although Bhivaviveka calls these "syllogisms" (sbyor ba'i Ishig, prayogaviikytfj' they lack examples, which full-fledged syllogisms must have.
8 Compare MMK 10-13cd. Chapter ten of the MMK is devoted to the subject
of fire and fuel.
88gzhan dag, "others," identified by Avalokitavrata (Ava P23b-7, 020b-6).
8"rext in Saito (1984), pp. 51.20-52.1.
9OCompare text in Saito (1984), p. 52.10.
91gzhan dag, "others," identified by Avalokitavrata. See Ava P24a-4, 02Ia-3.
92The opponent gives only an example without giving a reason; hence it is
enough to point out that his argument is deficient. Buddhapilita's refutation (given
in full by Avalokitavrata) is not necessary. See Ava P24a-4 to 24b4, 02la-3 to
2 1b-2.
93brjod nos, literally, "having uttered,' here and below in the same context.
The Sanskrit may be a form of abhi-dhii, but there arc a nwnber of other
possibilities .
94<r"he more obvious reconstruction of bya ba'i r/eyen would be kriyiipratyaya .
As far as I have been able to determine, this term is not used in Sanskrit grammar,
whereas both Iyul (-ana) and kla (-Ia) are krt-pratyayas . (That is, they are added
directly to verbai roots.)
.
9sFor the rather unusual structure of this syllogism, see Ava P24b-6 (where
dan~ sgrub pa'i chos is omitted), D2lb-3; P24b-7, 021b4; and P25a-2, D2lb-6.
61hugs su chad par mdzad pa is transitive. Ihugs su chad par gyur pa is
normally p~ssive. but may represent the Sanskrit middle (iilmanepada) here. The
point seems to be that the root budh may be conjugated according to either the first
conjugation parasmaipada (bod/uul) or the fourth conjugation iilmanepada (badhyale).
Compare Ydomitra' s SphUitirthii VyiikJiya on AK I-I : buddha iii kartari klavidhliruun I... karmakartari klavidhiinam ity apare 1 svayam budhyala iii buddha
ity arthah I... (Shastri edition, Bauddha Bharati Series, . Vol. 5, p. 5 - see
Bibliographical Abbreviations). Avalokitavrata's subcommentary tends to support
the interpretation of Ihugs su chad par gyur pa as (svayam) badhyate. See Ava
P25a-2,3,4; 021b-6 to 22a-1. In this connection, note Panini 3.2. 188.
97See Ava P25a-8 to 25b-1 , 022a-3,4.
.
98Buddhapilita and CandrakIrti's interpretation ofMMK 34c differs from that
of Bhivaviveka. See Saito (1984), translation, p. 245 n. 14.
99des cir 'gyur, probably tena kim bhavati, literally, 'What comes about by
means of that?"
.
lOOtta ba nyid, probably paJyamtinam; cf. MMK 34a.
10lThe same fault which Bbiivaviveka found in the opponent's last syllogism,
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that is, the fault that the argument is correct conventionally but not in ultimate
realit~ . See Ava P26b-4,5; D23a-4,5,6.
1 2This is similar to the argument in chapter two that one who is a goer does
not go, because he is (by assumption) already a goer and hence has no need to
perform an activity of going. Moreover, there would be two simultaneous
activities of going, that due to which the goer is called a "goer" and that activity
of going which the goer is said to perform. The point is that "goer" and "going"
only exist in relation to each other and cannot be established as independent
entities. See especially MMK 2-7 through II (translated in Ames (1995». See
also Ava P26b-6.7,8; D23a-6,7.
to, See Ava P26b-8 to 27a-2, D23b-1,2.
t04y od pa dang med pa'i rgyu If)'id, probably sad-asad-hetullia. See Ava
P27a-8 to 27b-3, D23b-6 to 24a-1. Avalokitavrata makes the point that the
opponent assumes that the negations in MMK 3-5ab are implicative negations,
whereas in fact they are simple negations.
10Srtog 00, "if [you] suppose."
106p hyis 'byung ba'i tshul gyis Ila ba If)'id du If)'e bar brtags nas, probably
something like bhavisyad-yogena darfanarvopaeiIriil. (upaeiIriII should strictly be
nye bar blags nus, ilUt -btags and brtags are often confused in the texts .) The
opponent's idea is that the eye at fIrst does not perform a particular activity of
seeing and then later performs it. Thus the eye is established prior to and
independent of its activity of seeing. At the fIrst stage, the eye does not see and
thus is not a visual organ; but it is said to be one figuratively because it will see
later. See Ava P27b-4,5; D24a-2,3.
107Figurative designation may be sufficient 10 establish conventional truth; but
the opponent had wished to prove that the eye sees in ultimate reality, that is, by
its intrinsic nature. Since intrinsic nature cannot change, it is impossible for the
eye fIrst not to see and then later to see.
108The reason, "because [that] conventional designation of activity exists," is
not established in ultimate reality. If it is asserted as conventional truth, it cannot
prove anything about ultimate reality. See Ava P28b-1 to 4, D24b-5 ,6,7.
I09Avalokitavrata remarks that up to this point, the position of those who
maintain that the eye itself is the seer (drastr) has been refuted. Now Bhj.vaviveka
is going to deal with the position of those' who hold that the self (iilman) sees by
means of the eye, so that the self is the seer and the eye is the instrument (kara1}Q)
of the activity of seeing. See Ava P28b-4,5; D24b-6,7.
lIo Avalokitavrata makes it clear that what it is being said here is that the eye
is called darsaoo , "visual organ," not because it is the agent (kartr) of the activity
of seeing but because it is the instrument of that activity . The seer (drastr), the
agent who sees, is the self (4Iman) . The self sees by means of the insuument of
seeinf' the eye. See Ava P28b-6 to 29a-5, D25a-1 to 6.
1 IAvalokitavrata (Ava P29b-4,5; D25b-4,5) glosses 'property' (ehos,
dharma) as lIa ba gzugs fa lIa bar mi byed pa 'i sgrub pa 'i ehos (sgrub pa'i ehos
= stidhaoo-dharma, i. e .. hetu) . See also the following syllogism.
112The "suspicion" referred to is the suspicion that the self might, after all, be
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able to see itself. See the rest of the paragraph and Ava P30a-2 to 5, D26a-2,3,4.
lI3See AvaP30a-6,7,8; D26a-5,6,7. Avalokitavrataglosses "wherever" as "in
our own and others' systems (siddhiinla).· He says that the real meaning of this
expression is that the mind sees that the self does not exist.
114See Ava P30b-2,3,4; D26b-2,3.
115 Avalokitavrata explains that one should show that visible form is not an
object of the self as seer, by means of syllogisms using the same reasons and
exarrp,les. See Ava P30b-8 to 3la-2, D26b-6 to 27a-\.
I 6According to Avalokitavrata, an opponent charges that [I] the Miidhyamika's thesis (in the preceding syllogism) is faulty because for the Miidhyamika,
conventional designation does not exist in ultimate reality; [2] the subject (polqa)
of the thesis is not established because the self is not established for the Mldhyamika; [3] since the self, the subject of the thesis, is not established, the ground
(gzhi, probably iiSraya) of the reason is not established; and [4] likewise the last
example, "like its own self," is not established. Bbavaviveka answers those four
objections in order. See Ava P31a-2 to 5, D27a-I,2.
1I7Presurnably meaning the conventional self, which the Buddhists also accept
on the conventional level.
1I8Avalokitavrata explains that, according to the opponent, the statement that
the seer does not see is • inconsistent with its own words.' He gives as an
example of such a self-contradictory sentence, the statement, "I am a childless
woman's son." See Ava P31b-2.3 ,4; D27a-4,5 .
II9nte reference here is to the two initial verses of the MMK (MMK I -A ,B).
Avalokitavrata explains that in superficial reality, there is dependent origination
but that in ultimate reality, there is no origination. Likewise, here what is superficially or conventionally a seer does not see in ultimate reality. See Ava
P3lb-5,6; D27b-I,2.
120Note that in Siimkhyaklirikii 19, the purusa is said to be a drastr, "seer. "
See Sinha (1952) , pp. 35-6 and Larson and Bhattacharya (1987), pp . 'si, 258.
\llln other words , since intrimic nature is not dependent on anything other
than itself, then if one is a seer by intrinsic nature, one will see whether one has
eyes or not. See Ava P31b-8 to 32a-4, D27b-4 to 7, and MMK 15-1,2,
122Avalokitavrata ascribes this objection to the Vai§e~ikas ; see Ava P3lb-7,
D27b-3 . The Nyiiya-Vai§esika school holds that the self is not inherently conscious but becomes so only through conjunction with the manas. See, e. g. , Sinha
(195~ , pp. 386-7, 656 and Potter (1977), p. 125.
I 3mo spangs na, atiraskrtya, literally, "not having set aside."
124Avalokitavrata explainS that if the self is a seer only through dependence
on the visual organ, and not by intrinsic nature, then its being a seer is purely
conventional, not ultimate. See Ava P32a-8 to 32b-l, D28a-2,3 .
125Avalokitavrata explains that whatever depends on something else in order
to see is not a seer in ultimate reality or by intrinsic nature. Hence in ultimate
realit~ , no seer exists. See Ava P32b-2,3,4; D28a-4,5.
t 6Avalokitavrata says that an opponent might hold that fire is a burner by
intrinsic nature but docs not bum unless there is fuel. Likewise, the self is a seer
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by intrinsic nature but does not see without a visual organ. The answer is simply
that intrinsic nature (by definition) cannot depend on the presence of something
else. See Ava P32b-7 to 33a-2, D28a-7 to 28b-2.
127Glossed by Avalokitavrata as "collection of elements and matter dependent
on the elements.' See Ava P33b-3, 029a-I,2.
128See Ava P33b-5 to 8, 029a-3,4,5.
1290n this paragraph, see Ava P33b-7 to 34a-6, 029a4 to 29b-2. According
to Avalokitavrata. Bhivaviveka here answers an objection that if a seer does not
exist by intrinsic nature, even the conventional designation "seer" would not exist.
The reply is that the collection of efficient causes. the eye, visible form, and so
on, are designated as the seer; but of course, they do not have the intrinsic nature
of a seer.
13°See Ava P34b-2. 029b-5.
13I0n the Nyaya-Vai§esika account of perception, see Sinha (1956). pp. 386-7.
470-1 and Potter (1977), pp. 161-2.
132See Ava P34b-3 to 8, 029b-6 to 30a-2. Even if one says that there is a
seer contingently, and not by intrinsic nature, there is no reason to suppose that
it is the iilman postulated by the Vai~esikas, which the Buddhists do not accept.
Rather it is the collection of factors conventionally called a "person" or "sentient
beinjl'" which everyone accepts on the conventional level.
33See Ava P34b-8 to 35a-I, 030a-2,3.
13"That is, neither the Sfunkhya's position that apurusa who has the intrinsic
nature of a seer sees nor the Vaisesika's position that an aiman who does not have
the intrinsic nature of a seer sees is established. See Ava P35b-I,2; 030b-I,2.
135In other words, if the self can see only by means of the eye, its being a seer
is conventional, not intrinsic. If one claims that the self is intrinsically a seer,
independent of the eye, that is obviously false since the blind have selves (according to the non-Buddhist schools) but cannot see.
136Ultimately, the instrument and Object of vision do not exist. On the other
hand, it is contradictory to try to use the fact of their purely conventional existence
to prove a thesis about ultimate reality. See Ava P36a-8 to 36b-l, 03Ia-5,6.
13 7Identifled by Avalokitavrata as the Sautrantikas and Vaibhasikas. See Ava
P36b-I,03la-6. The position expressed, however, seems to be that of the Saulrantikas; see LVP AK I, p. 86.
138 'du byed dag. samskiiriih. in the sense of samskrtii dharmiih.
139g Yo ba med pa. tJiat is, "inaclive." Because the samskiiras are momentary,
.
they have no time in which to perform an activity.
14°In the twelvefold dependent origination, the six ayatanas constitute the fifth
member (anga). Contact, feeling and craving are the sixth, seventh, and eighth
members. Cognition (or consciousness) is the third member, but the six ayatanas
can also be said to give rise to cognition. See MMK 26-3,4.
141pSP's verse 3-7 is a quotation from RatniivaIl4-55, mistakenly numbered
by de La Vallee Poussin as a kiirikii of MMK. See de Jong (1978), p. 40. Thus
PP's 3-7 corresponds to PSP's 3-8, and PP's 3-8 corresponds to PSP's 3-9.
I 42Reversing the dissimilar example in the opponent's preceding syllogism, we
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have as an example a functioning eye which gives rise to cognition and the rest.
But we have just shown that cognition, etc., do not exist because their causal
conditions, visible Objects and the visual organ, do not exist. See Ava P37a-5 to
37b-l, 032a-l to 5.
143Also from other Buddhists. See Ava P37b-3, 03Ia-6.
144n.e four appropriations constitute the ninth member of the twelvefold
dependent origination. See MMK 26-6cd and LVP AK III, pp. 86-7 .
14SSamsiiric existence, birth, and old-age-and-death are the tenth, eleventh, and
twelfth members of the twelvefold d~pendent origination.
146See the opponent's fIrst syllogism in this chapter.
147 Avalokitavrata seems to gloss prapanca as "answers to objections." See
Ava P39a-I, 033b-1. Avalokitavrata gives arguments for each of the other fIve
senses which parallel the arguments given in the case of vision. See Ava P38b-7
to 39b-5 , 033a-7 to 34a-4.
148See the fIrst paragraph of this chapter and the opponent's fust two
syllo~i sms. See also Ava P39b-6 to 4Oa-l, 034a-4,5,6.
49 According to Avalokitavrata, sutra quotations are introduced at this point
in reply to those who might charge, "[The emptiness of the iiyatanas] has been
established by a mere limited treatise of desiccated logic." The MMK establishes
the meaning of such scriptural passages (by means of reasoning) and is, in tum,
supported by them. See Ava: (I) P4Oa-4,5, 034b-I,2; (2) P4Oa-7,8, 034b-4; (3)
P4Ob-6,7,8, 035a-2,3; (4) P4la-I ,2, 035a-4,5 ; (5) P4Ia-5,6, 035a-7; and (6)
P41b-I,2,3, D35b-3,4,5. See also Ames (1994), p. 134 n. 176, and Ames (1995),
n.203.
ISOIdentifIed by Avalokitavrata; see Ava P4Oa-5,6; 034b-3. I have not been
able to locate this passage in the Sde dge bka' 'gyur edition of the sutra.
IS IAvalokitavrata comments that "internal earth-element" refers to the internal
iiyatanas, i. e., the sense organs, while "external earth-element" refers to the sense
objects. They are nondual in that neither exists by intrinsic nature. They cannot
be divided into two, because the sense organs lack the quality of being grasping
subjects (grahakatva) and the sense objects lack the quality of being graspable
objects (grtihyalVa). Thus because they are not different by intrinsic nature and
cannot be be distinguished as subject and object, they have one and the same defining characteristic; but that is no characteristic (since they have no intrinsic nature).
He adds that they are said to have one defIning characteristic in order to reject
the extreme (anta) of multiplicity (rha dad pa nyid, perhaps niiniiJva); they are said
to have no defming characteristic in order to reject the extreme of oneness
(ekatva). The nonapprehension of both extremes is the perfection of discernment
(prajflii-piiramitii). See Ava P4Oa-8 to 4Ob-5, 034b-4 to 35a-l.
IS21dentifted by Avalokitavrata; see Ava P4Ob-5, 035a-1. This passage is
found in the Sde dge bka' 'gyur, Mdo sde Kba 230b-2, where instead of ... bsregs
pa na thai ba yang med pa lIar ro, one has ... bsregs par gyur pa de bzhin du'o.
IS3 Avalokitavrata remarks that similarly, the nonapprehension of any internal
or external elements is the perfection of discernment. See Ava P4Ob6,7,8;
035a-2,3.
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154Identified by Avaiokilavrala; see Ava P40b-8, D35a-3. This same verse
was quoted earlier in this chapter, in the commentary following MMK 3-2cd. See
note 26.
155Identified by Avaiokilavrala simply as being "from other siilriinlas." See
Ava P41a-2, D35a-S.
156Identified by Avaiokilavrala only as being "from other Mahayana siitras.·
See P41a-3, D35a-5,6. This quOlation seems to be a rephrasing of a passage from
the Mailjuirl-vikIidita-siilra, found in the Sde dge bka' 'gyur, Mdo sde Kha
222a-3,4:
.
157Identified by Avalokilavrala; see Ava P41a-6, D35a-7 to 35b-1. Sanskrit
text in Hikala (1958). p. 29. The one major difference between the Sanskrit and
the Tibelan is that the Sanskrit has agocara iti (29.13) where the Tibelan has spyod
yul zhes bya ba ni = gocara iii. Compare the similar quolation preceding MMK
1-9ab. See Ames (1994), p. 113.
158 riipa as the fIrst of the five aggregates. See note 6.
159See Ames (1994), p. 135 n. 188. See also Ejima (1990) (in Japanese).
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Translation of Prajftiipradlpa, Chapter Four:
Examination of the Aggregates (skandha)
Now [Nagarjuna] begins the fourth chapter with the aim of
showing that the aggregates have no intrinsic nature (svabhiiva), by
means of refuting a particular counterposition (vipalqa) [which
holds] that the iiyatanas exist. 1
At the end of the immediately preceding chapter, [Niigarjuna]
said,
One should understand that the auditory organ, the olfactory
organ, the gustatory organ, the tactile organ, and the mind
(manas)

Have been explained, [along with] the hearer, audible [sounds],
and so on, by means of the visual organ. [MMK 3-8 (PSP
3-9)]
Objection: Therefore [our] fellow Buddhists2 say:
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, the iiyatanas do indeed exist,
[Reason:] because they are included (bsdus pa, probably samg,:hlta) in the aggregates.
.

[Dissimilar Example:] Here that which does not exist is not
included in the aggregates of matte~ and so on, like a skyflower.
[Application:] The internal iiyatanas 4 possess inclusion in the aggregates, for the ten material (rapin) iiyatanas S are included
in the aggregate of matter, while the iiyatana of dharmas is
included in three aggregates and one part of the aggregate of
matter, 6 [and] the iiyatana of mind is included in the aggregate of cognition (vijfliina).
[Conclusion:] Therefore, by the stated reason, in ultimate reality,
the internal iiyatanas do indeed exist.
Answer: Here, in brief, matter is twofold: elemental matter
7
(bhata-riipa) and matter dependent on the elements (bhautikariipa).
Bringing all those [kinds of matter], which are different due to
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distinctions of time and so on, under one [heading], they are called
"the aggregate of matter."
As to that, to begin with, [we] will consider [the five aggregates] starting with matter, because the reason [in] the opponent's
[syllogism] is held to be [the fact that the material ayatanas,] the
eye and so on, are included [in the aggregate of matter], and
because [matter] is easy to explain.
MatterS is not apprehended apart from the cause (karaT}a) of
matter. [MMK 4-lab]
"Matter" is what can be damaged. 9 The cause of that is the
cause of matter. What is that [cause]? The four great elements,
earth and so on. "Apart from (nirmukta) those" [means] "if those
are removed. ,,10
"Matter is not apprehended (upalabhyate) " [means that it is not
apprehended] in ultimate reality. What then? For purposes of
conventional designation, one designates "matter" in dependence on
the cause of matter, the four great elements. 11
Thus this [first half of verse one] has indicated the property of
matter which is to be proved, [namely,] that it is a mere combination ('dus pa; san:ghiita, etc.) of earth and so on; and [it has also
indicated] the property of matter which proves [that, namely], that
the cognition (buddh/) of that [matter] does not exist if [matter's]
own cause is not grasped. The examples [are indicated] by virtue
of that [property to be proved and proving property]; they are an
army, a forest, and so on. 12
Here the inference is:
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, matter does not exist as a real
substance (dravya-sat),
[Reason:] because the cognition of that [matter] does not exist if
[matter's] own cause is not grasped.
[Similar Example:] Here if the cognition of something does not
exist when [that thing's] own cause is not grasped, that
[thing] does not exist as a real substance, like an army and so
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on.
[Application and Conclusion:] Likewise, since the cognition of
matter does not exist if [matter's] own cause, earth and so
on, is not grasped, matter also does not exist as a real substance.
Alternatively, there is also another way of formulation (sbyor
ba'j lam, probably prayoga-miirga):
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, the cognition of matter does not have
as its object (vi~aya) an entity which exists as a real substance,
[Reason:] because it is a cognition,
[Example:] like the cognition of a forest and so on.
Alternatively, there is still another way of formulation:
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, this word "matter" does not have as
its object a thing (padiirtha) which exists as a real substance,
[Reason:] because it is a word,
[Example:] like the word "army" and so on.
Because cognition (vijfiiina) and mental factors (caitta) are also
of the same sort (rigs mthun pa, probably sajiitlya) as [matter]
which is to be established (siidhya) , they are to be negated in the
same way. Therefore it is not the case that [our] reason is inconclusive.13
Objection: 14

[Thesis:] Matter does exist in ultimate reality,
[Reason:] because the cognition of that [matter] does not cease although that [matter1has ceased.
[Dissimilar Example:] Here if the cognition of something ceases
when [that thing] has ceased, that [thing] exists in superficial
reality, like ajar.
[Application:] Although blue matter [or "visible form"] and so on
have ceased, the cognition of them does not cease in that
way.
[Conclusion:] Therefore matter exists as a real substance.
Answer: That is not good, because there is no agreement
(anvaya) [with a similar example].15
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Thus, to begin with, secondary matter (upiidiiya-riipa)16 has
been examined. Now [Nagarjuna] will explain the subject of elemental matter.
Objection:
[Thesis:] Secondary matter does indeed exist,
[Reason:] because the cause of that [secondary matter] exists.
[Dissimilar Example:] Here no cause can be grasped for that
which does not exist, like a sky-flower.
[Application:] Secondary matter has a cause, [namely,] those
[elements] earth and so on.
[Conclusion:] Therefore secondary matter does indeed exist.
Answer: Therefore [Nagarjuna] says,
Apart from matter, the cause of matter is also not seen.
[MMK 4-1cd]

Here apart from visible forms, sounds, odors, tastes, and
tangibles - which have the defining characteristic of secondary
matter - the cause of matter, [the elements] earth and so on, are
also not seen and cannot be grasped.17 Here again, [this half of
the verse] indicates the property of elemental matter which is to be
proved, [namely,] that it is a mere combination of visible form and
so on, and the property which proves [that, namely], that if visible
form and so on are not seen, those [elements] earth and so on are
also not seen. Therefore, by virtue of that [property to proved and
proving property], the example is also manifest.
As to that, to begin with, here [I] will state a syllogism
regarding earth (Pr:thiv£). Also, because [we] do not show that [the
elements] are mere combinations in ultimate reality, [there is no
conflict with our position that the elements are unoriginated in
ultimate reality]. 18 Here the author of [this] treatise [Nagarjuna],
by showing that [the elements] are mere combinations [according
to superficial reality], has shown just the negation of [their]
existence as real substances [in ultimate reality], because the
negation of that is of great importance (fTUlhiinha). Why is it of
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great importance? Because lack of intrinsic nature is established
[in that way], since that which is a dependent designation
(upiidaya-prajnapti) conventionally does not exist as a real substance in ultimate reality [and] therefore it [ultimately] has no
origination.
As it is said in such [passages] as the following from the
Arya-larikiivatiira-satra: 19

Because cognition does not grasp [any] entity, apart from
[mere] combinations (samavtiya),
Therefore I say that [an entity] is empty and unoriginated and
without intrinsic nature. [Larikiivatiira 3-88]
Here nothing at all originates or ceases by means of causal
conditions .
Origination and cessation are also just mere causal conditions.
[Larikiivatiira 2-140 = 10-85]
Here the syllogism is:
[Thesis:] One should understand that in ultimate reality, earth does
not exist as a real substance,
[Reason:] because that [earth] is not seen if the cause of that
[earth] is not seen.
[Similar Example:] That which is not seen if [its] cause is not seen
does not exist in ultimate reality as a real substance, like an
army and so on.
Likewise, [syllogisms] should also be stated as appropriate in
the cases of the cognition [of earth] and the word ["earth"].
Alternatively, [one shows that] apart from the cause of [secondary] matter, [namely,] those [elements] earth and so on, [secondary] matter which is different from them is not apprehended.
The property of [secondary] matter [which proves that] is that it is
not grasped if its own cause is not grasped. Here the syllogism is:
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, [secondary] matter is not different
from its own assembled (tshogs pa) parts (yan lag, ariga or
avayava) ,
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[Reason:] because the cognition of that [secondary matter] does
not exist if that [assemblage] is not grasped,
[Example:] like the own self of [the elements] earth and so on.
It is not the case that the meaning of [our] reason is unestablished, because here the activity (kriyif) is considered to reside in
[its] direct object (karman), so that "not grasping" is a property of
cognition. 20
Objection: The S~yas say: Since [we hold that] earth and
50 on are not different from visible form and so on, that [argument
:>fyours merely] establishes what is [already] established [forus].21
Answer: That is not good, because [our] negation of difference
foes not show nondifference22 and because [we] do not accept the
10ndifference maintained by the opponent, either.
Objection: The Vaise~ikas object that [our] reason is inconclulive, because in the case of a jar, the cognition of that [jar] exists
!ven though a lamp [to illuminate it] is not grasped, provided that
:a source of illumination] different from that [lamp] exists. 23
Answer: That also is not good. [Our reason] is not inconclu;ive [1] because [we] have specified [as our reason], "because the
:ognition of that [matter] does not exist at all [if its parts are not
lpprehended]," and [2] because the proving property [in our
yllogism] does not exist in [your] counterexample (vip~a), since
he cognition of that [jar] exists even without a lamp, if the light of
. jewel, a light-ray, a herb, the moon, or the sun is present.
lecause [we] have specified a qualified thesis, "[matter] is not
lifferent from its own assembled parts," a lamp is not a jar's own
ssembled partes] .24
Also, [our reason] is not inconclusive because there is [ultilately] no counterexample [to nondifference], since below lNligarma] will show,
It is not possible for anything which is together with (siirdham)
something to be different [from it], [MMK 14-4cd]
md] therefore it is not established that a jar is different from a

\,
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lamp in ultimate reality.
Objection: Real substances which have parts, such as an army ,
are composed [of those parts].25 Therefore the example in [your]
inferences proving that earth and so on do not exist as real
substances, is not established.
Answer:
[Thesis:] The parts of an army do not compose a part-possessing
real substance called an "army,"
[Reason:] because they are parts, 26
[Example:] like the parts of a tree, [its] roots, trunk, branches,
twigs, and so on.
Alternatively, it is not the case that [our] example does not
exist because
[Thesis:] That which is a part of that [elephant], complete in the
elephant, does not compose a chariot or a horse, etc.,
[Reason:] because it does not exist in them,
[Example:] like threads (rgyu spun, literally "warp and weft") and
so on.
Likewise,
Apart from matter, the cause of matter is also not seen.
[MMK 4-1cd]
Here also, one sQould state inferences extensively, employing a
[property] to be proved and a property which proves [it] as before. 27
As [the elements] are not different from visible form and so
on, so also earth, etc., are not nondifferent from [i. e., not the
same as] visible form and so on. 28 [This is so] because below 29
nondifference will also be negated and because, due to [their] being
nondifferent, either milk would just be curds or curds would just
be milk; but [that] is not possible. 30 Therefore the following
[verse from the Arya-larikiivatiira-sutra]31 is established:
An entity which is nondifferent or different from the group
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(kaliipa) [of its causes and conditions]32 nowhere exists
In the way in which the spiritually immature have conceptually
constructed oneness and difference. [LaTikiivatiira 3-102 =

10-598]

Therefore in that way, the meaning of the [opponent's] reason,
"because they are included in the aggregates," which was stated in
order to establish the iiyatanas, is not established; or else [its]
meaning is contradictory. 33
It is unintelligible that matter exists even apart from the cause
of matter. If [you] nevertheless suppose [so], [Niigarjuna replies,]
If matter [existed] apart from the cause of matter, it would
follow that
Matter would be without a cause. [MMK 4-2ab,c1]
"The cause of matter" (nlpa-kiirana) [means] "the cause of the
existence of matter," because the middle word is not manifest,34
just as "the cause of flre" [means "the cause of the existence of
fire"]. "Apart from that (tannirmukte?)" [means] "apart from the
cause of matter (nlpakiiranena nirmukte?);" the idea is [that this
means] "without the cause· which shows the existence of matter. "
"If matter [existed] (rape)" [means] "if one maintains that that
[matter] is like that because of a mere assertion (pratijfiii-miitra)."
"It would follow that matter would be without a cause" means
'[matter] would not be possible." Since that also is not main:ained, the stated fault [in your reason] is not avoided.
Objection:
Those who hold that [things] have no cause
ahetuviidin or nirhetuviidin)35 say: Since [we] accept that all entiies originate from no cause at all, the establishment of matter is
Liso similar to [the establishment of] those.
Answer: If there were anything of the kind which you have
lescribed [i. e., something which originates without a cause], that
origination of matter without a cause] would also be possible; but
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There is not any thing (arrha) without a cause anywhere.
[MMK 4-2c2,d]
Therefore, since there is no example [of a thing without a
cause], that doctrine (viida) is also without proof. Since we refuted
those who hold that [things] have no cause at the very beginning
[MMK 1-1], also, that [contention of theirs] is pointless.
Objection: Those who hope to be learned in the doctrine of the
S~yas say: Since you have said that earth and so on are not
different from visible form and so on, [you] have accepted their
nondifference. Therefore,
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, earth and so on can be known to exist
as real substances,
[Reason:] because they are not different from visible form and so
on,
[Example:] like the own self of visible form and so on.
Answer: Because, by the method which has been explained,
nondifference is not established, the meaning of [your] reason is
not established. [Your] example also does not exist, because the
own self of visible form and so on have been rejected.

Objection:
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, earth and so on do indeed exist,
[Reason:] because their results exist.
[Dissimilar Example:] Here that which does not exist has no result which can be grasped, as a sky-flower [has no reSUlt].
[Application:] Earth and so on do have results, visible form and
so on.
[Conclusion:] Therefore earth and so on do indeed exist.

Answer:
If a cause of matter existed apart from matter,
It would be a cause (kiira'!a) without a result (kiirya); [but]
there is no cause without a result. [MMK 4-3]
For our position, if a cause of [secondary] matter, [that is, the
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elements) earth and so on, existed apart from [secondary) matter,
it would therefore be a cause without a result, because it would be
a cause without a result due to the defining characteristic of the result, visible form and so on. [This is so) because [the cause would
be] different [from the result], like nsi rkyang 36 and so on. 37
"There is no cause without an result." The idea is that [this is so)
because that [cause] also has the nature (-litmaka) of a combination
of visible form and so on. 38
Therefore there is the fault that the meaning of the previously
stated reason, "because their result exists," is not established, since
the result also, like the cause, is not established. If you state [that]
as a reason which is generally common knowledge [in the world],
(its] meaning is contradictory. 39
There is also another answer criticizing (dusana) [the opponent's position) . Here40 if one conceptually conStrUcts a cause of
matter, it must be conceptually constructed for either existent or
nonexistent matter. (Nagarjuna) explains that [a cause) is possible
for neither:
Even if matter existed, a cause of matter would not be possible. (MMK 4-4ab)
[This is so] because [matter already] exists, like a jar and a
cloth which exist [already and therefore do not need a cause to produce them].
But even if it does not exist,
Even if matter did not exist, a cause of matter would not be
possible. (MMK 4-4cd)
Earth and so on are considered [to be the cause of secondary
matter]. The idea is that [a cause of nonexistent secondary matter
is not possible] because [secondary matter) does not exist prior to
[its) origination, like [something] different from that [secondary
matter].41 Here the criticism (du~a,!a) explained in the chapter on
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nonorigination (anutpiida) has been repeated; therefore one should
understand that [MMK 4-4] is a statement of the [same] criticism
[as MMK 1-6] .42
Objection: Those who hold that [things] have no cause say:
[Matter] is just without a cause.
Answer: To them, [Nagarjuna] replies,
Matter without a cause is not at all (naiva naiva) possible.
[MMK 4-5ab]
The idea is that [this is so] because that is not accepted even in
superficial reality.
Alternatively, [one may explain MMK 4-5ab as follows:]
Objection: The Vaibha~ikas say: Future matter also exists.
Answer: To them, [Nagarjuna] replies,
Matter without a cause is not at all possible. [MMK 4-5ab]
The idea is that [this is so] because it is not established that the
future, which has not appropriated a cause of [its] origination,43
which bas not attained its own existence,44 exists even conventionally.
Because in that way matter having the nature of the elements
and [matter having a nature] dependent on the elements are not
possible in any way,
Therefore one should not construct any conceptual constructions concerning matter (rilpa-gata). [MMK 4-5cd]
[The verse refers to] one who is wise,45 [who] wishes to
comprehend the reality of dharmas [or "the Dharma," dharmatattva] , which is quite free from conceptual construction, [and
whose] eye of right cognition has fully opened. He or she should
not conceptually construct [any of] the many conceptual constructions which have such objects as matter which exists as a real sub-
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stance, which is different from [its] cause, or which is not different
from [its] cause, or the distinctions of color and shape of those,
etc. 46 (Those conceptual constructions] are like the objects seen in
a dream about a son who is not [yet] born, such as the son's
.[bodily] form and enjoyments, after one has awakened. 47
Therefore because in that way the cause of matter is not
possible, [the reason in the opponent's last syllogism] is not free
from the faults which [we] have stated.
Moreover,
Objection: Here the result is similar to [its] cause, by the defining characteristic that the qualities of the cause are seen also in
the result, due to a continuous process. 48
Answer: To them, [Nligiirjuna] replies,
It is not possible [to say] that the result is similar (sailrsa) to
the cause. [MMK 4-6ab]
It is not possible to teach that the result is similar to the cause.
The meaning is that that cause is just not the result. Here (the fact]
that the alleged cause49 is not the cause is the property to be
proved; and the teaching that [cause and result] are similar is
adduced [as] the property which proves [that) . The example [is
indicated] by virtue of that [property to be proved and proving
property}: "like a [similar] real substance in a different series."
Here the syllogism is:
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, the alleged cause, blue threads, are
not the cause of a blue blanket,
[Reason:} because they are similar [to it],
[Example:] just as [they are not the cause of] a blue blanket different from that [blue blanket allegedly caused by these blue
threads] .50
Objection: Here the Slirnkhyas say: Since it is not established
that the alleged cause of the blue blanket is not also present in a
blue blanket different from that, [your} example does not exist. 51
Answer: That is not good. [There is no fault in our example]
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because [we] take as [our] example just what is established not to
be the entity which is the cause of that [blanket] which occurs
now. 52 Also, there is no fault [in our example] because this
negation [in the thesis of our syllogism] has its expressive force
(mthu, probably sakti here) used up by just the negation of the
meaning to be expressed [by] that word with which it is connected.
[This is so] because that [negation] does not indicate a particular
quality (visesa) of that [object of negation], as [in the negation,]
"He is not a·briihrruma.,,53
Objection: [Oud fellow Buddhists,54 who hold that the result
may be [either] similar or not similar to [its] cause, say: With
regard to a subsequent moment which originates from a previous
moment with a similar defming characteristic - as in [the flame of]
a lamp, a stream of water, and so on - [the moment of the result]
is similar to tile moment of the cause; therefore [in this case, cause
and result] are similar. With regard to a subsequent moment which
originates from a previous moment with a dissimilar defining characteristic - as in [the origination of] ashes and curds [from] wood
and milk [respectively], and so on - [the moment of the result] is
not similar to the moment of the cause; therefore [in this case,
cause and result] are not similar.
Answer: In that connection, that result which is similar to [its]
cause has been negated by the very inferences which [we] have
[already] stated. Concerning that result which is not similar to its
cause, [Nagarjuna] says,
It is also not possible [to say] that the result is not similar to
the cause. [MMK 4-6cd]
Here also [the fact] that [the result, such as] a sprout, is not a
result of the alleged cause, [such as a seed,] is the property to be
proved; and the teaching that [cause and result] are not similar is
adduced [as] the property which proves [that]. Therefore the remaining member [of the syllogism] is also manifest as before.
Here the inference is:
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[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, a sprout is not a result of [its] alleged cause,
[Reason:] because it is not similar [to that alleged cause],
(Example:] like gravel and so on.
Objection:
[Thesis:] The seed ('bru, dhanya) is indeed the cause of the
sprout,
[Reasons:] because [the sprout] occurs when that [seed] exists or
because [the sprout] is conventionally designated by means of
that [seed].
[Examples:] like the sound of a kettledrum or a barley-sprout.
Answer: That is not good. Since the origination of (things
supposedly] possessing origination (utpattimat) has been negated in
every way, [your] example is not established. Therefore [your
syllogism] has the fault of [being] an incomplete proof.
Objection: Since the result of the eye, etc., [namely,] visual
cognition, etc., is not similar to [the eye],55 [your] reason, "[because] it is not similar," is inconclusive.
Answer: That also is not good. Because visual cognition and
so on are also of the same sort (rigs mthun pa, probably sajiitrya)
as what is to be established, 56 they are likewise to be negated.
Therefore since no counterexample (vipaksa) exists, there is no occasion for inconclusiveness [in our reason]. 57
Alternatively, [the argument against the origination of sprouts
from seeds or the origination of visual cognition from the eye] is
similar to the method which has been stated, [that is,] "Because the
alleged [cause], earth and so on, are not the cause [of secondary
matter], visible form is not established. Therefore the meaning of
the reason [in your syllogism preceding MMK 4-3], 'because their
result exists,' is not established or is contradictory. ,,58
Objection: The Vaibha~ikas say: The result may be either
similar or not similar to [its] cause, since [we] accept that the
"nonobstructing cause" (byed pa' i rgyu, kiirana-hetu) of La dharma]
conditioned (samskrta) by a nonobstructing cause is every [dharma
other than itselfj.59· Therefore [your] example does not exist [since
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a seed, for instance, is a nonobstructing cause of gravel].
Answer: That is not good, because [we] wish to negate the
particular efficacy (siidJumatva) of the special (asiidMrana) cause
which produces [something] of the same kind [as itself], ·etc. 60
Thus that section of the text [i. e., the first six verses of
chapter four] has negated elemental matter and matter dependent on
the elements; therefore it has been shown that the aggregate of
matter is not possible. Now [Nagarjuna] will show that the
negation of [the other aggrega~es.] feeling and so on, also [proceeds by) the same method as the negation of matter.
For feeling, perception/conception, mental formations, and
mind (citta),61

As well as all entities in general (sarvasalf) , the method
(krama) is just the same as [for) matter. [MMK 4-7]
The idea is that [this is so] because the negation of feeling and
so on also [proceeds by] the same method as the negation of matter. [previously,] it was shown that
[Thesis :] in ultimate reality, matter does not exist as a real substance,
[Reason:] because the cognition (buddhi) of that [matter] does not
exist if [matter's] own cause is not grasped,
[Example:] like an army and so on.
Likewise, one should understand in detail that
[Thesis:] in ultimate reality, feeling, perception/conception,
mental formations , and cognition (vijfiiina) also do not exist
as real substances,
[Reason:] because if [their] own cause is not grasped, the cognition of them does not exist,
[Example:] like an army and so on.
It should be stated appropriately [in each case) that the causes
of feeling and so on are contact (sparsa), the eye, visible form,
light, space, attention, and so on. 62
[Previously ,] it was shown that in ultimate reality, matter is not
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different from its own causes because
[Thesis:] in ultimate reality, [secondary] matter is not different
from its own assembled parts,
[Reason:] because the cognition of that [secondary matter] does
not exist if that [assemblage] is not grasped,
[Example:] like the own self of [the elements] earth and so on.
Likewise, it should be stated here also that in ultimate reality,
feeling and so on are not different from their own causes. Here
[the opponent's] criticisms and [our] answers to [his] criticisms are
also as before.
[Nagiirjuna] mentions "all entities," although there is no
conditioned dharma different from the aggregates, because he
wishes to state a negation of the varieties of those [aggregates].
[Thus he mentions "all entities"] in order to negate [the idea] that
conceptually constructed (parikalpita) [things], such as jars and
cloths, exist as real substances and are different [from their causes].63 Here also, as before, syllogisms should be stated as appropriate. 64
Thus because the aggregates are not established, the meaning
of the reason [in the opponent's initial syllogism], "[because] they
are included in the aggregates, " is not established; and [his] example does not exist. Why [does his example not exist]? Because it
does not exist [i. e., is not true] that [dharmas] which are included
in the aggregates of matter and so on exist in ultimate reality. 65
Alternatively, the meaning of the reason is also contradictory,
because what is included in the aggregates exists just conventionally.66
Thus by that reasoning, 67
For that [opponent] who would give an answer (parlhara)
when [the Madhyamika] has made a contention (vigraha)68 by
means of emptiness,
Everything is [in fact] unanswered. It becomes the same as
what is to be proved (stidhya).69,70 [MMK 4-8]
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As to the defining characteristic of the examination of reality
(tattva), if [the Madhyamika] undertakes the examination of the ultimately reaI71 intrinsic nature of some entity, 72 he makes a contention and disputation ('gyed pa, probably viviida) by means of emptiness. [That is, he does so] following (parigrhya) the proof (pramana) that in ultimate reality, the iiyatanas are without origination
and do not exist as real substances. 73 When [the Madhyamika thus
contends]. for that [opponent] who speaks in reply by giving a
rebuttal (uttaratarka) , all those [contentions] are [in fact] unanswered. [This is so] because [his rebuttal] becomes the same as
what is to be proved. The idea is that [the opponent's] rebuttal is
not established because the examples and reasons which show that
[rebuttal] are equally as unestablished as [the property] which is to
be proved. 74
Likewise,
For that [opponent] who would utter a censure (upiilambha)
when [the Madhyamika] has made an explanation (vyiikhyiina)
by means of emptiness ,
Everything is [in fact] uncensured. It becomes the same as
what is to be proved. [MMK 4-9]
If [the Madhyamika] shows that the aggregates, iiyatanas, and
dhiitus 75 have no intrinsic nature, he explains and analyzes the
formulation76 by means of emptiness. When [the Madhyamika
thus explains], one whose intellect is contaminated by false means
of knowledge (pramiiT}a) utters a censure by [saying], "The aggregates and so on do indeed exist, because they are included in the
[Four Noble] Truths77 and so on," etc. For that [opponent], all
those [explanations] are also [in fact] uncensured and uncriticized
(adU~ita). The remainder of the statement is that [this is so] because it becomes the same as what is to be proved. Why? Since
[that criticism] is similar to the object of [the Madhyamika's] criticism, it is the same in general as the unprovenness of what is to be
proved. 78 [Thus iiciirya .Aryadeva] said.
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One who sees one entity is considered to see all [entities].79
Just that which is the emptiness of one is the emptiness of all.
[Catu~sataka

8-16]

As to that, here the meaning of the chapter is that the aggregates have been shown to be without intrinsic nature, by means of
stating the faults in the proof adduced [by the opponent] to show
that the iiyatanas exist.
Therefore those [scriptural] statements such as the following
are established. 80 [From the Bhagavatl-prajfliipiiramitii-suvikriinta-

vikriimi-pariprcchii-sutra,] 81
Suvikrantavikramin, that which is a teaching belonging to [the
doctrine of] the production (abhinirvrtti-paryapannanirdesa)82 of
the five aggregates is not the perfection of discernment. 83 Suvikrantavikramin, matter is free from (apagata) the intrinsic nature
of matter. Likewise, cognition is free from the intrinsic nature of
feeling, perception/conception, mental formations, and cognition.
That which is free from the intrinsic nature of matter, feeling,
perception/conception, mental formations, and cognition is the
perfection of discernment. Suvikrantavikramin, matter lacks the
intrinsic nature of matter (rl1paasvabhiiva). Likewise, cognition
lacks the intrinsic nature of feeling, perception/conception, mental
formations, and cognition. That which lacks the intrinsic nature of
matter, feeling, perception/conception, mental formations, and
cognition is the perfection of discernment.
Likewise, [from the Arya-brahma-visesa-cintti-pariprcchii-

sutra,)84

. .

I taught the aggregates to the world, [and] the world came to
dwell on them. 85
One who is wise does not dwell on them and is not soiled by
worldly dharmas.
The world has the defining characteristic of space, and space
has no defining characteristic.
Therefore that [wise one], comprehending that, is not soiled by
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worldly dhannas.
Likewise, [from the Vajracchedikii-prajiliipiiramitii,]86
A bodhisattva should not give a gift [while] basing himself
(prati~~hita) on visible forms, sounds, odors, tastes, tangibles, and
dharmas.
Likewise, [from the Arya-laJikiivatiira-sutra,]87
The three spheres of sllI!1siiric existence (tribhava)88 are mere
designation (prajfiaptimiitra); they do not exist with the intrinsic nature of an entity (vastu-svabhiivatalf).
Thinkers (tiirkika) conceptually construct [them] as the nature
of an entity [which is in fact mere] designation (prajiiaptivastu-bhiivena). [Larikiivatiira 3-52 = 10-86]
If one examines [dhannas?] with the intellect, [their] intrinsic
nature cannot be ascertained (niivadJuiryate).
Therefore they are taught to be inexpressible and without'
intrinsic nature. [Larikiivatiira 2-175 = 10-167]
The fourth chapter, "Examination of the Aggregates," of the
Prajiiiipradlpa, a commentary on [Nagiirjuna's] Mulamadhyamaka
composed by iiciirya BbavyakaralBbavyakiira (legs ldan byed)89 [is
concluded] .
Notes to Translation of Chapter Four
ISee Ava P42a-l, D36a-3,4; read as D.
2Ava P42b-2 has rang gi sde pa dang mdo sde pa bye brag tu smra ba dag;
D36b-3 has rang gi sde pa dang bye brag tu smra ba dag. Read rang gi sde pa
mdo .<de pa dang bye brag tu smra ba dag, '[our] fellow Buddhists, the Sautrintikas and Vaibhiisikas."
3 As pointed out in note 6 to the translation of chapter three, riipa as the first
of the five skandhas is 'matter" in general. As one of the twelve ayatanas or
eighteen dhiiJus, riipa has the more restricted sense of 'visible fonn." See the
references in the note mentioned.
"The internal (iidIryQJmika) ayatanas are the six sense organs, the five physical
sense organs plus the mind (manas). The external (bahya) ayatanas are the
corresponding six sense objects (with dharroas as the object of mind). See AK
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1·39ab.
Oddly enough, the opponent refers here to the internal dyatanas and then goes
on to speak of all twelve. Samghabhadra mentions a view according to which the
sense objects were to be considered as internal in any moment when they serve as
conditions for the arising of cognition, and as external in any moment when they
do not serve as such conditions. (I would like to thank Collett Cox for this
information. )
5That is, the five physical sense organs and the five corresponding sense
objects.
&rhe three aggregates referred to are feeling (vedanal, perception/conception
(samjflii), and mental formations (samskiirtih) . 'One part of the aggregate ofmattcr " refers to the avijifapti posited by the'vaihhasikas. It is considered to be
material and thus to belong to the riipa-skandha; hut since it is held to be an object
only of the mind and not of the physical senses. it belongs to the dharma-dyatana .
See Ava P42b-7.8; D36b-7 to 37a-1. On avijifapti, see LVP AK I. pp. 21 . 25-7,
and IV. pp. 3, 14-27.
70n the four great elements (maJuibhiita) , earth. water. fire. and air (understood as solidity. cohesion, heat. and motion). and matter dependent on them. see
LVP AK I, pp. 21-24. 64-67 and II. pp. 144-149.313-315. See also May (1959).
pp. 88-89. n. 184.
8"Matter" is here taken to mean "matter dependent on the elements"
(bhawika). Thus the elements are its cause. See Ava P43b-3.4; D37b-3 .
9gzugs zhes bya ba ni gZPgs su rung ba '0, probahly either riipaniid riipam iti
or riipyata iti~. On the various interpretations given to riipa~/riipyate, see
LVP AK I, pp. 24-25 and notes.
IObstsal is an alternative spelling of bsal. (In fact, Ava P43b-4. D37b-3 has
bsal no for bstsal1lJl.) The Sanskrit may be niriikrta.
t I According to Avalokitavrata, matter dependent on the elements is designated
in dependence on the elements in the same way that a forest is designated in
dependence on its constituent trees. See Ava P43b-5,6,7; D37b-4.5.
121n other words. the meaning of MMK 4-lab is the following. according to
Bhavaviveka: Matter dependent on the elements does not exist by intrinsic nature
because it is a mere combination of the elements. This is so because matter dependent on the elements is not apprehended apart from the elements, just as a
forest is not perceived if the trees which make it up are not perceived. See Ava
P43b-7 to 44a-2. D37b-6 to 38a-1.
~3 According to Avalokitavrata. this paragraph is a response to an objection of
the Ahhidharrnikas. who bold that mind and mental factors exist as real substances. They charge that the Madhyamika's reason, "because it is a word: is
inconclusive. Although the word "army" does not refer to a real substance. the
words "mind" and "mental events" do. The Madhyamika retorts that he also
negates the ultimately real existence of mind and mental events . See Ava
P44b-4.5,6; D38b-2.3. The phrase "of the same sort as what is to be established"
alludes to MMK 4-8 and 4-9.
14Avalokitavrata attributes this ohjection to "fellow Buddhists." See Ava
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P38b-6, 045a-1.
ISFor the Miidhyamikas, nothing exists as a a real substance or in ultimate rea1ity. Hence there is no example which the opponent can cite.
16uplidaya_riipa, "secondary matter,' is synonymous with bhaUlika-riipa,
'matter dependent on the elements."
17This may be a reference to the Vaibhiisikas' theory that matter can only exist
in the form of molecules (samghiiJa-pDramiinu) composed of four atoms
(dravya-pararniilJu) of the elemenis and varying numbers of atoms of secondary
matter. Thus the elements are also dependent on secondary matter for their manifestation. See AK 1-35d, AK 2-22, and LVP AK II, pp. 144-149.
J8See Ava P46a-2,3,4; 039b-5,6,7.
19The Sanskrit text is in Nanjio (1923). Verse 3-88 is on p. 200; verse 2-140
is on p. 84. In 2-14Oc, the Tibetan seems to correspond to something like Ulpadai
ca nirodhaS ca, while the Sanskrit has Ulpadyanle nirutlhyanle. In 2-14Od, the Tibetan has 'ba' mig, kevaliih for the Sanskrit's kalpitiih . Note also that Bhiivavive·
ka '\f0tes only the second two (001 of three) lines of 3-88.
oAccording to Avalokitavrata, an opponent objects that since "matter" is the
subject of Bhiivaviveka's thesis, the 'not grasping' mentioned in the reason must
be a property (dharma) of matter; but that is absurd because matter is unconscious
and cannot grasp (i. e., perceive) anything in any case. Bhiivaviveka replies that
an activity (kriyii) resides in both its agent (kanr) and its object (kannan) . Here
the activity is "not grasping: ' the agent is cogfiition (buddhl); and the object is
matter. Thus "not grasping" is a property of cognition. See Ava P47b-2 to 48a-4,
041a-4 to 41b-5 .
21Since the Siimkbyas hold that everything (exceptpuTlISa) is composed of the
the three gunas of prakni, for them all entities are nondifferent in any case. See
Ava P48a-5:6; 041b-6) and Larson and Bhattacharya (1987), pp. 65-73 .
22Avalokitavrata points out that the negation here is a simple negation, not an
implicative negation. See Ava P48a-8, 042a-I,2.
23The Vai§esikas mean that even if the assemblage of its parts is not apprehended, matter might be apprehended by some other means, just as a jar may be
seen by means of various sources of illumination. See Ava P48b-3 to 8, 042a-3
to 42b-1. The Vai§esikas hold that wholes are different entities from the sum of
their parts. See sinhli (1956), pp. 596-6; Frauwallner (1973), Vol. n, pp. 117-8;
and Potter (1977), pp. 74-79.
24BMvaviveka replies that he does not argue that matter is not different from
its causes in general, but specifically that it is not different from its own assembled
parts . Unlike the Vai§e~ikas' example of a lamp and a jar, the apprehension of
matter's assembled parts is a necessary condition for the apprehension of matter,
whereas a jar can be illuminated by something other than a lamp. Moreover, it
is obvious that a lamp is not a jar's own assembled parts, so the Vag~ika' s alleged counterexample is Dot comparable to Bhiivaviveka's thesis. See especially
Ava P49b-2 to 6, 043a-2 to 5.
2SLiterally, they 'possess composition" (nsom pa, ilrambha).' On the Vai§e~ikas' iiralllbhavtida, another term for asalkiiryavtida, see Frauwallner (1973),
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Vol. II, p. 59 and Potter (1977), pp. 14-15, 57-60, 443.
26 According to Avalokitavrata, because they are parts according to superficial
reality, they do not compose a part-possessing real substance in ultimate reality.
See Ava P50b-3,4; O44a-2,3.
27That is, according to Avalokitavrata, the property to be proved is that the
elements are a mere combination of visible form and so on; and the property
which proves that is the fact that if visible form and so on are not seen, the elements are also not seen. See especially Ava P51a-8 to 51b-1 , 044b-6.
28 Avalokitavrata points out that the negations of difference and sameness are
simple negations, not implicative negations. See P51b-6 to 52a-l, 045a4,5,6.
29S ee, e. g., MMK 14-5cd.
30lf the negation of difference must imply sameness, then because milk and
curds are not different (since curds are a transformation of milk), they would have
to be identical; but that is absurd. Compare Ava P52a-2,3,4; 045a-7 to 45b-2 and
MMK 13-6.
31See Ava P52a-6, 045b-3. The Sanskrit text is in Nanjio (1923), pp. 202
and 339. In the flfstpiida, 3-1020 has 'nyonyalf while 10-598a has hyonyalf. The
Tibetan here, gzhan pa rna yin, corresponds to anonyah. Also, both Sanskrit verses have tlrthyair in the fourth piilkl, while the Tibetan corresponds to balair.
32See Ava P52a-7, O45b-4.
33If the reason refers to ultimate reality, it is not established. If it refers to superficial reality, it is contradictory to try to prove a positive thesis about ultimate
reality with a reason which is only conventionally valid. Compare Ava P52b-4,
045b-1.
34bar gyi tshig mi mngon pa'i phyir, probably madhya-pada-pralapiit.
3S"Lokayatas and so on," according to Avalokitavrata. See Ava P53a-8,
046b-3.
36m i rkyang is deflDed as rtswa "lhig, "a [kind of] grass," in Chos kyi grags
pa (1957), s. v.
The idea may be that grass is a purely conventional entity and thus is different
from the elements if, as the opponent holds, they exist in ultimate reality. Secondary matter, too, only exists conventionally and thus would be ontologically different from its alleged cause. See the following note.
37Avalokitavrata's interpretation of this passage is as follows: If you (the
opponent) hold that the elements exist in ultimate reality, then it follows that they
would have no result. This is so because in ultimate reality, their supposed result,
secondary matter, is empty of intrinsic nature. But if you hold that secondary
matter exists in superficial reality while the elements exist in ultimate reality, then
one cannot be the cause of the other, because of their (ontological) difference. See
Ava P55a-3 to 8, O47a·4 to 7 .
38 According to Avalokitavrata, since the elements are a mere combination of
secondary matter, visible form and so on, they have no intrinsic nature in ultimate
reali~. See Ava P55b-1, O48b-1.
3 Once again, the reason is not established in ultimate reality. While it may
be valid conventionally, it cannot prove a positive thesis concerning ultimate
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real~.

In ultimate reality, according to Avalokitavrata. See Ava P551>-7, 0481>-6.
411n other words, consider the time at which the cause allegedly produces a
result. If the result exists at that time, its production by a cause is superfluous.
If it does not exist at that time, one might as well say that the cause produces a
sky-flower, since the result is nonexistent. Compare Ava P56a-2,3,4; O49a-2,3.
Such an analysis depends on the idea that a seed, for instance, is the cause of a
sprout only at the moment when it actually produces it.
42See Ava P56a-4 to 7, D49a-4,5,6. Although the title of the first chapter of
the MMK is pratyaya-parlksa in all the commentaries, Bhavaviveka often refers
to it as dealing with allulpada, as indeed it does.
43skye ba'i rgyu rna bkurgs pa, probablyanuptitta-utpMa-hetu. A result is
said to 'appropriate (upti-dii)" its causes: see, for instance, PSP 259.1-5.
44bdag nyid kyi dngos po rna thob pa, probably alabdholaprapta-dlmabhtiva.
450r 'skillful,' mkhas pa. According to Avaloldtavrata, this refers to the
bodhisattva who has attained receptivity to the fact that dhannas do not originate
(anutpattika-dharma-ksiimr). See Ava P57a-1 to 571>-1, D50a-1 to SOb-I. This
attainment is said to OCcur on the eighthbodhisattva-bhUmi. See Lamotte (1976),
pp. 290-1.
46de dag fa sogs pa, that is, matter as conceived of in those and other ways.
47That is, the bodhisattva who has attained anutpattika-dharma-lqiinJi has
awakened from the sleep of samsiira and realizes that the objects which he used
to conceptually construct have 'no intrinsic nature. See Ava P57a-4 to 57b-I,
D50a-4 to 50b-I.
48 snga no yod pa 'i rim gyis, perhaps priig-bhtiva-krameno, literally, "by the
stage~s] of prior existence."
.
4 smra bar 'dod pa 'i rgyu, probably vivaksita-kiirano, "the eause of which [the
opponent] wishes to speak," as, for example: the opponent wishes to say that the
elements are the cause of secondary matter. See Ava P58a-l,2; D501>-7.
5°In other words, the opponent wishes to say that a blue blanket is caused by
the blue threads out of which it is woven, because they have the same color. But
the threads also have the same color as other blue blankets, and the opponent does
not admit that these particular threads are the cause of those other blankets.
51 After the periodic destruction of the universe, all matter is 'recycled;' and
on a more mundane level, when Devadatta's blue blanket becomes tom, threads
from Yajiladatta's blue blanket may be used to mend it. See Ava P581>-1,2,3;
D5Ia-6,7.
521n other words, our example is Devadatta's presently existing blanket; and
the opponent must admit that the threads presently existing in Yajiladatta' s blanket
are not the cause of Devadatta's presently existing blanket. See Ava P58b-5 to 8,
0511>-2,3,4.
53When Bhavaviveka says that in ultimate reality, threads are not the cause of
the blue blanket, it is a simple negation. It does not imply that the threads exist
in ultimate reality as a noneause of !he blanket. See Ava P59a-1 to 5, D51b-5 to
52a-1.
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s4nte Abhidhannikas, according to Avalokitavrata. See Ava P59a-7,
D52a-2,3 .
55The eye is material (riipin), and visual cognition is not. See Ava P60bl ,2,3;
D53a4,5.
s6-rbat is, the origination of visual cognition from the eye and the origination
of a sprout from a seed are both instances of a result's arising from a dissimilar
cause. Thus they are both equally in need of proof. See Ava P601r3,4,5; D53a-7
to 53b-1.
570n this line of argument, see MMK 4-8 and 4-9, with Bhivaviveka's commentary.
S8See Ava P60b-8 to 611rl, D531r2 to 54a-3, for an explicit statement of the
analo~ous argument.
5 Every dharma is said to be the kiirana-helu of every conditioned dharma
other than itself, in the sense that it does not obstruct its origination (necessarily,
since we only consider dbarmas which exist at some time or other and thus do
originate). See AK 2-50a and LVP AK II, pp. 246-8; see also Ava P611r2 to 7,
D54a-3 t07. One might expect kiirana-helu to mean something like "productive
cause;" and the Abhidlzarmn1wsa-bhiiSya tells us that this is its primary (pradh4na)
meaning (see LVP AK 11, p. 247). All dharmas other than the productive cause
are also called kiirlllJ'l-helU, however, in the extended sense of not obstructing
origination.
IDrhat is, we are only concerned with the productive cause and not with
kiirana-Izetu in the broad sense. See Ava P62a-l,2,3; D541rl,2,3.
61 Here Nligiirjuna uses cilia as the name of the fifth skandha, in place of the
more usual vijilQna, apparently for metrical reasons.
62According to Avalokitavrata, contact is mentioned as the special
(asiidhiirana) cause of feeling. The eye and the rest are mentioned as the special
causes of visual cognition and its conjoined mental factors (samprayukta-cailla; see
AK 2-23a,34 and LVP AK II, pp. 177-8). The mental factors belong, variously,
to the three aggregates of feeling, perception/conception, and mental formations.
See Ava P621r8 to 63a-6, D55a-7 to 55b-5.
63 Avalokitavrata says that opponents might conceptually construct jars, cloths,
etc. , and use them as reasons and examples in arguments which auempt to refute
the Miidhyamika's arguments concerning the aggregates . Avalokitavrata also adds
nondifference [from the cause] as something which the Madhyamika negates. See
Ava P631r8 to 64a-3, D56a-6 to 56b-1.
64 Avalokitavrata spells out syllogisms for ajar and a cloth parallel to those alread~ given for matter. See Ava P64a-3 to 641rI, D561r2 to 7.
5ln his opening syllogism at the beginoing of this chapter, the opponent gives
a dissimilar example, a sky-flower, which does not exist and is not included in the
aggregates . Here Bhivaviveka is saying that things which are included in the
aggregates do not exist in ultimate reality, either. See Ava P641r3 to 6,
D57a-I,2,3.
66Again, it is contradictory to try to prove a positive thesis about ultimate reality with a reason that holds only conventionally. See Ava P641r6,7 ; D57a-3,4.
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67That is, by the reasoning which has been explicitly formulated here for matter and then extended to all dharmas. See Ava P64b-8 to 65a-l, 057a-5.
~e Miidhyarnika' s argument that all dharmas are empty of intrinsic nature
is called a "contention" because it is directed against those who hold that entities
do have intrinsic nature. See Ava P65a-2,3; 057a-6,7. candrakIrti is more explicit: tatraparapaksadusanam vigrahah, "there vigraha is criticism of another's
position." He glosses vigrahe· ... krte sasvabMvaviide pratisiddhe, 'when the
doctrine that [things] have intrinsic nature has heen negated." (See PSP 127.5,6.)
69Avaloldtavrata gives the following example: An opponent replies to the
Mlidhyarnika's argument that such-and-such a thing is empty of intrinsic nature by
saying that it is not empty because its cause exists. But this is no answer, because
the cause is just as empty of intrinsic nature as the thing in question. See Ava
P65a-4 to 7, 057a-8 to 57b-3.
70MMK 4-8 and 4-9 have been the subject of some discussion by modem
scholars, particularly with regard to Niig3rjuna's use of the expression sarna,!,
siidhyena. See Matilal (1974), pp. 211-24; Bhattacharya (1974), pp. 225-30;
Rueff (1981), pp. 12, 22 n. 49; and Ruegg (1983), p. 210.
don dam pa, paramiirtha, glossed by Avaloldtavrata as don dam pa pa,
piiramiirthika. See Ava P65b-I,2; 0571>-5.
72The sentence up to this point is paraphrased by Avaloldtavrata as, "If when
he examines the deflDing characteristic of the reality of all dharmas, he Iben
uodertakes the examination of the ultimately real intrinsic nature of some external
or internal entity .. . " See Ava P651>-2, 0571>-5.
73 Avaloldtavrata Says that the proof of nonorigination is given in chapter one
and the proof of not existing as a real substance is given in this chapter. See Ava
P65b-3 to 8, 0571>-6 to 58a-3. In general, pramiina means 'valid means of knowledge;" but since the pramiina in question here is anumiina, 'inference," I have
.
translated it as "proof.'
74Since no dharma originates by intrinsic nature or exists as a real substance,
there is no example and no proof which the opponent can successfully adduce.
See Ava P66a-7 to 66b-4, 0581>-2 to 5.
75The eighteen dhii/w; are the twelve iiyatanas (the six sense organs and the
six sense Objects) plus the six corresponding sense cognitions (e. g., the eye, visible form, aod visual cognition).
76sbyor ba mom par dbye ba byas tel mom par bshad pa'i (she, apparently
glossing vyiikhyane ... krte as vyiikhyiine prayoga/yoga/vidhi-vibMge krte. Avaloldtavrata seems to say that it means analyzing Ibe same formulation that Ibe
Miidhyarnika used when he made a contention by means of emptiness. He may
also be referring to the teclmical sense of yoga-vibMga. See Ava P67a6,7;
059a-6.7. On the teclmical sense of yoga-vibMga, see Ames (1994), p. 133 n.
172 and Ames (1995) n. 74.
77See Ava P67b-4, 059b-4.
78The entities cited by the opponent in his reason and example are included in
the Miidhyamika's original criticism that all entities are not established by intrinsic
nature. Therefore one can state in general that they are just as unestablished as
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what the opponent is trying to establish by means of them. See Ava P67b-7 to
68a-3, D59b-7 to 6Oa-3 .
7!7he Sanskrit of this ardhaS/oka is bhavasyaikasya yo dr~!ii dr~!ii sarvasya
sa smrtah, "One who is a seer of one entity is considered to be a seer of all"
(quoted PSP 128.3,4). See also Lang (1986), pp. 82-3 .
80See note 149 to the translation of chapter three. Avalokitavrata's remarks
here are similar. See Ava P68a-6 to 68b-I, D60a-6,7; P68b-2, D60b-l ; P68b-8,
O6Ob-5,6; P69a-5,6, D61a-3; P69a-7,8, D6la-4,5; and P69b-3,4,5, D61a-7 to
61b-2.
81 Identified by Avalokitavrata; see Ava P68b-l, D60a-7.
82Avalokitavrata explains abhinirvrtti-paryiipan1lll-nirdesa as skye bar bsdus
pa stonpa, "a teaching suuuned up in origination: See Ava P68b-2,3; D60b-I,2.
83The Sanskrit text of this sentence is found in Hikata (1958), p. 37 . The
remainder of the passage is found on p. 29 of the same work.
841dentified by Avalokitavrata; see Ava P68b-7, D60b-5 . See note 100 to the
translation of chapter five .
85de la ... gnas par gyur. Avalokitavrata glosses gnas par gyur as chags shing
/hag par chags par gyur, "became attached and clung. ' See Ava P68b-8 to 69a-I,
D60b-6,7 .
86Identified by Avalokitavrata as the Arya-trisaJiM-[prajfliipiiramitiij-siilra,
another title of the siitra; see Ava P69a-4,5; D6Ia-2. The Sanskrit text is in Conze
( 195'[1: p. 29.
8 Identified by Avalokitavrata; see Ava P69a-6, D61a-4 . The Sanskrit text is
in Nanjio (1923) . Verse 3-52 is on p . 168; verse 2-175 is on p . 116.
88The three bhavas are the same as the three dluitus, i. e., the realms of desire
(kama) , fonn (riipa), and fonnlessness (iiriipya) .
89See note 159 to my translation of chapter three.
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Translation of Prajfliipradipa, Chapter Five:
Examination of the Elements (dMtu)1

Now [Nagarjuna) begins the fifth chapter with the aim of
showing that the elements have no intrinsic nature by means of
negating a particular counterposition (vipak~a) to emptiness. 2
Objection: Because [Nagarjuna) stated, in the immediately
preceding chapter, that
Apart from matter, the cause of matter is also not seen,
[MMK 4-1cd)
therefore, to begin with, [our) fellow Buddhists say: Here the
Blessed One taught the defining characteristics (l~af!Cl) of the six
element~ called "earth, water, fire, air, space (iikiiSa), and cognition (vijfliina) , " by saying, "Great king, these six elements are the
person (pur~a). ,,3 [Those characteristics are, respectively,) solidity, cohesion, heat, motion, providing room (skabs 'byed pa,
perhaps avakiiSa-diina), and knowing (rnam par shes par byed pa,
probably vijfltinanii). It is not taught that nonexistent [things] like
a sky-flower and so on are the cause of a per-son. Therefore that
assertion (pratijflii) made by the iiciirya [Nagarjuna], that the cause
of matter does not exist even in earth and so on, will conflict with
what [he himself] accepts. 4
[The Madhyamika) may reply that there is no fault [in his
position) because he accepts that the Tathagata taught that conventionally, the six elements are the person.
[If so, we respond that) it is not the case that there is no fault
[in the Madhyamika's position), because it is accepted that [that
statement) is taught as ultimate reality.
[The Madhyamika) may reply that since that is not established,5 [his alleged fault) is not [logically) possible.
[If so, we respond that) it is not the case that it is not established.
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[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, the elements, earth and so on, do
indeed exist,
.
[Reason:] because their defining characteristics exist.
[Dissimilar Example:] Here that of which the Blessed One has
said, "It does not exist in ultimate reality," has no defining
characteristic, like a sky-flower.
[Application:] Earth and so on have the defining characteristics
of solidity and so on.
[Conclusion:] Thus because their defining characteristics exist, the
elements, earth and so on, do indeed exist.
Answer: As to that, here it is easy to show that the intrinsic
nature of space is empty; 6 and it is also easy to negate the remaining elements by showing that that [intrinsic nature of space] does
not exist. Therefore, the tictirya [Nagarjuna] says, with reference
just to the element of space,
There is not any space prior to the defining characteristic of
space. [MMK 5-1ab]
The idea is that [this is so] because they are inseparable (dbyer med
pa, perhaps abhedya).
Here, since the Vaibhasikas teach that space is just nonobstruction (antivara'}tI),7 nonobstruction itself is space. But since
[they attempt to] prove also that that [space] exists, that which is
to be proved by the existence of nonobstruction and [the reason]
which proves [it] are [both] not established. For instance, [as in
the fallacious proof,] "Sound is impermanent because it is impermanent,· likewise, here also it would be said [in effect) that space
exists because it is space. 8
Alternatively, [one may explain MMK 5-1ab as follows:)
Objection: [Fellow Buddhistsj9 who are averse to the doctrine
(naya) of the Madhyamaka-sastra say: [We) do not accept [any]
difference of the thing characterized (laksya) and [its] defining
characteristic (lak~a,!a), due to which [difference] that [space]
would not be possible [either] sequentially or simultaneously [with
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its defIning characteristic]. For example, it is not [logically] possible that the great man (maMpu~a) is different from the marks of
the great man. Here [we] say that that is a characteristic because
it is to be characterized,lO since a primary affIx (bya ba'i rkyen,
probably kn-pratyaya) is used in [the sense of] the direct object
(karman). Il
Answer: Even if those [i. e., the characteristic and the thing
characterized] are accepted in that way,12 [nevertheless,]
There is not any space prior to the defIning characteristic of
space. [MMK 5-1ab]
If space itself is [its own] defIning characteristic, to use (nye
bar sbyor bar byed pa) [that] in order to establish that [space] by
means of that [space] itself cannot be a [valid] reason, because the
meaning [of that reason] is not established. Therefore what would
establish what?13
Objection: It is common knowledge that conventionally existent space is nonobstruction.
Answer: A reason is not required (isyate) in order to show that
[well-known conventional existence of space].
Objection: Because [the existence of space] in ultimate reality
is not common knowledge, one should strive to show [that it is] so.
Answer: Even in that [case], there are faults of the reason and
example,I4 [so that your syllogism] remains a mere assertion.
Alternatively, [one may also explain MMK 5-1ab as follows:]
Objection: The Vaibhasikas and VaiSesikas say : Space exists
as a substance (dravya) and' is unconditioned. 15
Answer: To them, [Niigiirjuna] says ,

There is not any space prior to the defIning characteristic of
space. [MMK 5-lab]
[This half-verse] sets forth the thesis, [understood as referring to
space] which is a substance. [The fact] that that [space] is unorigi-
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nated, which is common knowledge to both sides [the Madhyamika
and the opponent], is the [proving] property. The example, a
hare's horn and so on, [is indicated] by virtue of that [property to
be proved and proving property]. Here the inference is:
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, space does not exist as a substance,
[Reason:] because it is unoriginated,
[Example:] like a hare's horn.
Likewise, reasons such as "because it has no cause," "because it
has no result," "because it does not exist," etc., should also be
stated.
Objection: 16 Space is the defining characteristic of sound.
Answer: For those [who hold that position], also, since sound
itself is space, the fault in the reason is as before. 17
Objection: 18 If this meaning [which you have explained] were
the intention of the author of the treatise [Niigarjuna], in that case,
the author of the treatise would simply have said that
There is not any space which is different from the defIDing
characteristic of space. 19

Answer: [Nagarjuna] establishes the negation of difference just
by showing that priority and posteriority are not possible.
Therefore that [objection of yours] does not contradict [my explanation].
Objection: The Vaisesikas assert that the thing characterized
and [its] defIning characteristic are different. 20

Answer:
[Thesis:] If those two [i. e., the thing characterized and its defming characteristic] are different, they will also sometimes be
antecedent and subsequent,
[Reason:] because they are different,
[Example:] like a jar and a cloth.
Therefore [Niigarjuna] says,
If [space] were prior to [its] defIning characteristic, it would
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follow that it would be without a defIning characteristic.
[MMK 5-1cd]
"Without a defIning characteristic" (mtshan nyid med pa,
alaksana) [means] "having no defIning characteristic" (mtshan nyid
yod
rna yin pa, perhaps asal-laksana
. . or avidyamiinalaksana).
. .
The meaning is that that [space] would not be something characterized [by the defIning characteristic, nonobstruction, as] alleged [by
the opponent].21

po.

If [space] were prior to [its] defIning characteristic: [MMK
5-1c]
This [pada] indicates that difference of time is the [proving] property of that [subject, space]. Here the inference is:
[Thesis:] Space is not something characterized by [its] alleged
defIning characteristic,
[Reason:] because it exists at a time earlier than that [alleged
defIning characteristic],
[Example:] like [something] other that that [space] .
Alternatively, [one may explain MMK 5-1cd as follows:]22
It would follow that [space] would not belong to [its alleged]
defIning characteristic (a[ak~a,!a). [MMK 5-1d]
"Not belonging to the defming characteristic" (mtshan nyid La med
pa, perhaps Lak~a'!Gsya niistl) [is the sense of] aLak~a,!a. The
meaning is that that [space] would not have [the property of] being
something characterized (L~yatva).
If [space] were prior to [its] defming characteristic: [MMK
5-1c]
[Here] "space" is the topic under discussion (skabs). This [pada]
indicates that the difference of the defming characteristic from the
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thing characterized is the [proving] property of that [subject, the
defining characteristic]. Here the inference is:
[Thesis: J The alleged defining characteristic cannot characterize
the thing characterized, space,
[Reason:] because it is different [from space],
[Example:] like [a defIDing characteristic] different from that [alleged defining characteristic].
[If the thing characterized and its defining characteristic are
different,] it contradicts the opponent' s23 own inference, [since] he
does not maintain that the defining characteristic does not belong
to the thing characterized and the defining characteristic. 24 Therefore the conceptual construction of difference should also be abandoned.
Objection: Because they cannot be turned back [even] with a
stick,25 [our opponents say:] If [we] state a reason pertaining to
superficial reality (siimvrta-hetu), it is not the case that the meaning
of [our] reason is not established; but it is difficult to avoid [its]
having a contradictory meaning. 26 Therefore it is not established
that a defining characteristic is a different thing (artha) [from the
thing that it characterizes] or that it is a nondifferent thing. Hence
space is [an entity] "without a defining characteristic" (alaksana).
Answer: It is also unintelligible that that [space] is an entity
without a defining characteristic. For,
There is not any entity anywhere without a defIDing characteristic. [MMK 5-2ab]
An ultimately real entity [without a defIDing characteristic]27
is not established anywhere, [for] the position of others or [for1 our
own position.

Objection: 28
[Thesis:] The thing characterized, space, does indeed exist,
[Reason: J because a defining characteristic applies to that.
Answer: Specifying that that is also not [logically1 possible,
[Niigarjuna says.1
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If an entity without a defining characteristic does not exist, to
what does the defining characteristic apply (kramatiim)?
[MMK 5-2cd]

Since there is no basis (gzhl) [to which the defining characteristic might apply], the [opponent's] reason, like [that] basis, is
not established. [That is,] the reason, [the defining characteristic's]
applying [to the thing characterized], is not established for a nonexistent object (vi~aya). Therefore there will be the fault that the
meaning of the reason is not established.
Alternatively, [one may explain MMK 5-2cd as follows:] In
the case of riondifference, [that is,] if the thing characterized and
the defining characteristic are nondifferent, that [thing] itself cannot
characterize that [very thing]. Because a defIDing characteristic
different from that [space] does not exist, space has no defIDing
characteristic.
Also. in the case [where the thing characterized and the
defining characteristic] are different,
[Thesis:] The alleged defIDing characteristic is not the defIDing
characteristic of the thing characterized,
[Reason:] because it is different [from that thing],
[Example:] like [a defining characteristic] different from that [alleged defining characteristic].
Since a defining characteristic does not exist, by that [argument] also, space has no defining characteristic. If an entity
without a defining characteristic, called "space," does not exist, to
what will the defIDing characteristic apply? The meaning is that
it is just not established that that [defining characteristic] applies [to
anything].
Moreover, the meaning of that reason [of yours], .. [because the
defIDing characteristic] applies to the thing characterized," [is the
following:] Here the thing characterized is known by means of that
necessary connection (med na mi 'byung ba, aviniibhiiva) of this
defining characteristic with the properties, existence and so on, of
the thing characterized. But when, for our position,
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A defining characteristic does not apply (pravrtti) to (a thing]
which has no defining characteristic nor to 'one which does
have a defining characteristic, [MMK 5-3ab]
then the idea is that [this is so] because a defining characteristic is
not established for a nonexistent (thing which has no defining characteristic] and because an entity which has a defining characteristic
is also not established.
A thing characterized which is different in kind (vilak~aT}a)
from the sort which has been described,29 is also not established.
Therefore,
[A defining characteristic] also does not apply to something
other than [a thing] which has a defining characteristic and [a
thing] which has no defining characteristic. [MMK 5-3cd]
Therefore in that way, the meaning of what you maintain is not
established in ultimate reality, because it is not established that a
defining characteristic applies to a contradictory (viruddha) entity,
and because there is no example. 30
Alternatively, [one may explain MMK 5-3 as follows:] Because that defining characteristic does not exist in [things] without
a defining characteristic, such as sky-flowers, etc., it does not apply [to them]. That [fact] is common knowledge.
Now, [as for] "nor to one which has a defining characteristic"
[MMK 5-3b2], that initial mention (skabs, probably prastiiva) of
[the idea] that a defining characteristic does not apply to [a thing]
which has a defining characteristic, sets forth the thesis. The
[proving] property of that [defining characteristic] is that it is a
defining characteristic of [a thing] "which has a defining characteristic" if it is [already] characterized by some defining characteristic. By virrue of that [property to be proved and proving property], the example is defining characteristics other than that [alleged
defining characteristic]. Here the inference is:
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, nonobstruction is not the defining
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characteristic of space,
[Reason:] because it is a defining characteristic,
LExample:] like solidity and so on.
Objection: Those who have a twofold doctrine31 say: A defming characteristic applies to [a thing] which [both] has a defIDing
characteristic and does not have a defIning characteristic, according
to the mode (rnam grangs las, probably paryiiye'!ll). Therefore
there is no fault [in our position].
Answer: In order to refute that [position] also, [Nagarjuna]
says,
[A defining characteristic] also does not apply to something
other than [a thing] which has a defining characteristic and [a
thing] which has no defIDing characteristic. [MMK 5-3cd]
That, too, is not [logically] possible [1] because an entity
which has the nature of both is not possible 32 and [2] because relational determination (bltos pa 'i nges pa) will also be negated below
in chapter [ten], "Examination of Fire and Fuel, .. 33 and [3] because
the two faults shown in both cases [separately] will come about. 34
[Buddhapiilita's commentary:] [Buddhapaiita]35 says:
A defining characteristic does not apply to [a thing] which has
no defming characteristic. [MMK 5-3a,bl]
Here, because in that way there is not any entity without a
defining characteristic, therefore if an entity without a defining
characteristic does not exist, it is not possible that a defining
characteristic applies to a nonexistent basis (gzhi med pa) .
Nor to one which has a defining characteristic. [MMK 5-3b2]
Here also, it is not possible that a defining characteristic
applies to an entity which has a defming characteristic, either,
because it is unnecessary (ni~prayojana).
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[Bhavaviveka's critique:] That is not [logically] possible, [1]
because if a defining characteristic exists, it is not possible that it
does not exist in [that thing] which possesses it and [2] because the
thing characterized likewise exists. 36 Also, in [the case of] an established entity which possesses a defining characteristic, it is not
contradictory to apply the defIning characteristic to the thing
characterized in order to remind the opponent. 37 Therefore that
[explanation of Buddhaplilita's] is not able [to establish that the
defIning characteristic and the thing characterized have no intrinsic
nature].38
Therefore, since in that way it is not possible that the defining
characteristic applies to the thing characterized,
If the defIning characteristic does not apply [to it], the thing
characterized is not possible. [MMK 5-4ab]

[Thus Nagarjuna] concludes [his refutation of the opponent's initial
syllogism]39 by virtue of the meaning which has been shown.
Objection: Here some who have the conceit of hoping to be
leamed40 [and] who cannot bear to reflect upon41 the faults of their
own position [as) stated [by the Madhyamika] say: When [we] said
that space exists because [its] defining characteristic exists, you imputed priority and posteriority to the thing characterized and [its]
defining characteristic [in MMK. 5-1] and said that the meaning of
[our] reason is not established. [That] is like the [following] example: To [someone] who says that sound is impermanent because it
is made, {someone else] replies, "If the fact of being made (byas
pa nyid, krtatva) exists before sound has originated, [then] since
sound has a variable connection (vyabhicara) [with the fact of being
made], [that fact] cannot be a reason [which proves a thesis about
sound]. But if the fact of being made does not exist before sound
has originated and exists later, then the meaning of the reason is
not established [because there is an interval when sound does not
have the property of being made]."
[The opponent continues:] That statement of that [latter
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person] is not based on valid reasoning (rigs pa dang rna ldan pa,
probably ayuktirnat), because it states a specious nonestablishment
[of the first speaker's reason] (rna grub pa Itar snang 00, probably
asiddhy-iibhiisa). Likewise, you wish to criticize [our] stated reason ["because its defIning characteristic exists,,]42 by saying,
There is not any space prior to the defining characteristic of
space, etc., [MMK 5-1ab, etc.]
[but as in our example,] that statement [of yours] negating an existent defining characteristic is also not well said.
Answer: The defining characteristie is also included in the
thing characterized, due to [its] particular property (visesa) of being
the same or different, etc.;43 but in ultimate reality: [we] have
rejected the ultimately real existence of those iiyatanas, [which are]
the thing characterized. Therefore if the thing characterized is not
possible, [its] defIning characteristic is also not possible. [Thus
we] make no effort in order to negate that [reason of yours, "because its defIning characteristic exists"]. 44
Listen also to that which [you yourself] have said, "Having
imputed priority and posteriority to the thing characterized and [its]
defIning characteristic," etc. [We] have indicated a negation of difference [of the thing characterized and its defining characteristic]
precisely (eva) by showing that [their] priority and posteriority are
not possible. Therefore it is not the case that the nonestablishment
[of your reason, "because its defining characteristic exists, "] is specious. 45
Objection: 46 That [property] which is different [from the property to be established] but is related [to it] by the defIning characteristic of necessary connection, is the reason. 47 Therefore [your]
statement that the meaning of [our] reason ["because its defining
characteristic exists "] is not established because [the defining characteristic] is different [from the thing characterized], is also a specious nonestablishment. 48
Answer: That is not good, because in ultimate reality , [both]
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difference and relation by the defIning characteristic of necessary
connection are not established [and] therefore [we] wish to get rid
of attachment to them, also. That reason (siidhana) [i. e., that
nonobstruction is the defining characteristic of space]49 shows an
entity which belongs to conventional truth; therefore it is in accord
with convention [but not ultimate reality]. 50
Enough of [this] digression (zhar la bshad pa, probably prasaJiga)!

Objection:
[Thesis:] In ultimate reality, space does indeed exist,
[Reason:] because it is a defining characteristic.
[Dissimilar Example:] Here whatever does not exist is not considered to be a defining characteristic, as a sky-flower [is not].
[Application:] Space is a defining characteristic, because [in a
sutra] it is said, "Great king, these six elements are the person. ,,51
[Conclusion:] Therefore that [space] does indeed exist.
Answer: Because it has been shown that the thing characterized is not possible, therefore,
If the thing characterized is not possible, [its] defining characteristic also does not exist. [MMK 5-4cd]
The idea is that [this is so] [1] because the defining characteristic is also included in the thing characterized [and] therefore it is
likewise unestablished, and [2] because there is also no example. 52
Because the thing characterized and [its] defIDing characteristic
are not possible if they are investigated in that way with discernment, therefore the author of [this] treatise [Nagarjuna] sums up
[by saying],
Therefore the thing characterized does not exist, [and its] defining characteristic does not exist at all. [MMK 5-5ab]
The idea is that [this is so] because there is no inference
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showing that [existence] and because there is an inference showing
that that does not exist.
Objection: The Vaibhasikas say:
[Thesis:] Space is an entity',53
[Reason:] because [the yogin] abandons desire which wishes
(chanda-raga) for that object (vi~aya) [when he leaves the
meditative sphere of the infinity of space (iikiiSa-ananryaiiyatana) and enters the meditative sphere of the infinity of
cognition (vijiliina)] ,
[Example:] like matter [desire for which is abandoned when one
enters the meditative sphere of the infinity of space] .54
Alternatively, [space is an entity ,]
[Reason:] because it is the object (alambana) of a meditational attainment,55
[Example:] like cognition and so on.
Alternatively, [space is an entity],
[Reason:] because it is unconditioned,
[Example:] like nirvar,m.
Answer: Here if [you] maintain that that space is an entity in
ultimate reality, it must be [either] a thing characterized or a
defining characteristic; [but we] have shown previously how those
[i. e. ,] the thing characterized and [its] defining characteristic, are
not possible. Therefore, because for our position,
Apart from something characterized and [its] defining characteristic, an entity also does not exist, [MMK 5-5cd]
therefore without showing an example, there is no establishment of
[the property] to be proved. [There is no example of an entity] because it is not established that nirvar,m or anything else is an entity.
Objection: Those who belong to other schools (nikiiyaantarlYii':) say:
[Thesis :] Space does indeed exist,
[First Reason:] because it is the boundary (yongs su chad pa,
pariccheda) of matter and
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[Second Reason:] because it is unconditioned.
Answer: This [half-verse]56 has also answered [those] proofs
(siidhana) by [showing their] faults. One should also state that the
meaning of [each of those] reasons is not established.
Objection: The Sautrlintikas57 say: Space is not an entity.
Then what [is it]? For us, that [space] is the mere absence of a
substance which possesses resistarice (sapratigha-dravya-abhiivamatra).
Answer: Those [reasons given by the Vaibhasikas], "because

it is the object of a meditational attainment" and "because [the
yogin] abandons desire which wishes for that object," exclude
[space's having] the intrinsic nature of a nonentity (abhiiva). Nevertheless, [Nagiirjuna] wished to state a very clear negation in order to negate those conceptual constructions about space [by] those
[Sautrlintikas]; [and he] explained that same [point in a previous
verse]:
Matter is not apprehended apart from the cause of matter.
[MMK 4-1ab]
Since that [fact that matter is not an entity]58 has been shown,
therefore,
If an entity (bhiiva) does not exist, of what will there be an absence (abhiiva)? [MMK 5-6ab]
If an entity called "matter which possesses resistance" does not
exist, of what will there be that absence which you have designated
as "space"? Since there is no inference which shows that [absence]. that meaning is not establ ished.
Alternatively, one may examine [the meaning of MMK
5-6ab]59 differently:
Objection: 60 [We) have not been able to show that point
(artha) , [namely,] that space is an entity.61 You have said that
since
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Apart from something characterized and [its] defIning characteristic, an entity also does not exist, [MMK 5-5cd]
[therefore] there is no example; and [you have said that] even if an
example had been established, [the property] to be proved and the
proving [property] would indeed not be established. Therefore we
will establish that same [point with the following syllogism]:
[Thesis:] Matter and so on do indeed possess existence (bhiiva) [as
entities],
[Reason:] because their nonexistence (med pa, perhaps niistitva)
exists in relation (bltos pas, probably apek~ayii) [to their existence].
[Similar Example:] Here that which exists has a [corresponding]
absence (abhiiva) in relation [to it], like the nonexistence of
flavor (ro nyid, rasatva) in [some] matter.
[Dissimilar Example:] That which does not exist has no absence
in relation [to it], as [one does not speak of the nonexistence
of flavor]62 in a horse's horn.
[The Vaibh~ika continues:] Nor is the meaning of [our] reason
unestablished, for you have said more than once that the aggregates, dhiitus, and iiyatanas do not exist as [the intrinsic nature
of]63 the aggregates and so on. Therefore because their nonexistence exists in relation [to their existence], [their] existence (bhiiva)
[as entities] does indeed exist.
Answer: We have simply made a negation of the existence of
entities such as matter and so on; but we have not shown that they
do not exist. 64 Therefore if an entity called "matter" does not
exist, what will be without flavor? Since that [existence of an absence in relation to an existent entity]65 does not exist, [your]
example is not established. Therefore the meaning which [you]
maintain is not established.
Objection: 66

[Thesis:] Entities and nonentities do indeed exist,
[Reason: 1 because their cognizer67 exists.
[Similar Example:] Here that which has a cognizer exists, for ex-
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ample, dharmatii ("dharmaness," the way the dharmas are).68
Answer: That cognizer of entities and nonentities, whom the
opponent's fancy (yid la bsam pa, probably manoratha) constructs,
must also be [either] an entity or a nonentity. Since the negation
of both of those has also been shown, it is not established that their
cognizer exists.
If [you] suppose that there is some other cognizer, different in
kind from an entity or a nonentity, that also is not possible. Therefore [Nagarjuna] says,
Who that is different in kind (vidharman) from an entity or a
nonentity knows entities and nonentities? [MMK 5-6cd]
The meaning of the sentence is that that l sort of cognizer] simply does not exist.
Objection: One who is different in kind from an entity or a
nonentity [and] cognizes them [does indeed] exist, [as] supposed by
the proponents of the modal point of view. 69 Therefore there is no
fault [in our position].
Answer: That is not [logically] possible. [Nagiirjuna's] idea
is that [this is so] [1] because two incompatible (mi mthun pa)
natures are not possible in one thing and [2] because relativity
(bltos pa) is not possible [in this case]70 and [3] because there is no
inference which shows that.
Because if one investigates in that way, space cannot bear
logical analysis, 71
Therefore space is not an entity, not a nonentity, not a thing
characterized,
Nor a defining characteristic. [MMK 5-7ab,cl]
[Thus Nagarjuna] has summed up by virtue of having refuted the
criticisms, [that is,] the proofs72 which have been stated by opponents, [purporting] to show that [space] is an entity, etc.
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[Those] which are the other five elements are also the same as
space. [MMK 5-7c2,d]
The meaning of "element" (dhiitu) is the meaning of "mine"
('byung khungs, iikara).73 Like a gold mine, space and the rest are
also mines of suffering (dulJkha), unhappiness (daumwnasya), and
so on.
Alternatively, the meaning of "element" (dhiitu) is the meaning
of bearing (dhiirana) [its] specific characteristic (svalaksana) without effort. 74 "Th~ five" [are] earth, water, fire, air, and cognition.
[They are called] "other" [or "latter"] (apara) because they are to
be negated after space. 75 "[Those] which [are the other five elements] are also the same as space" means "those which are the
other five elements are also to be negated in the same way as
space. "
Previously, the negation of space was shown by [the verses]
beginning from
There is not any space prior to the defining characteristic of
space, [MMK 5-1ab]
up to
Therefore space is not an entity, not a nonentity, not a thing
characterized ,
Nor a defining characteristic. [MMK 5-7ab,cl]
Likewise, here also one should state in full [the negation of the
other elements] beginning from
There is not any earth, etc., prior to the defining characterteristic of earth, etc"
up to
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Therefore earth, etc., are not entities, not nonentities, not
things characterized,
Nor defIning characteristics.
Because those which are the other fIve elements, earth and so on,
also have the same negation as space, one should show that [they]
are similar. 76
The teaching in the Blessed One's discourses (pravacana) that
those elements exist in that way, has expounded those [elements].
Through [the Buddha's] compassion (anukampii) for persons to be
converted, [what is] common knowledge conventionally
(vyavahiira-prasiddha) is included in conventional truth
(vyavahiira-satya);77 but in ultimate reality, the elements do not
exist. Because the elements exist [conventionally], there is DO
conflict with what [we ourselves] accept; but neither are the
iiyatanas established. 78
Objection: Again, some79 say: Because you have nihilistically
negated (apaviidita) all entities in ultimate reality, [you] have [just]
repeated the false view (mithyii-drstij80 which takes the form (tshul
can) of nihilistically negating all· entities. With a counterfeit discourse of the Blessed One, [you] have made a proof of what the
Lokayatas maintain. Therefore since this is not the Blessed One's
word, it should be abandoned.
Answer: As to that, here the opponents are like those who
have an eye disease resulting from an imbalance of the humors 81
[and who try to] remove unreal hairs, flies, mosquitoes, and so on.
For when we stated [our] negation of the existence of the iiyatanas,
we only made a negation of [their] having intrinsic nature; but [we]
did not say that they are nonentities. 82 As it is said in the [Larikiivatiira-]siitra,83
As long as there is the domain (gocara) of the mind (ciua),
there will also be the two extremes of existence and nonexistence.
When [its] domain has ceased, the mind also ceases com-
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pletely. [Larikavatara 3-9]
And likewise,
One who has not fallen into [a belief in] entities, does not make
any dharma into a nonentity by means of a nonentity.
Likewise, the acarya [Nagarjuna] himself has also said elsewhere,84
This is a negation of existence; it is not an embracing (parigraha) of nonexistence,
Just as when one says, "It is not black," one does not express,
"It is white. "85
Therefore both those kinds [of views, existence and nonexistence,] are indeed bad views (kudrstz), because they are an obstacle
to the wise one who desires the biiss (sukha) of the quiescence of
all conceptual proliferation. How [are they an obstacle]? Here
[suppose that] in ultimate reality, the realms of desire, form, and
fonnlessness (kama-riipa-arUpya-avacara), the supramundane, and
the wholesome, unwholesome, and neutral (kuSala-akuSa/aavyiikr:ta), [all] had the intrinsic nature of coming into existence
(atma-labha) in that way in which they are conventionally designated. Therefore,
[Thesis:] Effort for the sake of producing and not producing
wholesome and unwholesome dharmas [respectively] would
just be pointless,
[Reason:] because they exist [already],
[Example:] like a jar and a cloth which [already] exist.
Therefore those who are happy would have [their] particular
happiness undiminished, and those who are suffering would also
have [their] particular suffering undiminished. Like pictures painted on a wall, living beings' particular ages (vayas), sizes, and postures (/rya-patha) would not increase or decrease.
But if the three realms [of desire, form, and fonnlessness], the
supramundane, and the wholesome, unwholesome, and neutral
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were nonexistent [by] intrinsic nature,86 in that case also,
[Thesis:] Effort for the sake of producing and not producing
wholesome and unwholesome dharmas [respectively] would
just be pointless,
[Reason:] because they do not exist,
[Example:] just as effort for the sake of sharpening a hare's horn
[is pointless].
Therefore conventional activity would be destroyed (chad par
'gyur).

Therefore this [following verse] is stated. Those whose intellectual eye is impaired by the eye disease of bad views, [that is,]
The weak-minded (alpa-buddhi) who see the existence and
nonexistence of entities,
Do not see the tranquil quiescence of the visible. [MMK 5-8]
The meaning is that just as one with an eye disease, whose
sense organ is impaired, sees unreal double moons, etc., [so also]
the weak-minded who see the existence and nonexistence of entities
do not see the tranquil quiescence of the visible. [That quiescence
of the visible] is the very subtle ultimate truth, the domain of the
eye of noble discernment (iirya-prajnti).
[It is called] "the quiescence of the visible" because here all
identifying marks (nimitta) of the visible do not appear. [It is
called] "tranqUil" because it is free from all harm. As it is said in
a sutra ,87
[When] some [view] establishes the existence of some [entity]
by means of causal conditions, there will be nonexistence. 88
[That] bad view, the doctrine of origination, teaches exis- tence
and nonexistence.
That wise one whose intellectual eye is faultless because [he or
she] possesses the eye ointment of the vision and meditative cultivation of emptiness,89 [whose] intellectual eye has fully opened,
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sees the true state of entities. As the Blessed One said [in the
Arya-Larikavatara-satra],90

When one sees the world as neither existent nor nonexistent
nor [both] existent and nonexistent,
Then the mind tums back (vyavanate); and one comprehends
absence of self (nairiitmya). [Larikiivatiira 3-22 = 10-476]
Likewise, as it is said [in the KiiSyapa-parivana of the Aryamahii-ratna-kata-satra,] 91

Kasyapa, this [view,] "It exists," is one extreme. This [view,]
"It does not exist," is also one extreme.
As to that, here the meaning of the chapter [is as follows:] By
stating the faults of that reason, "because [their] defining characteristics exist, " which was adduced [by the opponent] to show that the
elements, earth and so on, exist, [we] have shown that the elements
are without intrinsic nature.
Therefore [scriptural] statements such as the following are
established: 92 [From the Arya-brahma-visesa-cinta-pariprcchiisatra?,]93

. ,

That which is the internal earth-element (iidhytitmika-p'!hivIdhiitu) and that which is the external (biihya) earth-element have a
nondual meaning (advaya-anha). By means of discernment and
wisdom, the Tathagata has fully and perfectly realized (abhisa~
buddha) that that also is nondual, is not divisible into two (gnyis su
dbyer med pa), and has a single defining characteristic (ekalak~a
na), namely, no defining characteristic (alaksana).94
. Likewise, [from the Arya-Mafljufrl-vikrldiia-satra,]95
[Maiijusrl said,] "Girl, how should one s'ee the elements (dhiitu)?"

The girl said, "MatijusrI, [they should be seen] like this, for
example: When the three worlds have been consumed by [fire at
the end of] the kalpa, there is not even ash [left behind]. ,,96
Likewise,97
One should not be attached (abhini-viS) to that which is
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formless, invisible, and baseless, which does not appear and is not
made known (avijflaptika).98
Likewise, [from the Bhagavatl-prajiiii-piiramitii-suvikriintavikriimi-sutra,]99
Saradvatlputra, all dharmas have the defining characteristic of
nonattachment (asariga-laksana). That which is the defining characteristic of some dharma is noncharacteristic (alaksana) of that
[dharma]. Therefore no dharma serves (pratyupasihiia) for the
production (abhinirvrttz) of a defining characteristic.
Likewise, [from the Arya-brahma-visesa-cintii-pariprcchiisutra,]lOO
. .

a

I taught the aggregates to the world, [and] the world came to
dwell on them.
One who is wise does not dwell on them and is not soiled by
worldly dharmas.
The world has the defining characteristic of space, and space
has no defining characteristic.
Therefore that [wise one], comprehending that, is not soiled
by worldly dharrnas.
Likewise, [from the Bhagavati-prajiiii-piiramitii-suvikriintavikriimi-sutra,] 101
Saradvatlputra, [the fact] that all dharmas have no defining
characteristic and no perfection (parini~pattl) is called "nonattachment."
The fifth chapter, "Examination of the Elements," of the
Prajiiiipradlpa, a commentary on [Nagarjuna's] Millamadhyamaka
composed by iiciirya Bhavyakara/Bhavyakara (legs ldan byed)102
[is concluded].
Notes to Translation of Chapter Five
1In this chapter, "element" translates dhiitu, in the sense of the six dhiitus,
earth, water, fire, air, space (tikliSa), and cognition (vijilii1la). In other words, the
six dhiitus are the four mahiibhiiJas plus space and cognition. I have also trans-
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latcd bhiitalmahiibhiita in chapter four as 'element;' but hopefully this will not
cause confusion. On the various senses of the tenn dhiilu, see May (1959), p. 97
n. 222 and Edgerton (1953), pp. 282-4.
2Avalokitavrata explains, 'Emptiness is [our] own position. The counterposition to that is the opponent's position, namely, the doctrine (viida) that the iiyaJanos and so on do exist by intrinsic nature.' The particular fonn of that counterposition to be refuted in this chapter is the view that the elements exist because their
defining characteristics exist. See Ava P69lr8 to 70a-2, D61b4,5.
30n the scriprural sources of this quotation, see LVP AK I, p. 49 n. 2.
MajjhiT11il-nilaiya ill, p. 239, has bhikkhu for mo.hariija. CandrakIrti. gives a Sanskrit version with mo.hariija (PSP 129.3,4). Later, Avalokitavrata tells us that the
"great king" being addressed is the Buddha's father, Suddhodana. See Ava
P94a-5, DS4a-3.
4abhyupagQTl1Jl-biidha. That is, it will conflict with the Buddha's teaching,
which Nligirjuna, as a Buddhist, must accept. See Ava P70lrl,2; D62a-4,5 .
5That is, as far as the Miidhyamika is concerned, it is not established that that
teaching refers to ultimate reality. Thus the fault alleged by the opponent does not
exist. See Ava P70lr5,6; D62lrl,2.
6nam mkha'i ngo bo nyid slong pa nyid kyis bslan sfa ba 'i phyir, more literally, 'because it is easy to show the intrinsic nature of space as being empty
(siinyaJayii or siinyatvena).' Here, of course, Bhiivaviveka is speaking of the fact
that space is (ontologically) empty of intrinsic nature. He is not referring to the
physical emptiness of what is commonly called "empty space."
7ln fact, the Vaibhiisikas make a distinction between space as one of the three
unconditioned (asamskria) dhannas and space as one of the six dhiilus. The former is dermed as antivarana or aniivrti (AK 1-5d); the latter is considered to be
the visible space between objects, a combination oflight and shadow (AK 1-28ab).
The Sautdntlkas, on the other hand, make no such distinction. For them, space
is simply the absence of anything tangible (spraslavya-abhiivamiiJra). See LVP
AK I, p. 50 n. 1 and LVP AK II, p. 279.
..
STI.e Vaibhiisikas have attempted to show in their preceding syllogism that the
six dhlUus exist because their derming characteristics exist. For instance. space
exists because its derming characteristic, nonobstruction, exists. But the elements
are identical with their derming characteristics (see AK l-l2ed). Thus the
Vaibhiisikas' reason is no different from their thesis. See Ava P71a-5 to 71lr1,
D62b-6' to 63a-3.
9See Ava P71lr2,3; D63a-4.
l°m/shon paT bya ba yin pas m/shan nyid, perhaps JaJqyaJa iIi ~01!'lm.
II See note 94 to the translation of chapter three. Once again, the krt-pTaJyaya
in question is /yur (-ana).
.
The opponeni rejects the view that laksana refers to the instrument (karana)
of the activity of characterizing, while lokSya' refers to the object (kaTTl1Jln) of fue
action. For him, laksana also refers to the'object and thus is identical with laksya.
See Ava P71lr5 to 72.3.-4, D63a-6 to 63lr5.
.
12de dag gi de ItaT khas blangs pa nyid fa yang, perhaps layOT evam
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abhY'fcagalatVe 'pi.
I Since the reason and the thesis are identical, does the reason establish Ibe
thesis or vice versa?
14If the opponent seeks to prove that space exists in ultimate reality, his appeal
10 convention is contradictory (since a conventionally valid reason cannot prove
a positive thesis about ultimate reality). Also, there is no example for the ultimately real existence of space, since no entity exists in ultimate reality. See Ava
P73a-2,3,4; 064b-l ,2,3.
150n Ibe Vaibhlisikas' doctrine of space, see note 7. The VaiSesikas hold that
likfija (usually translated as "ether" in this context) is an eternal, ubiquitous subslance. See Sinha (1956), pp. 372-4; Frauwallner (1973), Vol. n, pp. 147-8; and
Potter (1977), pp. 90-1.
16Avalokitavrata identifies the opponent here as a SiI!lkhya. The SiI!lkhyas
bold that tikiISa (usually translated "elber" in this context also) arises from Ibe
"subtle essence" (tanmiiJra) of sound; and thus tikiISa is Ibe defining characteristic
of sound. See Ava P73b-7,8; 065a-6. For the Samkhya account of elber and
sound, see Sinha (1952), pp. 19-20: Frauwallner (1973), Vol. I, pp. 279-80; and
Larson and Bhattacharya (1987), pp. 50-3.
For Ibe Vaisesikas , Ibe ether (tikiISa) is Ibe substrate, and thus a cause, of
sound. See Sinha (1956) , pp. 371-4; Frauwallner (1973), Vol. II, pp. 147-8; and
Potter (1977), pp. 90-1, 161-2.
17That is, since sound and space, its defining characteristic, are identical, Ibe
reason becomes Ibe same as Ibe Ibesis. See Ava P73b-8 to 74a-2, 065a6,7.
18According to Avalokitavrata, Ibe opponents bere are "Vai~e~ika commentators." See Ava P74a-3, 065b-1,2.
19ln olber words, if Bhavaviveka's interpretation were correct, MMK 5-lab
should have arryad tikasala!qa'!at instead of piirvam akasalakJa,!at.
2oFor Ibe Vai~esikas, subslance (dravya) and quality (guna) are distinct
categories ipadiirtha): The qualities of a subslance (including its defining characteristic) inhere in that substance but are not identical with it. See Sinha (1956), p.
317; Frauwallner (1973), Vol. II, pp. 141, 152-3; and Potter (1977), pp. 49,84.
21See Ava P75a-2,3 ; 066a-6,7. "Alleged" translates smra bar 'dod pa, probably vivaksita.
22Avaiokitavrata points out that Bhavaviveka' s first explanation of MMK 5-ld
leads to a negation of Ibe thing characterized; his second explanation leads to a
negation of Ibe defining characteristic. See Ava P75b-7,8; 067a-3,4.
23The VaiSesika, according to Avalokitavrata. See Ava P76a-I, D67a-5 .
24Avalokitavrata glosses this as "lbe defining characteristic does not belong to
Ibe thing characterized, and the thing characterized does not belong to Ibe defining
characteristic." See Ava P76a-l to 4, D67a-4 to 7. Of course, as far as the Tibetan is concerned, ... Ia med pa could also be translated as "does not exist in: as
well as "does not belong to."
25Uke a refractory ox wbo cannot be turned back wilb a stick, the opponent
may refuse to concede defeat and shamelessly assert that space exists without a derIDing characteristic. See Ava P76a-6 to 76b-1, D67b-1 to 4.
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26Conventionally, space does have a defining characteristic; but that fact can
not be used to prove the thesis in the opponent's initial syllogism, that space exists
in ultimate reality.
27See Ava P76b-2,3,4; D67b-5,6.
28Avalokitavrata identifies the opponents here as "Vai§e~ikas, etc." See Ava
P76b-4, D67b-6,7.
2!1nu.t is, a lbing characterized which neither has nor does not have a defining
characteristic. See Ava P78a-3,4; D69a4,5.
31l-Jbe opponent maintains that a lbing characterized, such as space, exists
because a defining characteristic applies to it. ("The meaning of what you
maintain" translates khyod Icyi 'dod pa 'i don, literally, "your desired meaning.")
A "contradictory entity" is one which neither has nor does not have a defining
characteristic. Since it has been shown that a defining characteristic does not apply to a lbing which has one, a lbing which does not have one, or a lbing which
neither has nor does not have one, there is no example of somelbing to which a
defming characteristic applies . See Ava P78a-6,7; D69a-6,7.
31mam pa gnyis su smra ba dag, identified by Avalokitavrata as 'os pa pa
dag, arhoJllh, that is, the Jains . See Ava P79a-l, D70a-l (P has 'os pa dag) . On
the Jains' anekiintaviida, see, e. g., Sinha (1952), pp. 197-208; Frauwallner
(1973), Vol. II, pp. 199-200; and Sharma (1960), pp. 49-54.
32 An entity with two mutually incompatible natures, like a bird which is half
dead and half alive, is not seen in the world. Therefore an entity which both has
and does not have a defining characteristic is not possible. See Ava P79a-5 ,6;
D70a4,5 .
33The opponent replies that the example of a bird which is half dead and half
alive [reminiscent of SchrOdinger' s cat!] is not applicable. Rather it is like the fact
that a man is a son in relation to his father and a father in relation to his son. In
reply, Avalokitavrata quotes MMK 10-8:
If fue is dependent on fuel and if fuel is dependent on fue,
Which of the two is established first, in dependence on which there would be
fire and fuel?
See Ava P79a-6 to 79b-3, D70a-5 to 70b-2.
34That is, to say that a lbing both has and does not have a defining characteristic is to incur the faults which have been shown for each alternative separately.
In Bhlivaviveka's first explanation, MMK 5-3cd refers to an entity which
neither has nor does not have a defining characteristic. In his second explanation,
it refers to an entity which both has and does not have a defming characteristic.
35 gIJuuz dag, "others," identified by Avalokitavrata as "the commentator
(v1Jti-k4ra) Sthavira Buddhaplilita. " See Ava P79b-7, D70b-5 . Text in Saito
(1984~ , p . 67, II. 9-13 and 16-18; translation in Saito (1984), translation, p. 67.
3 Here Bhlivaviveka criticizes Buddhapiilita's commentary on MMK 5-3a,bl
on the grounds that he tacitly assumes that the laksana exists while negating the
laksya . See Ava P79b-8 to 80a4, D70b-6 to 71a-2.·
. In fact, NagliIjuna's own method in chapter five is to reject the ultimately real
existence of the lakfya in the fust three and a half verses and then to negate the
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laksana in MMK 5-4cd. Given his use of simple negation and the prasanga method: it'does not seem that he must affinn the existence of the laksana while arguing
..
against the laksya; and the same is true for Buddhapiilita.
37Here Bh~vaviveka is criticizing Buddhapiilita's commentary on MMK 5-3b2.
One can say, "This is the defming characteristic of this thing, " in order to remind
someone who has forgotten that fact. See Ava P80a-4 to 8, D7Ia-2 to 5.
It is not clear that this is the sense of "application" (pravrtu) that Niigarjuna
and Buddhapiilita have in mind. They seem to be thinking of a'logically necessary
relationship between the defining characteristic and the thing characterized, rather
than of the use of words to communicate a fact.
38See Ava P80a-8, D7la-5.
39See Ava P80b-4,5; D71b-1.2.
4Q Avalokitavrata describes theSe opponents as Buddhists and others who falsely
consider themselves learned in the science of logic (rigs pa'i bstan bcos,
nyiiyalyukti-Jiistra). See Ava PBOb-6,7,8; D7Ib-3,4.
41brnag pa. See Dass (1902), s. v.
42See Ava P81b-3,4; D72a-7 to 72b-1.
43 Avalokitavrata remarks that in superficial reality, the defming characteristic's
particular property of being neither the same as nor different from the thing characterized includes it in the thing characterized. See Ava P81b-6,7; D72b-2,3.
44See Ava PSI b-S; D72b-4.
45 Avalokitavrata says that Bhavaviveka's arguments are not comparable to the
opponent's example. In the argument, "sound is impermanent because it is made, "
the words, "because it is made, " produce a cognition that sound is impermanent;
but the fact that sound is impermanent exists before the reason is uttered. Thus it
is incorrect to argue that the reason is not established. On the other hand, Bhavaviveka argues that the thing characterized and its defming characteristic cannot be
different by showing that they cannot exist at different times. See Ava PS2a-3 to
82b-5, D72b-6 to 73a-7.
46-rb.e opponents are those who say that the thing characterized and its defining
characteristic are different. See Ava P82b-6, D73b-1.
47The reason (e. g., "being made,") must invariably be accompanied by the
property to be established (e. g., "being impermanent"). The reverse need not be
true.
481n his commentary on MMK 5-2cd, Bhiivaviveka gave the following
syllogism: The alleged defming characteristic is not the defming characteristic of
the thing characterized, because it is different (from that thing], like (a defining
characteristic] different from that (alleged defming characteristic]. See Ava
PS2b-6 to 83a-3, D73b-1 to 5. See also Bhiivaviveka's second syllogism folowing
MMK 5-1cd.
49See Ava P83b-1.2; D74a-3. This probably refers again to the opponent's
initial syllogism in this chapter.
517he Miidhyamikas do not reject the necessary connection of the thing characterized and its defming characteristic On the level of sup<:rftcial reality, because
to do so would contradict perception. See Ava PS3a-6,7; D73b-7 to 74a-l and
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P83b-I,2; D74a-3,4.
SISee note 3.
52The opponent cannot cite a similar example, that is something which exists
(in ultimate reality) and is a defining characteristic. See Ava P84b-2,3,4; 075a2,3.
53The Abhidhannakofa-bhiisya on AK 2-55cd contains a long debate between
the Vaibhiisikas and the Sautranfus as to whether the three unconditioned dharmas, especially nirvana, are entities (bhiiva) or nonentities (abhiiva). See LVP AK
II, pp. 278-87. See 8!so the sources translated in La Vallee Poussin (1930).
54See Ava P85a-3 to 7, 075b-2 to 5. For a discussion of the four formless
(iiriipya) meditative spheres, see LVP AK VIII, pp. 133-44 and LVP AK III, p.
21 n. 1. See also Avalokitavrata's long and interesting discussion in Ava P86a-3
to S7b-6, 076b-3 to 78a-2.
550n this term, see LVP AK VIII, p. 182 n. 4 and Edgerton (1953), pp. 56970. The samiipatti referred to is again the sphere of the infinity of space, while
the example refers to the sphere of the infmity of cognition. Strictly speaking,
space and cognition are the objects not of the samiipatlis named after them, but of
the ~reparatory exercises for those samiipattis; see AK 8-4ab,cl.
6MMK 5-5cd, according to Avalokitavrata. See Ava P88a-4, D7Sa-6,7.
57 See note 53. I have generally translated the terms bhiiva and abhiiva as 'entity' and 'nonentity,' respectively. Some contexts, however, require translations
like 'presence" and 'absence" or "existence" and "nonexistence." Thus in the following discussion, abhiiva has sometimes been translated as 'nonentity" and sometimes as 'absence;" and once, bhiiva has been translated as "existence." (Note that
in still other contexts, bhiiva may mean "nature.")
58See Ava P89a-4,5; P79a-6.
59See Ava P89a-8 to 89b-1, D78b-2,3.
6OAecording to Avalokitavrata, the opponent here is a Vaibhiisika. See Ava
P89b-3, 079b-4. This identification seems justified by the fact thai the opponent
here alludes to the arguments advanced earlier by the Vaihhiisikas. The syllogism
which follows, however, is reminiscent of the Nyiiya-Vaise~ika position. On the
lauer, see Sinha (1956), pp. 346-53; Frauwaliner (1973), Vol. II, pp. 110-1; Sharma (1960), pp. 182-3; and Potter (1977), pp. 53, llO, 141-6.
61 This refers to the Vaibhiisika's three syllogisms following MMK 5-5ab. See
Ava P89b-3,4,5; D79b-4,5. .
62See Ava P90a-4,5; D80a-4,5.
63See Ava P90b-3, D80b-3.
64Avalokitavrata points out that the negation of bhiiva is a simple negation, not
an implicative negation. See Ava P90b-8 to 9la-I, OSOb-7 to Sla·1.
65See Ava P9la-2, OSla-I,2.
66Avalokitavrata attributes this objection to both the Sautrantikas and the Vaibhiisikas. See Ava P91a-4, OSla-3. In fact, while the Sautrantikas do hold that
bolli bhiivas and abhiivas can be objects of cognition, the Vaibha~ikas argue that
only a bhiiva can be an object of cognition. See LVP AK V, p. 62.
670ne would usually translate shes pa as "cognition" (jfliina, etc.); but given
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kilh in MMK 5-6d and given Avalokitavrata' s subcommentary, it seems to mean
"cognizer" (shes pa po; jifijJr, etc.) here.
68As the Buddha, the co!iruzer of dhamliJlii, exists, so the yogin who cognizes
entities and nonentities exists. See Ava P9Ia-5,6; 08Ia-4,5.
69 mam grangs Icyi tshul smra ba dag, paryiiya-naya-viidinalf. On the Jaina
doctrine of the modes (paryiiya) of a thing and the different points of view (naya)
from which it can be considered, see the references in note 31. See also Ames
(1995), nn. 82 and 83.
Ava P92a-1 ,2 and 6 identify the opponents as here as 'os pa pa dag. iirhatiilJ;
Ava 081b-7 and 82a-4 have 'ug pa pa dag, auliikyiilJ. i. e ., the Vai~e~ikas . Since
the view described here seems clearly to be that of the Jains, 'os pa pa dag must
be the right reading.
70Avalokitavrata explains that although a man may be a son in relation to his
father and a father in relation to his son, he cannot be said to be alive in relation
to death and dead in relation to life. That is, he must be either alive or dead.
Likewise, he cannot be an entity from one point of view and a nonentity from
another. See Ava P92a-1 to 8, 081b-7 to 82a-6 .
7\ 'thad pa mi bzod pa, perhaps upapatty-aksama.
nOne might be inclined to translate 'criticisms [and) proofs;' but Avalokitavrata says the those proofs themselves are also criticisms against the Miidhyamika.
See Ava P92b-5 ,6,7; 082b-3 ,4 .
73S ee LVP AK I, p . 37.
74byedpa med par might also mean "without an instrument' or "without activity.' For svalaksana-dhiirantid dMJuh, see AbhidhamuIkosa-bhlisya on AK 3-3,
Shastri edition,
385; Pradrum edition. p. 112.
.
75 Avalokitavrata explains that Niigiirjuna has negated space first because it is
generally believed in the world that space is nothing at all (ci yang rna yin pa, perhaps akimcit), whereas earth and so on are considered to be entities, etc. Once
space haS been negated. it can serve as an example in syllogisms negating the other
elements . Thus space is dealt with first, despite the fact that earth comes first in
the list ~iven in the siitras. See Ava P93a-6 to 93b-2, 083a-3 to 6.
7 Similar in being nothing at all (ci yang rna yin pal, in that they are neither
entities nor nonentities nor things characterized nor defining characteristics, according to Avalokitavrata. See Ava P94a-3 to 94a-5, 084a-I,2.
77The syntax from the beginning of the paragraph to here is not entirely clear.
For Avalokitavrata's commentary, see Ava P94a-8 to 94b-3, 084a-5,6,7.
78Since the elements exist conventionally , the Miidhyarnika need not reject the
Buddha's teaching on that subject; rather, the Miidhyamika regards it as conventional truth. On the other hand, since the elements do not exist in ultimate reality,
the opponent cannot use the purely conventional existence of the elements to prove
that the iiyatanas exist in ultimate reality. Compare Ava P95a-1 ,2; 084b-6 .
79 Avalokitavrata identifies the opponents as 'some of our fellow Buddhists,
Samghabhadra and so on." See Ava P95a-4,5; 085a-2. Presumably, this refers
to ihe Vaibhiisika master Samghabhadra who wrote a rebuttal to Vasubandhu' s
AbhidhaT17U1ktisabhlisya. See, e . g ., LVP AK I, "Introduction, ' pp. xxii-xxiii.
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Parts of Samghabhadra's work are translated in La Vallee Poussin (1930), (19312), and (19:i6-7) .
8USee AK 5-7 and LVP AK V, p. IS.
81 skyon cha rna mnyam pa, probably dosa- visama. Avalokitavrata glosses this
as "an imbalance of the three dosas ofwirui, bile, and phlegm;" see Ava P95a-S,
OS5a-5.
.
82Avalokitavrata explains that the Madbyamika negates the existence of the
ayata/las in ultimate reality by means of a simple negation, not an implicative negation. Thus his negation does not entail the affirmation that the ayatanas are nonentities. Hence the Madhyamaka-siistra is free from the two extremes of the views
of permanence and annihilation. See Ava P95b-7, 085b-2,3.
83 Avalokitavrata does not identify the source of this and the following quotation. See Ava P95b-7 to 96a-l, 085b-3,4,5. The Sanskrit text of the Lalikiivatara
verse is found in Nanjio (1923), p. 147.
84Identified by Avalokitavrata as "the siistra called Lokapanksa composed by
acarya Niigirjuna himself. " See Ava P96a-2,3; 085b-6. Only this single verse
of this lost work of Niigirjuna's is known to modem scholarship; see Lindtner
(1982), p. 14 n. 27. (Christian Lindtner has informed me that the same verse is
quoted, with a variant, in the Tarlaljviilii on Madhyamaka-hrdaya-kiirildi 4-5S.)
8S Avalokitavrata explains that the verse illustrates simple negation. See Ava
P96a-3,4; 085b-7 to 86a-1.
86ngo bo nyid 11II!d pa yin par gyur /Ia. One might translate this as "if they
were without intrinsic nature," but that translation seems wrong in this context.
Also, Avalokitavrata has the gloss kun rdzob tu tshul gang gis tha srryad gdags pa
tsam gyi tshul der yang med pa yin par gyur na'0, "if they were nonexistent even
in that way in which they are mere conventional designations in superficial reality." See Ava P97b-1, 087a-4.
87 Avalokitavrata comments on this verse, but he does not identify its source.
See P98a-6 to 98b-1, D88a-1 to 4.
88When the existent thing has ceased, there will be nonexistence. See Ava,

loco cit.
89 A reference to the path of vision or seeing (darsana-miirga) and the path of
cultivation (bhiivana-miirga). In the Mahayana, these paths coincide with the
bodhisattva-bhiimis. Avalokitavrata explains that the vision of emptiness is the
"non-seeing" of the existence and nonexistence of entities, which takes place when
one comprehends supremely profound dependent origination, which is free from
the extremes of permanence and annihilation. See Ava P98b-2 to 5, OS8a-5,6,7.
90Identified by Avalokitavrata; see Ava P9Sb-5, OSSa-7 . The Sanskrit text is
found in Nanjio (1923), pp. 152-3 and pp. 324-5.
91 Identified by Avalokitavrata; see Ava P9Sb-8, 088b-2. The Sanskrit text is
found in von Stael-Holstein (1926), p. 90.
92See note 149 to the translation of chapter three. Avalokitavrata's remarks
are similar here. See Ava: (I) P99a-4,5, 088b-5,6; (2) P99a-7, 089a-l; (3)
P99b-I,2, 089a-3; (4) P99b-3.4, D89a-5; (5) P99b-7,8, 089b-I,2; (6) PIOOa-2,3,
089h-4; and (7) P100a-8 to lOOb-l, to 090a-I,2,3.
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93Identified by Avaiokitavrata; see Ava P99a-5, 088a-7. The same passage
was quoted by Bhavaviveka toward the end of chapter three. I have not been able
to locate this passage in the Sde dge bka' 'gyur edition of the sutra.
94See note 151 to the translation of chapter three.
95Identified by Avaiokitavrata; see Ava P99a-8, 089a-2. The same passage
was quoted by Bhavaviveka toward the end of chapter three. See note 152 to the
translation of chapter three. The quotation here differs from that in chapter three
in having bskal pas for chapter three's bskal pa'; meso
96See note 153 to the translation of chapter three.
97Identified by Avaiokitavrata only as being "from other siiJriinJas." See Ava
P99b-I,2; 089a-4. The passage is very similar to a sentence which occurs three
times in the KtiSyapa-parivarta; see von Sta!I-Holstein (1926), pp. 86-7, 90
(related sentence, p. 144).
98 Avaiokitavrata explains the last two phrases by saying that it does not appear
as an object [of the six senses] and that it cannot be grasped by the cognition of
the ~e, etc. The referent is paramartha-satya. See ~va P99b4,5,6; 089a-5,6,7.
Identified by Avaiokitavrata only as BhagaVali-prajflii-pdramitii-siiJra; see
Ava P99b-6, 089a-7 to 89b-1. The Sanskrit text is found in lIikata (1958), p. 61.
looIdentified by Avaiokitavrata; see Ava P99b-8 to l00a-l, 089b-2. The same
two verses were quoted by Bhavaviveka toward the end of chapter four. The flfst
two piidas of the ftrst verse are found in the Sde dge bka' 'gyur, Mdo sde Ba 36b3 (with a slightly different Tibetan translation). For the third plida, compare
byang chub sems dpa' mkhas pa derll on 36b-4. The second verse is found on
37a-l,2, with a rather different third piida: de dag de yi 'gro rig nas II. Avaiokitavrata remarks that the ftrst two piidas of the second verse aiso occur in the
Arya-sarva-buddha-visaya-avaliira-jfliina-tIloka-alamk4ra-siiJra. SeeAvaPlOOa-4,
089b-5,6.
.
IOIIdentified by Avaiokitavrata only as "that same Bhagavall-prajfliipiiramitiisiiJra." See Ava PlOOa-5,6; 089b-7. The Sanskrit is found in Hikata (1958), p.
62.
102See note 159 to my translation of chapter three.
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Sanskrit Text of MMK, Chapters Three, Four, and Five, according to PSP as emended by J. W. de Jong (1978) and further
emended by Akira Saito (1985)
Chapter Three
darsanam sravanam ghriinam rasanam sparsanam manah I
indriy~ ~a~ ete~~ dr~!a~yiidim gocara1.t I I '
.

1

svam iitmiinam darsanam hi tat tam eva na paSyati I
na paSyati yad iitmiinal!"i katha.f!"t dr~yati tat paran II

2

na paryiipto 'gnidrstiinto darsanasya prasiddhaye I
sadarsana1,l sa pratYUkto gamyamiinagatiiga~ II

3

niipaSyamiinam bhavati yadii kim cana darsanam I
darsllIllUp. paSyatlty eV3J!l kathaIit etat tu yujyate II

4

paSyati darsanam naiva naiva paSyaty adarsanam I
vyakhyiito darsanenaiva dr~!i ciipy avagamya~ II

5

drastii nasty atiraskrtya tiraskrtya ca darsanam I
dr~!avY3J!l dars~ caiva &~!afY asati te kuta1.t II

6

pratltya miitiipitarau yathoktah putrasambhavah I
~iiriipe pratltyaivam ukto vijiiiinas~bhav~ II

7

drastavyadarsaniibhiiviid vijiiiiniidicatustayam I
nastity upiidiiniidIni bhavi~yanti puna1,l' kath~ II

8

vyiikhyiitam sravanam ghriinam rasanam sparsanam manah I
darsanenai~a jiinly~c 'chrotr§rotavyakiidi ca II
.
.

9
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Chapter Four
riipakarananinnuktam na riiparn upalabhyate I
riipe~pi "na nirm~ drsyate riipakaraJ.13l!l1

I

1

riipakarananinnukte riipe riiparn prasajyate I
lihetuk~ na casty arthaJ? kaScid lihetuka!} kYacit I I

2

riipena tu vinirmuktam yadi syiid riipakaranam I
akaryak3J!l karaJ.13l!l syan nasty akiirY3J!l ca k~aJ.13l!l11

3

riipe saty eva riipasya karanarn nopapadyate I
riipe 'saty eva riipasya kiir~ nopapadyate II

4

I

ni~karaJ.13l!l puna riiP3J!l naiva naivopapadyate
tasmiid riipagatiin k~cin na vikalpan vikalpayet

II

5

na karanasya sadrsarn kiiryarn ity upapadyate I
na kiir~yiisadr§~ karyarn ity upapadyate II

6

vedaniicittasarnjiiiiniim samskiiriiniim ca sarvaSah I
sarve~iim eva "bhiiv~ iupe~va "sarna!} krarn~ II

7

vigrahe yah parThiirarn krte siinyatayii vadet I
sarv3J!l tasyiiparihrtru!t SMn3J!l siidhyena jiiyate II

8

vyiikhyane ya upiilarnbh3J!l krte siinyatayii vadet I
sarvaI!l tasyanupiilabdh3J!l sarnaI!l siidhyena jiiyate II

9

Chapter Five
niikiisarn vidyate kimcit piirvam likiisalaksaniit I
al~~ prasajyett syiit piirv3J!l yadi l~~t II
al~~o

na kaScic ca bhiiva!} s3J!lvidyate kYacit I

1
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asaty al~aJ}e bhave krama~ kuha 1~aJ}lll!l11

2

n.aJ.aksane laksanasya pravrttir na salaksane \
salak~aJjaIak~~kbhY~ napy anyatra pravartate I I

3

laksanasampravrttau ca na laksyam upapadyate I
l~~yanupapattau ca l~~yapy asaIpbhavaJ? \ I

4

tasman na vidyate laksyam laksanam naiva vidyate I
l~yal~aJ}aDinnuktci nalva bhavo' 'pi vidyate II

5

avidyamane bhave ca kasyabbiivo bhavisyati I
bhiivabhavavidhannii ca bhavabhavav avaiti ka!.t I I

6

tasman na bhiivo naohiivo na laksyam niipi laksanam \
iikasam iikasasarnii dhatava!.t paiica ye 'pare II . . .

7

astitvam ye tu paSyanti niistitvam caIpabuddhayah I
bhiiv~ te na paSyanti dr~favyopaSaIDaIp siv~\ \

8
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Glossary
English

Tibetan

Sanskrit

about to originate
absence of self
action
activity
aeon
agent
affliction

skye bar 'dod pa
bdag med pa nyid
las
bya ba
bskal pa
byed pa po
nyon mongs pa
kun nas nyon mongs pa
nyon mongs pa can
'phung po
nye bar len pa
nye bar blang ba
nye bar len pa po
dam bcas pa
nmgon par men pa
yid la byed pa
gzhi
sems can
beom ldan 'das
rkyen

utpitsu
nairatmya
karman
kriya
kalpa
kartr
kleSa
samklesa
klista
skandha
upadiina

rgyu
rgyu
roam par sroin pa' i rgyu

hetu
kiirana
vipiika-hetu

blo
rnam par shes pa
shes pa
bdag nyid thob pa

buddhi
vijiiana
jiiiina
atma-liibha

afflictive
aggregate
appropriation
appropriator
assertion
attachment
attention
basis
(a) being
Blessed One
causal condition,
condition
cause
cause of
maturation
cognition

coming into
existence

upadatr
pratijiiii
abhiniveSa
manasikiira
asraya, etc.
sattva
bhagavan
pratyaya
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mam par rtog pa

prasiddhi,
prasiddha
vikalpa

rtog pa
spros pa

kalpana
prapanca

lhan cig nyid,
lhan cig gi dngos po
'dus byas
'du byed
gnod pa
gti mug
mtshung par ldan pa'i
rgyu
shes pa yod pa nyid
tha snyad

sahabhiiva

tha snyad kyi bden pa
tha snyad du
dad pa
'gal ba 'khrul pa med pa

vyavahiira-satya
vyavahiirataJ:1
sraddhii
viruddhaavyabhiciirin

mi mthun pa'i phyogs

vip~a

sred pa
sun dbyung ba
rab rib
mtshan nyid

trsnii
dusana
timira
laksana

common knowledge grags pa
conceptual construction
conceptual
proliferation
concomitance
conditioned
conditioned factor
conflict
confusion
conjoined cause
consciousness
convention,
conventional
designation,
conventional
activity
conventional truth
conventionally
conviction
counterbalanced
counterexample,
dissimilar case,
set of all such;
counterposition
craving
criticism
defective vision
defIning
characteristic

sarnskrta
sarnskiira
biidha
moha
s a~prayuktahetu
caitanya
vyavahiira

...
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dependent
designation
dependent
origination
desire
direct object
disadvantage
discernment
doctrine

domain
dominant causal
condition
element

brten nas gdags pa

jii~pti

rten cing brei par
'byung ba
'dod chags
'dod pa
las
nyes dmigs
shes rab
tshul
rodzad pa'i mtha'
grub pa'i mtha'
spyod yul
bdag po'i rkyen
'byung ba
khams

(to) emanate
emancipation
entity
established
establishing what
is [already]
established
fact of having
this as a causal
condition
feeling
fellow Buddhist
(more literally,
"coreligionist")
founders of nonBuddhist sects
futile rejoinder

upadaya pra-

sprul pa
byang grol
dngos po
vastu
grub pa
grub pa la sgrub pa

pratityasamutpada
raga
kama
kannan
admava
prajiia
naya
krtiinta
siddhiinta
gocara
adhipati/adhipateyapratyaya
bhiita
dhatu
nir-ma
apavarga
bhava
siddha
siddha-sadhana

rkyen 'di dang ldan pa
nyid

idllJ!lpratyayatii

t~hor

ba
rang gi sde pa

vedanii
svayiithya

mu stegs byed

tIrthakara

ltag chod

jati
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hatred
higher realms
identifying mark
immediately
preceding causal
condition
implicative
negation
imputation
in superficial
reality
in ultimate
reality
inconclusive
inference
inherent nature
instrument
internal
intrinsic nature
invariable
locus
logical mark
[logically]
possible
manifestation
material
matter
matter dependent
on the elements
meditation
meditational
attainment

zhe sdang
mtho ris
mtshan rna
de rna thag pa'i rkyen

dvesa
svarga
nimitta
(sam)anantarapratyaya

rna yin par dgag pa
sgro 'dogs pa
kun rdzob tu

paryudasapratisedha
samaropa
SlIJ!lv:tYa

don dam par

paramarthatal?

rna nges pa
rjes su dpag pa
rang gi ngo bo
byed pa
nang gi
ngo bo nyid
rang bzhin
'khrul pa med pa
gzhi
(as in asraya-asiddhi)
rtags
rigs pa

anaikantika
anumiina
svariipa
karana
adhyatmika
svabhava
svabhiiva
avyabhicarin
asraya

gsal ba
gzugs can
gzugs
(as first aggregate)
'byung ba las gyur pa'i
gzugs
bsam gtan
snyoms par 'jug pa

vyakti
rupin
rupa

liilga
yukta

bhautika-rupa
dhyiina
samapatti
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meditative
concentration
(in) meditative
concentration
meditative
cultivation
meditative sphere
mental factor
mental formation
mere assertion
merit
mind
moral conduct
necessary
connection
negation
neutral
nihilistic
negation
noble
nonconceptual
wisdom
noncondition
nonobstructing
cause
object
object, object to
be grasped [by
a subject]
object of
cognition
object of correct
knowledge

ting nge 'dzin

samadhi

mnyam par bzhag pa

samiihita

bsgom pa

bhiivana

skye mched
sems las byung ba
'du byed
(as fourth aggregate)
dam bcas pa tsam
bsod nams
sems
yid
tshul khrims
med na mi 'byung ba

ayatana
caitta
samskara

dgag pa
lung du rna bstan pa
skur pa 'debs pa

prati~edha

'phags pa
rnam par mi rtog pa' i
ye shes
rkyen rna yin pa
byed pa'i rgyu

arya
nirvikalpakajiiiina
apratyaya
karana-hetu

yul
gzung ba

grahya

dmigs pa
gzhal bya

pratijiia-matra
pUJ.lya
citta
manas
sila
aviniibhiiva

avyii!qta
apavada

vi~aya

aramb3J.l3,
aIambana
prameya
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object of
knowledge
one who desires
one who hates
original meaning,
point under
discussion
overextension
perceptionconception
perfection
person
position
positive
concomitance
potentiality
previous position
primary matter
primordial matter,
original nature
property of the
subject [which
proves the thesis]
property to be
proved
proving property
question raised
in objection
reality
reason
reasoning
refutation
result
s3J!lsaric existence

shes bya

jiieya

chags pa
sdang ba
skabs kyi don

rakta
dvista
prakrta-artha

ha cang thal ba
'du shes

atiprasaIiga
s3J!ljiiii

pha rol tu phyin pa
gang zag
phyogs
rjes su 'gro ba

paramita
pudgala
p~a

anvaya

nus pa
phyogs snga rna
gtso bo
rang bzhin

sakti

phyogs kyi chos

pak.~a-dharrna

bsgrub par bya ba'i
chos
sgrub pa'i chos
brgal zhing brtag pa

sadhya-dharrna
sadhana-dharrna
paryanuyoga

de kho na
gtan tshigs
rigs pa
sun dbyung ba
'bras bu
'bras bu
srid pa

tattva
hetu
yukti, nyaya
diisana
phala
karya
bhava

piirvap~a

pradhana
pr~
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scripture
secondary matter
self-contradiction
sense organ
separate

lung
gsung rab
rgyur byas pa'i gzugs
dgag pa rni mthun pa
dbang po
tha dad pa

set of all similar
examples
similar cause
similar example

mthun pa'i phyogs

simple negation

med par dgag pa

skal pa mnyam pa'i rgyu
chos mthun pa'i dpe

agama
pravacana
upadaya-riipa
vipratisedha
indriya
p~ak, bhinna,
vyatirikta, etc.
sapakl!a
sabhaga-hetu
s adharmy adrstanta
prasajyaprati~edha

simultaneously
arisen cause
specific
specification

Ihan cig 'byung ba'i
rgyu
so sor nges pa
nges par gzung ba

specious
spirit
spiritually
immature
state of existence
student
subject [of a
thesis]
subsequent
reasoning
substance, real
substance
superficial
reality
superficial truth
superficially real

ltar snang ba
skyes bu
byis pa

sahabhii-hetu
pratiniyata
avadharal,lli,
nirdharana
-abhiisa
puru~a

biila

'gro ba
slob ma
chos can

gati

rtog ge phyi ma

uttara-tarka

rdzas

dravya

kun rdzob

samvrti

kun rdzob kyi bden pa
kun rdzob pa

s~v~ti-satya

si~ya

dharmin

samvrta
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supramundane
syllogism
system
thesis
thing
characterized
tranquil
trace
treatise
true state
ultimate reality
ultimate truth
ultimately real
unconditioned
undesired
consequence
universal cause
unreal
unwholesome
valid means of
knowledge
virtue
visible form
wholesome
wisdom
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'jig rten las 'das pa
sbyor ba'i tshig
gzhung lugs
dam bcas pa
mtshan nyid kyi gzhi

lokottara
prayoga-viikya
mata, samaya
pratiji\a

zhi ba
bag chags
bstan bcos
yang dag pa ji Ita ba
bzhin nyid
don dam pa
don dam pa' i bden pa

siva
vasanii
sastra
yathatathya (?)

l~ya

don dam pa pa
'dus rna byas
thal ba

paramiirtha
paramarthasatya
piiramarthika
asamskrta
prasaIi.ga

kun tu 'gro ba'i rgyu
yang dag pa rna yin pa
mi dge ba
tshad rna

sarvatraga-hetu
abhiita
akusala
pramiiJ.la

chos
gzugs
(as an ayatana)
dge ba
ye shes

dharma
riipa
kusala
ji\ana
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Bibliographical Abbreviations
AK The Abhidharmokosa and Abhidharmakosabhiisya of Vasubandhu - See Abhidharmokosa and Bhiisya of Aciirya Vasubandhu with Sphuttirtha Commentary oj Actirya Yasomitra,
ed. Swami Dwarikadas Shastri, Bauddha Bharati Series, vols.
5, 6, 7, and 9, Varanasi: Bauddha Bharati, 1970, 1971, 1972,
1973 and The Abhidharmokosabhiisyam of Vasubandhu, ed.
Prahlad Pradhan, Tibetan sanskrit Works Series, vol. 8,
Patna: K. P. Jayaswal Research Institute, 1975 (2nd rev.
ed.) .
Akutobhayti

In Dbu rna Tsa: D vol. 1; P vol. 95.

Ava Avalokitavrata's Prajiitiprad[patlkti. Chapters one and two
in Dbu rna Wa: D vol. 4; P vot" 96. Chapters three through
sixteen (part) in Dbu rna Zha: D vol. 5; P vol. 97; Chapters
sixteen (part) through twenty-seven in Dbu rna Za: D vol. 6;
P vol. 97. Text numbers: Peking no. 5259; Derge no. 3859.
Bp

Buddhapiilita's Buddhaptilita-Miilamadhyamakavr;ti. In Dbu
rna Tsa: D vol. 1; P vol. 95 and in Saito (1984).

C

Co ne edition of bstan 'gyur, Dbu rna Tsha. Published on
microfiche by the Institute for the Advanced Study of World
Religions, Stony Brook, New York, 1974. ("C" without further specification refers to PP C.)

D

Sde Dge Tibetan Tripitaka Bstan Hgyur, Dbu Ma, eds. K.
Hayashima, J. Takasaki, Z. Yamaguchi, and Y. Ejima, 17
volumes and index, Tokyo: Sekai Seiten Kanko Kyokai,
1977. ("D" without further specification refers to PP D.)

LVP AK L'Abhidharmokosa de Vasubandhu, tr. Louis de La
Vallee Poussin, 6 volumes, Paris: Paul Geuthner, 1923-31
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(reprinted 1971-2 as vol. 16 of Melanges Chinois et Bouddhiques). (Roman numerals following "LVP AK" refer to
chapter numbers, not volume numbers.)
Nligarjuna's Mulamadhyamokakiirikii. Sanskrit in PSP.
Tibetan in Dbu rna Tsa: D vol. 1; P vol. 95 and also in
Akutobhayii, Ava, Bp, PP, and PSP.

MMK

N

Snar thang edition of the bstan 'gyur, Dbu rna Tsha. Photocopy of the blockprint in the Royal Library, Copenhagen.
("N" without further specification refers to PP N.)

P

The Tibetan Tripiraka, Peking Edition, ed. D. T. Suzuki, 168
volumes, Tokyo-Kyoto: Tibetan Tripi!Jlka Research Institute,
1957-61. ("P" without further specification refers to PP P.)

PP

Bhavaviveka's Prajfiiiprad'lpa. In Dbu rna Tsha: D vol. 2;
P vol. 95. Text numbers: Peking no. 5253; Derge no. 3853.

PSP CandraIdrti's Prasannapadii. Sanskrit in Mulamadhyamaka-

kiirikiis de Niigiirjuna avec la Prasannapadii, Commentaire de
Candraklrti, ed. Louis de La Vallee Poussin, Bibliotheca
Buddhica, vol. 4, St. Peters bourg: Academie Imperiale des
Sciences, 1913. Tibetan in Dbu rna 'a: D vol. 7; P vol. 98.
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